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THE PERGAMON 
INTERNATIONAL LIBRARY 
SUBSCRIPTION PLAN 
You may purchase all volumes in th r  
1,ibrary. including thosr alrcady pul)lislicd. 
o r  you niny limit your selection to specific 
subjrct areas. 
You spccify the r rad ins  Ievrls mohc ap-  
plicable to your readers. 
You can qualify for a 40%,  30'; 0 1  
20% discount depending. upon the con- 
tract you select. 
All hooks furnished under the Con- 
tract Plan arc spccial hardcover l i l~rn~-!  
editions. New titles are shipped in ad\,ancc. 
of publication. 
Siriqlc or  multiplc copies may br or- 
d r r r d .  They all count toward the total 
nurnher required for discount. Previous 
ordcrs of International Library books 
count toward the total number rcquired 
for highest discount. 
A firm limit on  your total expenditures 
under the C o n t r x t  Plan is set by our com- 
i ~ ~ i r r n c n t  ot to publish inore than 1.000 
\ olurnrs. 
You I I ~ : I ~  I I ; I I I ~ ~ ~  o r  c.anccl the Con- 
1rac.t Plan at  ; ~ n y  time on  30 days' notice. 
You pay no postagc, handling chari.r< You Ills) rcturn books a t  any time for 
o r  insurance fees. Perganion Press nbsorl~h i d l  r r rd i t .  ; I S  lone as they arc in resalable 
.dl of these costs. condition. 
F07 n broclrrrrc d e s c r i b i n ~  rhp  C o r i f r n c f  Plorl rn rlc,fnil. Dlpnse w r i t e  to:  
S P E C I A L  L I B R A R I E S  1s published by Specla1 L ~ b r a r l e s  A s s o c ~ a t ~ o o ,  monthly September to A p r ~ l .  - 
bimonthly M a y  to August, a t  73 Maln Street. Brattleboro. Vermont 03301. E d ~ t o r ~ a l  Offices: 31 Eas t  10th 
Street. New York, New York 10003 Second class postage pald a t  Brattleboro, Vermont. 
- ppp - -- 
POSTMASTER: Send Form 3579 to Specla1 L~braries Assoc~ation, 
31 East 10 St., New York, N. Y. 10003 
-- 
- - - - -- --- -- - -- 
a - new Faraday journal in the information sciences 
MATHEMATlCAl LINGUISTICS 
a translation of selected major articles from 
Nauchno-Tekhnicheskaya lnformatsiya 
Edited by A. I. Mikhailov, 
Director of the All-Union Institute of Scientific and Technical- Information (VINITI) 
This new journal, of outstanding interest to documentalists, linguists, mathemati- 
cians and engineers, focuses attention on the highly coordinated and imaginative 
effort being made by Soviet specialists to arrive at efficient and comprehensive sys- 
tems for analyzing, translating, encoding, searching and correlating scientific and 
technical information. The Faraday translation, issued quarterly, will include all major 
articles of immediate applicability to  Western R & D projects in automatic documenta- 
tion, mechanical translation, information retrieval, mathematical linguistics and peri- 
pheral areas. 
Sample contents include: 
Adaptive matrices as classifiers of information (M. A. Agamalova and R. A. Akopyan) 
Automatic indexing of reactions in a retrieval system for organic chemistry (G. L. Mish- 
chenko, A. M. Shefter, and G. E. Vleduts) 
A n  algorithm for determining the distances between words (E. M. Dzholos) 
Trinary coded two-digit edge-punched cards (G. F. Pozhariskaya and I. F. Pozhariskii) 
An  experimental investigation of the efficiency of an information retrieval system 
(A. V. Sokolov) 
A n  algorithm for syntactic analysis for one model of grammatical relationships 
(G. M. ll'in) 
An  experimental peek-a-boo retrieval system (F. V. Bazilevich and L. L. Orlinkov) 
An  algorithm for automattc transliteration (B. V. Sukhotin) 
An  experiment on generation of a card deck on ways and means in automation 
(N. F. Pegashova) 
Experiments on realization of an English-Russian translation algorithm with the 
URAL-4 computer (Yu. V. Girshberg, A. M. Dubitskaya, and N. S. Kolichinskaya) 
Research on information loss and information noise in descriptor-type retrieval 
systems (A. V. Sokolov) 
Quarterly $145.00 Commencing 1967 
See LIBRARIAN'S GUIDE TO FARADAY PRESS JOURNALS for com- 
plete details on our 29 new cover-to-cover translations from Russian. 
The Faraday Press, Inc. 
84 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10011 
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Papers published i n  SPECIAL L I B R A R I E S  express the  views o f  the  authors and do not  represent the  opinion 
or the  policy o f  the  editorial s taf f  or the  publisher. hfanuscrrpts submtt ted for gublrcation must  be typed double 
space o n  only one side o f  paper and mailed t o  the editor. 0 R e P i n t s  may be ordered immediately before or 
a f t e r  publication. 0 Subscrifitions: U .  S. $12.50; foreign, $14; single copies, $2. 0 Annual author-title-subject 
index published with December issue. @ 1967 b y  Special Libraries Association. 
I N D E X E D  i n  Business Periodicals Index,  Documentalion Abstracts, Historical Abstracts, Hospital Literature I n -  
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SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
ASSOCIATION 
President 
DR. F. E. MCKENNA Information Center, Central Research Laboratories 
Air Reduction Company, Inc., Murray Hill, New 
Jersey 0797 1 
President-Elect 
MRS. ELIZABETH R. USHER Art Reference Library, Metropolitan Museum of Art 
Fifth Avenue and 82nd Street, New York 10028 
Advisory Council Chairman 
MRS. HELEN F. REDMAN LOS Alarnos Scientific Laboratory 
P. 0. Box 1663, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544 
Advisory Council Chairman-Elect 
CHARLES H. STEVENS Project Intrex, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
77 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02 139 
Treasurer 
JEAN E. FLEGAL Business Library, Union Carbide Corporation 
270 Park Avenue, New York, New York 10017 
Past-President 
ALLEEN THOMPSON Atomic Power Equipment Department 
General Electric Company 
175 Curtncr Avenue, San Jose, California 95125 
Directors 
MRS. THEODORA A. ANDREWS Pharmacy Library, Purdue University 
Secretdry Lafayette, Indiana 47907 
WILLIAM K. BEATTY Northwestern University Medical Library 
303 East Chicago Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611 
CHARLOTTE GEORGI Graduate School of Business Administration Library 
University of California, Los Angeles, Calif. 90024 
PHOEBE F. HAYES Bibliographical Center for Research 
Denver Public Library, Denver, Colorado 80203 
RUTH NIELANDER Kemper Insurance 
4750 North Sheridan Road, Chicago, Illinois 60640 
GORDON E. RANDALL Thomas J. Watson Research Center Library, IBM 
Yorktown Heights, New York 10598 
Executive Director 
BILL M. WOODS Special Libraries Association 
31 East 10th Street, New York, New York 10003 
Membership 
Dues: Sustaining: $100; Active: $20; Active Paid for Life: $250; Associate: $20; 
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Annual Convention 
The 58th Annual Convention will be held at the Hotel Commodore, New York City, 
May 28-June 1, 1967. 
204 SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
The Library 
An Introduction for 
i bra ry Assistants 
WILLIAM C. PETRU, Editor 
with the assistance of 
Mrs. Martha West  
A Project of San Francisco 
Bay Region Chapter 
1967 soft cover 88 pages $4.00 
The experience and knowledge 
gained from the San Francisco Bay Re- 
gion Chapter's 1962 and 1964 Work- 
shops for Library Assistants are shared 
in an understandable, informative, and 
attractive format. 
Emphasis is on what library opera- 
tions are and why they exist. The ma- 
terial is organized to aid the library as- 
sistant in his understanding of what 
and why: Chapter 1 Libraries: His- 
tory, Types, Organization, Personnel, 
and Materials; Chapter 2 The Acqui- 
sition of Library Materials; Chapter 3 
The Organization of Library Materials ; 
Chapter 4 Library Services. 
Appendices include a Glossary of 
terms used in the text, Selected Refer- 
ences, and a general Index. 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION 
31 East 10th Street 
New York, N. Y. 10003 
Now for the first time in book form: 
Wesley C. 
Mitchell's 
"TYPES OF ECONOMIC THEORY 
from Mercantilism to Institutionalism" 
Edited with an Introduction by 
Joseph Dorfman 
Vol. 1-610 pages, $12.50 
1948 ' ~ l n n w r  In the stndv of -'& 
Columbia University, of a fa- 
mous course on Types of 
Economic Theory. 
(Photo courtesy Columbiana 
Collection, Columbia Univer- 
sity.) 
This  volume contains the full text, as originally 
mimeographed, of the famous Columbia Univer- 
sity lectures in which Prof. Mitchell first presented 
his masterly approach to the history of economic 
thought. Here are the major economists from 
Adam Smith through John Stuart Mill, their lives 
and their ideas, analysed against the social and 
economic backgrounds of their particular era. 
Prof. Dorfman is a long-time student of Prof. 
Mitchell's work, and an  authority o n  institutionalism, 
the history of economic thought, and American bis- 
tory. As a result of his patient and devoted labor 
in culling through the mass of Mitchell's unpub- 
lished papers, he has been able to incorporate much 
new material into the previous version of the Lec- 
ture notes, which greatly enhance their value to 
the student of economic theory. 
Prof. Mitchell's style is notable for the simplicity 
and lucidity with which he distilled the results of 
a lifetime of thought and prodigious reading in a 
complex field. 
We believe this work is important not only for 
economists arid others interested in economic theory, 
but  for students of all the other social sciences and 
philosophy. 
Is(/ AUGUSTUS M. KELLEY,  PuB/ishers 
24 b,ast 22d  Stret-I, New York, N Y 1OO1O 
INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE 
PUBLICATIONS 
Publications of the International Court of Justice are dis- 
tributed by the United Nations, and all are available on 
Standing Order. 
Reports of Judgments, Advisory Opinions and Orders; 
Pleadings, Oral Arguments and Documents; Acts and Docu- 
ments Concerning Organization of the Court; and the Yearbook. 
Recent Publications Include: 
South West Africa Cases 
Pleadings, Oral Arguments and Documents 489 pp. ICJ#292 $ 5.00 
Judgments, Advisory Opinions and Orders, 18 July I 9 6 6  503 pp. ICJ#299 $10.00 
Yearbook of lnternational Court of Justice, 1965- 1966 
Provides general information concerning its organization, 
jurisdiction, activities and administration. 153 pp. ICJ#301 Paper $1.50 
For more information, write: U N I T E D  NATIONS PUBLICATIONS 
Room 1059, New York, N.Y., 1001 7 
Medical Library Association 
publications 
S E R I A L S  
Vital Notes on Medical Periodicals 
Records births, deaths, and title changes 
3 times a year 
$5.00 year 
Bulletin of 
the Medical Library Association 
Articles of interest to all librarians 
4 times a year 
$12.00 year (single nos. $3.50) 
Directory of 
the Medical Library Association 
Paper. Published in even years 
$15.00 to nonmembers 
M O N O G R A P H S  
Handbook of Medical Library Practice 
Edited by Gertrude L. Annan 
and Jacqueline W. Felter. 3d ed. 
Discusses problems common to 
all libraries 
In preparation 
Selected Papers of John Shaw Billings 
Compiled, with a life of Billings 
by Frank Bradway Rogers. 1965 
Papers on medical bibliography by the 
founder of the National Library of 
Medicine, $6.00 
I N D E X E S  
Bulletin of 
the Medical Library Association 
V. 1-40, 191 1-1952, $3.50 
V. 41-50, 1953-1962, $2.00 
Development of Medical Bibliography 
by  st& Brodman. 1954 
An imuortant contribution in the Medical Library Association 
history of science bibliography 
$5.00 
919 North Michigan Avenue, 
Chicago, Illinois 6061 1 
Undercover protection 
for every book in the house 
When it comes to book protection, depend on Gaylord 
Book Jacket Covers, made the way you want them, to give your 
books the protection they need. 
Do you prefer exact size or adjustable covers? We have 
them in a full range of sizes to meet your requirements. Made 
of first-quality, clear, tough 1% mil Mylar" bonded to strong 
white kraft backing paper. 
For speed, convenience, economy and durability, use: 
Exact Size Mylar Covers Adjustable Mylar Covers 
in 55 precisely cut stand- in 6 fold-to-fit sizes that 
ard lengths, from 6 to 16 cover all books from 7-118 
inches ,  p lus  longs  a n d  to 16 inches, plus longs 
extra longs. and extra longs. 
LIBRARY SUPPLIES 
GAYLORD BROS.. INC. - SYRACUSE. NEW YORK - STOCKTON. CALIFORNIA 
What we now know- 
and show- 
about this state 
I t s  land surface / generalized geology / mineral re- 
sources / soils / natural vegetation / outdoor recreation 
facilities / coastal fisheries resources / climatic char- 
acteristics / population by counties / population density 
/ percentage change in county population / Negro popu- 
lation / urbanization / rural population / out-migration 
/ voting registration and patterns / education figures / 
higher educational institutions / vocational training 
centers / daily newspaper circulation / income per cap- 
ita, per family, by county / retail sales figures / rail- 
roads / traffic flow / airports and air  routes / water- 
borne commerce / petroleum and gas pipelines / electric 
generating plants / manufacturing and employment for 
various industries / hospitals and public health centers 
/ wholesale trade / textile mill products / lumber and 
wood products / food and kindred products / change in 
number of farms / and more. Altogether, 69 subject 
headings. 
THE ATLAS OF 
NORTH CAROLINA 
Director and Chief Cartographer: 
Richard E. Lonsdale 
A complete, authoritative and up-to-date general pur- 
pose atlas, with 137 maps, 83 pictures, and brief state- 
ments by university or state authorities in each area. 
Three transparent overlays identify the counties on each 
of the 137 maps. 
Just publislled 12" x 9", 168 pages $7.50 
THE UNIVERSITY OF 
NORTH CAROLINA PRESS 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 
WE TRANSLATE 
FOR RESEARCH 
IN EVERY CORNER OF T H E  W O R L D  
BECAUSE WE LEAD 
IN QUALITY AND SPEED! 
Hdve you put this chim to the test? 
If not, get w t o  send you now: 
1. Specimen translations from our files for evaluation of 
quality (please state subjects and languages of par- 
ticular interest). 
2. Price list and full details of our custom translation 
service. 
3. Specimen list of articles already translated from Rus- 
sian and Japanese and available from us. 
EXPRESS TRANSLATION SERVICE 
P. 0. Box 428, 
56 Wimbledon Hill Road, 
LONDON S.W.19, 
ENGLAND. 
Here's a logical approach to 
the great "serials" problem . . . 
NEW SERIAL 
TITLES 
1961-1965 
When you want to know the date of the first issue of American 
Drug Index . . . which libraries hold the Journal of the Reading 
Specialist. . . what's the Dewey number of the Egyptian Journal 
of Neurology, Psychiatry and Neurosurgery.. .there's really only 
one comprehensive source - NEW SERIAL TITLES 1961-1965. 
Isn't it logical, then, to have at least one copy on your shelf? 
It's a three-volume sr t  which tells you the titles, issuing bodies, Dewey classification 
numbers, and dates of first issue and last (if puhlication has ceased) of some 100,000 intrr- 
national serial publications. And it also lets you know in which of 681 U.S. and Canadian 
libraries any of them is available. 
Arrangement of titles is alphabetical, and covers new serials issued since December 31, 1960, 
as well as those issued before that date, but newly acquired by the libraries represented. 
NEW SERIAL TITLES 1961-1965 - indispensable for your reference collection because: 
it's a storehouse of information for researchers trying to identify or locate a particular 
journal 
I t  includes data on ordering and cataloging for new serial publications from just about 
every corner of the world 
i t  provides helpful data for arranging inter-library loans 
PLEASE N0TE:This latest cumulation is the last until 1970 
. . . another logical reason why it should be on your shelf now. 
Published jointly by the R.R. Bowker Company and  Arno Publishing Inc. Researched and 
edited by the Library of Congress. Threc volumes: volumes I and I1 are clothbound and 
together contain 2951 pages; volume 111, CHANGES IN  SERIALS, is paperbound and 126 
pages. 
Special low price for the three-volume set: $38.35 plus postage in the U.S. and Canada; 
$42.20 plus postage elsewhere. In  New York please add applicable sales tax. Ready now. 
And - in preparation . . . 
DIRECTORY OF IRREGULAR SERIALS AND ANNUALS 
. . . bibliographic and buying information on serials issued annually or irregularly. Only 
current publications included - those whose last issue is later than January 1, 1960. 
Arrangement by subject, with title index. Each entry tells you title, subtitle, or annotation, 
name of editor, date of first issue, language of text, frequency (if scheduled), name and 
address of publisher, price, Dewey number. Publication date and price to be announced. 
R. R. BOWKER COMPANY 
1180 Avenue of the Arner~cas, New York, N.Y. 10036 
To be published soon, the 
collected works of the outstanding 
20th century rnathernatician- 
STEFAN BANACH 
'OEUVRES COMPLETES 
In English and German 
Polish Scientific Publishers 
This is the f i rst  publication of the collected papers of 
the creator of functional analysis. It wil l  contain his 
complete papers (over 50 in  all) and his basic mono- 
graphs. Each work wi l l  be accompanied by a com- 
mentary in  French on the further development of the 
topic. The collection wi l l  include some materials not 
published dur ing Banach's lifetime. 
VOLUME 1 Contains 36 papers concerning the theory 
of real functions and various results con- 
nected with this theory. 
Ready in the Summer of 1967. $10.00 
VOLUME 2 To be published later. Will contain, among 
other works, the famous "THEORIE DES 
OPERATIONS LINEAIRES" in a revised edi- 
tion, with commentaries and solutions of 
problems not known at the time of the first 
publication of this work. 
Address orders to: 
ARS POLONA Foreign Trade Enterprise 
7 Krakowskie Przedmiescie Warsaw, Poland 
MODERN AMERICAN USAGE, 
compared by distinguished critics to 
Fowler's chasic Modern English Usage, 
is a book that will be used by writers 
---and by teachers, librarians, editors, 
and anyone who cares about language 
and good writing. It will be an 
invaluable asset in your library and 
in the claasroorn. 
"I am confident that it will become 
an indispensable volume on the ref- 
erence shelf of every person with a 
professional interest in literacy." 
-MARK SCHORER, 
Professor of English, University 
of California, Berkeley 
"The most highminded book of its 
kind since Fowler, and perhaps the 
only book with comparable creden- 
tials, sensibilities, and standards." 
-LOUIS KRONENBERGER, 
Commentary 
"So full of sage advice and wit.. . 
once picked up it is hard to lay down. 
It  belongs on the ready reference 
shelf of every library and home." 
-FRANCES NEEL CHENEY, 
Wilson Library Bulletin 
"Sensible, vigorous, and cogent.. . . 
Follett deserves a place on the shelf 
beside Fowler." 
-MALCOLM COWLEY, Book Week 
"An admirable book, concise, pithy, 
and often amusing as well. It is sure 
to take its place on the shelf of every 
working author, and I think that 
over the years I will be consulting 
it even more frequently than I used 
to consult Fowler." 
-DAVID DONALD. 
Professor of History, 
The Johns Hopkins University 
"At long last, someone has done for 
the American language what Fow- 
ler's Modern English Usage did 
for British English." 
-IRVING KRISTOL 
Two minutes ago Robert Dunn asked for one corporation 
annual report out of 3,070. 
(Suddenly he has his own microfilm copy.) 
Robert Dunn was looking 
for a particular corporation 
annual report. I t  could have 
taken all day. But he was 
handed a copy of the report 
in only two minutes. How? 
Robert's firm has the micro- 
film collection of the God- 
frey Memorial Library from 
3 M  IMIPRESS-the 3 M  
Internat ional  M ic ro f i lm  
Press - a remarkable new 
publishing service. 
When your library has a 
microfilm information cen- 
your fingertips. And more 
information, such as the 
U. S. Patent Office Official 
Gazette, the U.S. Federal 
Register and the New York 
Law Journal. 
Microfilm is indexed for 
immediate retrieval. Just 
put the film into a 3 M  "400" 
Microfi lm Reader-Printer. 
And view the image on the 
screen. Or make an easy- 
to-read copy in six seconds 
by pressing a button. 
3 M  IMIPRESS also of- I 
ter you'll have fers all of the 
corporationan- IM@PRESS U. S. patents 
nual reports at INTERNATIONAL MICROFILM PRESS for  1 966  - 67, 
chemical abstracts, drugs- 
in-use reports, clinical lit- 
erature, legal  medic ine 
reports and periodicals such 
as Newsweek. And we are 
continually searching the 
world for new and impor- 
tant business and technical 
publ icat ions and other 
sources of information. 
Let us help you design a 
microfilm information cen- 
ter. See your 3 M  Business 
Products Center or write for 
more information to: 3 M  
I M  /PRESS, Dept. FCS-47, 
St. Paul, Minnesota 551 19. 
Look to 3M for imagination 
in image-making! 
MODULARITY 
S o l v e s  t h e  puzz le  o f  
p e r m a n e n t l y  m o u n t e d  a u d i o  m o d u l e s  
Looking for system modularity. .  . i n  a permanently installed, 
quality classroom record playcr? If so, your search is over. 
The ATC 312 TL is designed for flush-deck mounting in 
most any work!study/library area. It is easily installed by 
means of a rectangular cutout and four mounting screws. 
Enclosed in metal for safety, this module performs equally 
well with single headsets or multiple systems. 
The ATC 312 TL is an all-transistor, high-fidelity unit which 
plays stereo or monaural records up to 12" at all four speeds. 
This, plus light weight and rugged construction provides 
maximum value at low cost. May be used with external 
speakers. $57.50 School Net. Modules also available as  all- 
transistor tape recorders or stcreo listening systems. 
ONE YEAR Factory Warranty . Transformer Powered for 
Complete Safety. 
Contocl your Audlo t ron~cs  Dealer o r  wri le  us fo r  our  latest Full-Line Catalog 
7428 RELLAIRE AVENUE.  NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 
MICRO PHOTO 
on Microlilm 
4EW TENTH 
EDITION IS YOUR BEST SOURCE 
FOR ORDERING AMERICAN NEWS- 
PAPERS ON MICROFILM. . . 
G ~ a c k f i l e s  of over 4000 news- 
papers. 
&And current subscriptions on 
900 dailies from coast to coast 
now being microfi lmed on a ~ i ~ i t ~ ~ a t ~ ~ ~ t h ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ p ~ ~ i a ~ L i -  
braries Annual Convent~on In New continuing basis byMicro Photo. York May 28 to June 1 and at our 
booth at the A.L.A. Annual Confer- 
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG. ence in San Francisco, June 25 to June 29. 
MICRO PHOTO DIVISION BELL & HOWELL GO. 
1700 Shaw Avenue, 
Cleveland, Ohio 441 12 
Now you can get almost 
any out of print book 
ever published, anywhere. 
For 4ea page. 
We can supply you with a full-size xerographic copy 
of just about any book ever published anywhere in the world. 
The cost is 4 cents a page for books in English, 
6 cents for those in other languages. This includes perfect 
binding in a soft and durable paper cover. 
If you prefer your book on 35mm positive microfilm, 
the cost is only a fraction over a penny a page. 
It doesn't matter if the original is worth $10 or $10,000. 
The price is still the same. 
We already have over 25,000 titles in our vaults, and 
are adding hundreds more every month. If you want 
a book that's not yet in our file, University Microfilms will 
find it, film it, clear copyright and royalties, all for the same 
few cents a page. 
This service is  often cheaper than the cost of an 
interlibrary loan. And you don't even have to give back the book. 
Do you have University Microfilms7 0.R book catalogs? 
Write or call us and we'll mail them promptly. 
UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS LIBRARY SERVICES 
XEROX CORPORATION 
300 N. Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 
Tel. : 313-761-4700 
For all in-print books, cataloging/processing, prebinding, and 
consulting services, contact Professional Library Service, Xerox Corporation, 
1201 E. McFadden Ave., Santa Ana, California 92705. 
XEROX E D U C A T I O N  D I V I S I O N  
U N I V E R S I T Y  M I C R O F I L M S  L I B R A R Y  S E R V I C E S  
special l ibraries 
A Study of 1967 Annual Salaries 
Of Members of the 
Special Libraries Association 
Preface 
T HIS is the first of a continuing series of salary surveys that the Special Libraries Associa- tion will conduct biennially for its members. N o  salary information has been collected 
for the Association as a whole since 1959, when a Personnel Survey was conducted (Special 
Libraries, vol. 51, no. 3, March 1960). In January 1966 the Board of Directors instructed 
the Executive Director to investigate the possibility of a salary survey; in September 1966 
the Board approved this survey as planned by the Personnel Committee and the Executive 
Director. Approval was also given to the Committee's recommendation that this survey be 
considered the first of a biennial series. Now, with the 1967 survey completed, work must go 
forward in two areas: revision and financing. 
This first survey has been considered experimental in the sense that both the types of in- 
formation requested and the specific sub-categories had to be chosen without guidance from 
directly comparable surveys. Therefore, the Committee is reviewing the results and the com- 
ments and questions it has received to make sure that every possible improvement is made 
before the next survey. The revision will be completed during the annual conference in New 
York, and SLA members are urged to forward further comments or suggestions before 
May 20. 
Funds for this survey, as a continuing service for members, should be part of the regular 
operating budget of the Association. Perhaps survey funds can be included in the budget in 
future years, but a t  present all income is needed for operations currently in the budget. 
Thus, financing for the next survey may be a problem, but every effort will be made to see 
that the work is continued. 
Responsibility for the day-to-day management of the survey has rested with the Associa- 
tion's Executive Director, Bill M. Woods. He handled all coordination with the survey firm 
and contributed suggestions in the design of the questionnaire and the preparation of the 
report. In addition, he and the Headquarters staff did a splendid job of implementing the 
rather fast-paced schedule set by the Committee. In the future this survey will probably be 
handled almost entirely by Headquarters, and we are confident that it is in capable hands. 
HELEN E. LOFTUS, VIRGINIA STERNBERG, SHIRLEY F. HARPER, Chuirman 
Special Libraries Association Personnel Committee 
Introduction 
Background and Objectives 
The Special Libraries Association has in- 
stituted a biennial salary survey program. 
This report represents the results of the first 
survey in this program and is designed to 
update data which were collected in 1959. 
The specific objectives of this survey are 
threefold : 
Most importantly, to provide systematic and 
accurate information concerning the salaries of 
special librarians. 
To serve as a data bank for the Special Li- 
braries Association in order to answer ques- 
tions about salaries on the part of prospective 
librarians, members of SLA, and those recruit- 
ing librarians. 
To enable members of the Special Li- 
braries Association to assess accurately, their 
own salaries. 
Method 
In late December of 1966 a self-adminis- 
tered questionnaire and covering letter along 
with a postpaid return envelope were mailed 
out to Active, Active (Paid for Life), and 
Associate members of the Special Libraries 
Association. A reminder post card was sent 
out two weeks later requesting all librarians 
who had not yet done so to return their 
questionnaires before the cut-off date of Jan- 
uary 20. Questionnaires were mailed by the 
Special Libraries Association and returned to 
Creative Research Services, an independent 
research firm, for processing. Of the 5,752 
questionnaires mailed out, a total of 3,979 
were returned by the cut-off date-a gratify- 
ingly high response rate of 69 per cent. Addi- 
tional questionnaires were returned too late 
to be included in the full tabulations but, for 
the sake of completeness, were included in 
Table 1, which is a detailed analysis of sal- 
aries reported. The complete tabulations in 
this report are based upon returns received 
from 3,821 special librarians. Some of the 
returns were purposely excluded from the 
tabulations for the reasons presented in the 
table below. 
Summary of Questionnaires and Returns 
Total Questionnaires Mailed 5,752 1 0 0 ~ o  
Total Returned 4,025 70% 
Total Returned by Cut-Off 
Date 3,979 69% 
Returns used in detailed analysis of 
salaries (Table 1) 3,867 
Returns used in tabulations 
(Tables 2-29) 3,821 
Returns not used in tabulations 158 
REASONS FOR EXCLUDING RETURNS 
Salary not indicated 12 
Do not receive salary 4 
Works part-time; free lance 20 
Retired (permanent or temporary) 2 3 
Unemployed 9 
Employed outside of U.S. or Canada 12 
Not employed in library field 17 
Employed in library-related field (library 
school faculty and administrators, etc.) 44 
Other (deceased, student, on leave, on 
research grant, refusals, et al.) 17 
Presentation of the  Data 
This report is designed to show the re- 
lationships between the salaries of special 
librarians and some of the relevant variables. 
For each of these variables, tables are pro- 
vided that include the number and per cent 
of the respondents in each salary range. In 
addition, a mean and median salary have 
been computed. In a few instances where the 
median falls into the highest salary category, 
$14,000 and over, it has been omitted. 
It must be remembered when reading 
these tables that the salary intervals are not 
equal. The salary ranges vary from $500 to 
$1,000 and $2,000. With this in mind lines 
are used to divide the table into salary in- 
tervals of $1,000 wherever possible. 
Summary of Findings 
Salaries of Special Librarians (Table 1) 
The mean annual salary of the 3,867 spe- 
cial librarians who reported their salaries for 
1967 was found to be $9,620. This repre- 
sents a 58 per cent increase (more than 
$3,500) over the mean salary in 1959. 
Salaries and Job Location (Tables 2-3d) 
The highest mean annual salary was found 
for the South Atlantic census region ($11,- 
009). Salaries in Washington, D. C., which 
is in this region, are higher than for any 
other metropolitan area ($1 1,581 ) . 
The lowest mean annual salary was found 
for the West North and the West South 
Central census regions ($8,926 and $8,939 
respectively). 
Salaries of special librarians in Canada are 
somewhat lower than among special librar- 
ians in the United States. The Canadian 
mean is $8,134; the U.S. mean, $9,770. 
Salaries and Type of Employer 
(Tables 4-7d) 
Special librarians working in academic in- 
stitutions report the highest mean annual 
salaries ($9,723). This is particularly true 
of those working in academic institutibns in 
the Los Angeles ($10,196) and San Fran- 
cisco ($1 1,016) areas. The next highest-paid 
group of librarians are those working for the 
U.S. federal government ($9,690). The 
mean annual salaries of emvlovees of the 
L 3 
federal government working in Washington, 
D. C., are exceptionally high ($1 2,254). 
Special librarians employed by non-manu- 
facturing businesses and industries report the 
lowest salaries ($8,840). 
Salaries and Size of Library Staff (Table 8) 
The libraries with the largest staffs pay the 
highest salaries to their employees. The mean 
annual salary of special librarians working in 
libraries with staffs of twenty-one persons 
or more is nearly $3,000 higher than the 
mean annual salaries for librarians working 
in libraries with staffs of only one or two 
persons ($11,093 vs. $8,133). This large 
salary differential may be due to the ability 
of the larger libraries to attract the more ex- 
perienced and better educated people who 
command higher salaries. 
Salaries and Work Responsibilities 
(Tables 9-1 1b) 
Special librarians with supervisory respon- 
sibilities receive a higher mean annual salary 
than those who do not supervise other staff 
members ($9,977 vs. $8,386). Among those 
librarians who supervise professional person- 
nel, the more professional staff members su- 
pervised, the higher the salary. 
Fifty-nine per cent of the respondents re- 
ported that their primary work responsibil- 
ities were administrative. The salaries of 
special librarians involved in administrative 
jobs are higher than the salaries of most of 
the librarians with professional specialties or 
general responsibilities. 
Systems specialists ($12,066) and those 
with major editorial or writing responsibil- 
ities ($10,614) receive the highest salaries 
among special librarians who reported that 
their primary duties fell into the area of a 
professional specialty. 
Special librarians who had general respon- 
sibilities in one- or two-man libraries are 
paid less than those with specialties or ad- 
ministrative jobs ($8,02 1). 
Salaries and Education (Tables 12-14) 
Fifty-three per cent of the special librar- 
ians hold master's degrees. More than two 
thirds of all the librarians reporting in the 
survey have specialized in library/informa- 
tion science. 
There is a direct correlation between edu- 
cational background and salary-the higher 
the degree held, the higher the salary. This 
holds true for all subject fields. Among the 
highest paid special librarians are those who 
studied in the following areas: engineering 
($12,492), law ($1 1,765), physics and 
mathematics ($10,074), chemistry ($10,- 
464). Special librarians who hold degrees 
in the field of the social sciences ($8,876), 
in liberal arts ($8,824), or in fine arts 
($8,680) have the lowest mean annual sal- 
aries. 
Salaries and Job Experience (Tables 15-17) 
The more years of professional experience 
a special librarian has, the higher he can ex- 
pect his salary to be. For example, those 
with one year or less of experience have a 
mean annual salary of $7,701, while those 
with twenty or more years of experience earn 
a mean annual salary of $10,769. 
Salaries and Mobility (Tables 18, 19, 21) 
Special librarians who have moved to a 
different geographical location in order to 
take their present job and special librarians 
who indicate they would be able to move 
for a better position both receive higher sal- 
aries as a group than those who did not or 
would not change geographical location. 
Salaries and Age (Table 20) 
As might be expected there is a steady in- 
crease in salary with age. There is, however, 
a slight drop in the mean annual salary of 
special librarians who are sixty years old and 
over. This may be because they do not have 
the advanced skills and specialized training 
which are at a premium today. 
Table 1 
Detailed Distribution of Annual Salaries of Special Librarians 
~ ~ ~ ~ S A L A R Y S U R V E Y  
1967 SALARY SURVEY (INCLUDES 3,821 RETURNS 
(INCLUDES ALL 3,867 RECEIVED BY 1 9 5 9 s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
RETURNS RECEIVED) CUT-OFF DATE) SURVEY * 
No. % No. % No. 5% 
Total Respondents 3,867 100.0 3,821 100.0 2,180 100.0 
$6,499 and under 
$6,500-6,999 
$20,000 and over 4 3 1.1 J 
Mean $9,620 $9,673 $6:099 
Median $9,025 $9,030 $5,820 
* Included manufacturing, non-manufacturing, and other non-profit categories only. 
Analysis of Salary Statistics 
Salaries of Special Librarians 
Table 1 provides a detailed analvsis of the 
salaries reported by the special librarians in 
the survey. For comparative purposes the 
distribution of salaries on the survey done in 
1959 is presented. In addition to including 
the numbers and percentages in this and sub- 
sequent tables a mean and median are com- 
puted.l 
The data indicate that the mean salary for 
the 3,867 special librarians who completed 
questionnaires is $9,620. The median is some 
$600 less than the mean which indicates that 
half the salaries are below $9,025 and half 
are greater than $9,025. A comparison of the 
data from this survey with the data from 
the 1959 survey reveals a remarkable increase 
in salaries-the mean salary level is $3,500 
higher. Even more revealing is an analysis 
of the distribution of salaries. Whereas in 
'The  mean was computed using the following 
values: a) the lowest category was assigned a 
xalue of $6,200, 6 )  the highest category was as- 
signed a value of $22,500, c )  the mid-points were 
used for all the other categories. The median is an 
arithmetic a{-erage which represents the salary at 
the center of the distribution. Half of the salaries 
fall below the median and half are greater than 
the median. 
Annual 
Salarv 
1959 almost three-fourths of the respondents 
reported salaries less than $7,000 a year, 
only 16.8 per cent fell in this category in the 
present survey. At the other end of the dis- 
tribution, only 1.3 per cent in 1959 had 
salaries greater than $12,000 a year com- 
pared to 16.9 per cent with annual salaries 
over $12,000 in 1967. 
The second column in table 1 indicates 
the distribution of salaries for the 3,821 re- 
turns that were used in the tabulations (tables 
2 through 29) and are shown here for com- 
parative  purpose^.^ 
T h e  mean reported for the 3,821 returns is some- 
what higher than for the total returns of 3,867 
for the following reasons: a) for the sake of clarity 
and ease of presentation, certain salary categories 
were collapsed in tables 2-29. The  last six cate- 
gories were collapsed to two-$12,000-13,999 was 
made one category, and $14,000 and over the 
other, 6 )  in order to compute mean values for 
the data presented in tables 2-29, a salary value 
had to be assigned to the highest category based 
on a sample of returns rather than on complete 
returns. Based on a sample of approximately the 
first 2,000 returns, a ~ a l u e  of $17,500 was as- 
signed to the highest salary range in this collapsed 
distribution. This estimate turned out to be $500 
higher than it should have, thus producing a mean 
of $9,673 for the 3,821 returns compared to the 
more accurate mean of $9,620 based on the 3,867 
returns. 
Figure 1 
Salary Distribution of Special Librarians 
1967 Compared with 1959 
Per Cent of Respondents 
APRIL 1967 
Salary Distribution by Census Region 
There are important differences in the 
salaries of special librarians based on the 
geographic area in which they are employed. 
Among the nine census regions of the 
United States, there is almost a $2,000 dif- 
ference between the highest and the lowest 
mean salaries. The South Atlantic census re- 
gion (Delaware, Maryland, Washington, 
D. C., Virginia, South Carolina, North Caro- 
lina, Georgia, Florida) has the highest annual 
mean salary ($11,009) and the largest pro- 
portion in the higher paying positions-al- 
most one third report annual salaries of over 
$12,000, which is nearly twice the propor- 
tion among all special librarians. The West 
North Central census region which includes 
the states of Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, 
North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, and 
Kansas has the lowest mean salary of all the 
census regions in the United States ($8,929). 
Salaries among Canadian special librarians 
are lower than those in the United States. 
The mean salary among Canadian librarians 
is $8,134; among U.S. librarians, $9,770. 
A rank ordering of the annual mean sal- 
aries from highest to lowest for the nine 
Table 2 
Salary Distribution by Census Region 
REGIONS IN WHICH RESPONDENTS ARE EMPLOYED 
TOTAL MID- EAST WEST EAST WEST 
RE- NEW DLE NORTH NORTH SOUTH SOUTH SOUTH 
ANNUAL SPOND- ENG- AT- CEN- CEN- AT- CEN- CEN- MOUN- PA- CAN 
SALARY ENTS LAND LANTIC TRAL TRAL LANTIC TRAL TRAL TAIN CIFIC ADA 
-- 
No. 3,821 252 1,142 611 181 521 100 141 127 508 224 
yo 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.. 
$6,499 and 
under 
$6,500- 
6,999 
$7,000- 
7,499 
$7,500- 
7,999 
$8,000- 
8,499 
$8,500- 
8,999 
No. 
% 
No. 
% 
No. 
% 
No. 
% 
No. 
% 
No. 
% 
$9,000- No. 309 2 1 95 5 0 16 38 7 8 13 49 1'  
9,499 % 8.1 8.3 8.3 8.2 8.8 7.3 7.0 5.7 10.2 9.6 4.: 
$9,500- No. 267 18 75 50 5 42 4 10 6 50 
9,999 % 7.0 7.1 6.6 8.2 2.8 8.1 4.0 7.1 4.7 9.8 3: 
$11.000- No. 
11,999 % 
$12,000- NO. 
13,999 70 
$14,000 No. 
and over % 
Mean $ 
Median $ 
222 
United States census regions is provided be- New England 7 9,260 
low. For the detailed distribution of salaries West South Central 8 8,939 
by region, consult table 2. West North Central 9 8,926 
MEAN Salary Distribution Within Selected 
ANNUAL ~ e t r b ~ o l i t a n  Areas 
REGION RANK SALARY Tables 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d report salary 
South Atlantic 1 $11,009 distributions within selected metropolitan 
Pacific 2 10,103 areas. 
East South Central 3 9,849 
East North Central 4 9,575 New England: Although there are three 
Middle Atlantic 5 9,558 times as many replies from special librarians 
Mountain 6 9,302 in Boston as in Hartford, salaries are higher in 
Table 3a 
Salary Distribution Within Selected Metropolitan Areas in  New England and 
the Middle and South Atlantic States 
TOTAL WASH- 
RE- PHILA- ING- 
ANNUAL SPOND- BOS- HART- BUF- NEW- NEW DEL- PITTS- ROCH- AT- BALTI- TON, 
SALARY ENTS TON FORD FALO ARK YORK PHIA BURGH ESTER LANTA MORE D. C. 
No. 3,821 134 40 23 84 606 155 97 35 31 38 330 
70 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
6,499 and No. 401 15 3 6 4 45 19 22 5 1 3 9 
under % 10.5 11.2 7.5 26.3 4.8 7.4 12.3 22.7 14.3 3.2 7.9 2.7 
7,500- No. 316 13 2 1 6 54 14  12 - 4 1 21 
7.999 % 8.3 9.7 5.0 4.3 7.1 8.9 9.0 12.4 - 12.9 2.6 6.4 
8,000- No. 358 13 4 3 4 72 18 7 3 2 6 22 
8.499 % 9.4 9.7 10.0 13.0 4.8 11.9 11.6 7.2 8.6 6.5 15.8 6.7 
8,500- No. 278 9 3 2 14 49 9 7 3 2 1 15 
8.999 70 7.3 6.7 7.5 8.7 16.7 8.1 5.8 7.2 8.6 6.5 2.6 4.5 
1,000- NO. 309 9 3 2 13 52 10 6 - 3 5 17 
9,499 % 8.1 6.7 7.5 8.7 15.5 8.6 6.5 6.2 - 9.7 13.2 5.2 
9,500- NO. 267 8 2 1 7 49 7 3 2 2 3 28 
9.999 % 7.0 6.0 5.0 4.3 8.3 8.1 4.5 3.1 5.7 6.5 7.9 8.5 
- 
10.000- No. 442 10 3 4 7 68 20 6 2 2 6 42 
10,999 % 11.4 7.5 7.5 17.4 8.3 11.2 12.9 6.2 5.7 6.5 15.7 12.7 
' 1.000- No. 266 
11,999 % 7.0 
12.000- No. 355 
13,999 % 9.3 
14 000 No. 290 
and over % 7.6 
Mean $ 9,673 
Median $ 9,030 
APRIL 1967 
Table 3b 
h) 
I\) 
Salary Distribution Within Selected Metropolitan Areas in the Central States 
A METROPOLITAN REAS IN WHICH RESPONDENTS ARE EMPLOYED 
TOTAL 
ANNUAL RESPOND- CHI- CINCIN- CLEVE- DAY- DE- INDIAN- MIL- KANSAS MINN.. ST. 
SALARY ENTS CAGO NATI LAND TON TROlT APOLIS WAUKEE CITY ST. PAUL LOUIS DAI LAS HOUSTON 
ppppp-- - - .- .-- ~- ~ - pp ~ ---- .. p-p- 
No. 3,821 193 3 7 6 5 2 5 111 31 30 23 8 3 51 2 7 42 
qo 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
- - - 
$6,499 and No. 40 1 16 8 9 2 10 2 4 5 17 11 5 7 
under % 10.5 8.3 21.7 13.9 8.0 9.0 6.5 13.3 22.0 20.8 21.5 18.5 16.7 
$6,500- No. 238 13 2 8 2 4 - 4 4 7 2 6 6 
6,999 % 6.2 6.7 5.4 12.3 8.0 3.6 - 13.3 17.4 8.4 3.9 22.3 14.3 
- . 
$7,000- No. 301 14 1 5 1 7 1 2 - 7 5 3 2 
7,499 % 7.9 7.3 2.7 7.7 4.0 6.3 3.2 6.7 - 8.4 9.8 11.1 4.8 
$7,500- No. 316 22 2 4 2 11 1 2 2 9 6 3 2 
7,999 % 8.3 11.4 5.4 6.2 8.0 9.9 3.2 6.7 8.7 10.8 11.8 11.1 
-- -- 
4.8 
.- -- 
$8,000- NO. 358 24 2 6 2 9 1 1 1 8 1 1 4 
8,499 70 9.4 12.3 5.4 9.2 8.0 8.1 3.2 3.3 4.3 9.6 2.0 3.7 9.5 
$8,500- No. 278 I6 5 3 1 7 5 3 1 4 2 2 2 
8,999 % 7.3 8.3 13.5 4.6 4 .O 6.3 16.1 10.0 4.3 4.8 3.9 7.4 4.8 
$9,000- NO. 309 17 4 8 4 6 1 2 1 9 6 2 2 
9,499 % 8.1 8.8 10.8 12.3 16.0 5.4 3.2 6.7 4.3 10.8 11.8 7.4 4.8 
$9,500- NO. 267 10 1 7 1 12 5 2 - 1 3 1 7 
9,999 % 7.0 5.2 2.7 10.8 4.0 10.8 16.1 6.7 1.2 5.9 3.7 16.5 - 
$1 0 000- 
10,999 
-- 
$11,000- 
11,999 ; -- - --- - 
9 $12,000- 
13,999 
r 
E 
Mean 
Median 
No. 442 
% 11.4 
No. 266 
% 7.0 
No. 355 
'lo 9.3 
No. 290 
% 7.6 
$ 9,673 
$ 9,030 
Table 3c 
Salary Distribution Within Selected Metropolitan Areas in the Mountain and 
Pacific States 
SAN 
ANNUAL TOTAL Los ANGELES, FRANCISCO, SEATTLE, 
SALARY RESPONDENTS DENVER LONG BEACH SAN DIEGO OAKLAND EVERETT 
No. 3,821 63 204 3 2 158 40 
% 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
$6,499 and No. 40 1 12 9 3 6 5 
under % 10.5 19.0 4.4 9.4 3.8 12.5 
$6,500- No. 238 5 9 2 4 5 
6,999 % 6.2 7.9 4.4 6.3 2.5 12.5 
$7,000- NO. 301 8 9 2 13 2 
7,499 % 7.9 12.7 4.4 6.3 8.2 5.0 
$7,500- NO. 316 10 17 3 7 4 
7,999 % 8.3 15.9 8.3 9.4 4.4 10.0 
$3,000- No. 358 3 29 2 15 1 
8,499 % 9.4 4.8 14.3 6.3 9.5 2.5 
* t  $8,500- NO. 278 3 19 1 14 6 
8,999 % 7.3 4.8 9.3 3.1 8.9 15.0 
$9,000- No. 309 4 14 1 21 6 
9,499 % 8.1 6.3 6.9 3.1 13.2 15.0 
$9,500- NO. 267 5 2 0 6 1 1  6 
9,999 % 7.0 7.9 9.8 18.5 7.0 15.0 
-- - 
$10,000- No. 442 6 2 7 3 14 2 
10,999 % 11.4 9.5 13.2 9.4 8.9 5.0 
%ll ,ooo- NO. 260 2 12 4 17 1 
11,999 % 7.0 3.2 5.9 12.5 10.8 2.5 
$12,000- No. 355 3 
13,999 % 9.3 4.8 
$14,000 No. 290 2 
and o~ er % 7.6 3.2 
Mean $ 9,673 8,578 
Median $ 9,030 7,825 
Hartford than in Boston. The mean salary 
of the forty librarians reporting from Hart- 
ford was $9,565 compared to the mean sal- 
ary of $8,905 of the 134 librarians from 
Boston (see table 3a). 
Middle Atlatztic: Among the metropolitan 
areas in the Middle Atlantic region, the 
highest salaries are reported by special li- 
brarians employed in Newark ($10,057) 
followed closely by those employed in Roch- 
ester ($9,914). Librarians employed in New 
York rank third with a mean salary of 
$9,520; librarians from Philadelphia are 
fourth reporting a mean annual salary of 
$9,041. This ordering of salary levels in the 
Middle Atlantic region would appear to put 
the lie to the prevalent notion that New 
York with its higher cost of living compen- 
sates those who work there with commen- 
surately higher salaries (see table 3a). 
South Atlantic: As indicated previously, the 
highest mean salary level is found in the 
South Atlantic census region; in fact, there 
is almost a $1,000 difference between the 
mean salary of special librarians working in 
this region and the mean salary of special 
librarians in the Pacific census region (Wash- 
ington, Oregon, California, Alaska, Hawaii), 
which is the next highest paid area. The rela- 
tively high salaries in the South Atlantic 
region are largely due to the fact that salaries 
are particularly high among librarians work- 
ing in Washington, D. C.-the mean salary 
for this area is $1 1,581. The mean salary of 
$10,450 for special librarians working in 
Atlanta is also very high. In Baltimore, mean 
annual salaries are somewhat less ($9,894). 
One obvious conclusion that might be drawn 
from an inspection of these data is that a 
career in the federal government seems to 
be a most lucrative one for special librarians. 
North Cextral Regions: In the East North 
Central region there are four metropolitan 
areas with a higher mean salary than Chicago, 
all of which are smaller in population: In- 
dianapolis, Detroit, Cincinnati, and Dayton, 
in that order. 
Whereas there is a difference of $1,000 
between the mean salaries found for the 
highest and lowest metropolitan areas within 
the East North Central region, there is more 
uniformity of salaries in the West North 
Central region. Only a $500 difference sep- 
arates the highest and lowest mean salaries 
among the three metropolitan areas in the 
West North Central region, Kansas City, St. 
Louis, and the Minneapolis/St. Paul area. 
W e s t  Sot& Central: Between the two metro- 
politan areas reported for this region, Dallas 
and Houston, librarians employed in Hous- 
ton receive a mean salary of $8,777 which is 
higher than the mean salary of $8,389 re- 
ceived by librarians employed in Dallas. In 
the questionnaire a category for Fort Worth 
was included, but this was omitted from the 
tabulation because of insufficient returns. 
Mountain and Pacific: Denver with a mean 
salary of $8,578 is the only metropolitan area 
broken out in the Mountain states. Among 
the areas for which data are available on the 
Pacific coast, the highest mean salary is re- 
ported for the San Francisco/Oakland area 
where the mean salary is $10,398, followed 
by the Los Angeles/Long Beach area with a 
mean salary of $10,064, San Diego with a 
mean salary of $9,964, and the Seattle/Ever- 
ett area with a mean salary of $8,700. 
Table 3d 
Salary Distribution Within Selected 
Metropolitan Areas in Canada 
METROPOLITAN AREAS 
IN WHICH RESPOND- 
ENTS ARE EMPLOYED RE- 
ANNUAL SPOND- MON- OT- TO- 
SALARY ENTS TREAL TAWA RONTO 
$6,499 and No. 401 32 - 20 
under 70 10.5 37.0 - 26.9 
$6,500- No. 238 11 3 10 
6,999 70 6.2 12.6 11.1 13.5 
$7,000- No. 301 8 2 9 
7,499 % 7.9 9.2 7.4 12.2 
$12,000- No. 355 2 1 4 
13,999 % 9.3 2.3 3.7 5.4 
$14,000 NO. 290 - I 1 
and over % 7.6 - 3.7 1.4 
Mean % 9,673 7,677 9,324 7,966 
Median $ 9,030 7,031 8,813 7,389 
Canada: Salaries in Ottawa are considerably 
higher than among the other two cities for 
which there are adequate data. Ottawa shows 
a mean annual salary of $9,324. The mean 
annual salary in Toronto is $7,966 and in 
Montreal it is only modestly lower, $7,677. 
Vancouver is omitted for lack of sufficient 
data. 
Salary Distribution by Types of Employer 
The salary differences among special Ii- 
brarians employed by different types of em- 
ployers are not as great as the salary differ- 
ences found among librarians employed in 
different geographical areas of the country. 
The highest salary level is found among the 
librarians employed by colleges and univer- 
sities. Special librarians employed in the sub- 
ject departments of academic institutions 
earn a mean annual salary of $9,733, and 
those employed by academic research insti- 
tutes earn a mean salary of $9,690. The types 
of institutions and businesses in which spe- 
cial librarians are employed ate ranked be- 
low from highest to lowest mean annual 
salary. 
Academic institution- 
subject dept. 
Academic institution- 
research inst. 
Federal government 
Manufacturing industry 
Public library 
Non-profit organizations 
Non-manufacturing 
industry 
Table 4 
Salary Distribution by Type of Employer 
FED- ACA- ACA- MANU- 
TOTAL ERAL OTHER PUB- DEMIC DEMIC FACTUR- NON- 
RE- GOV- GOV- LIC SUBJECT RE- OTHER ING MFG. 
ANNUAL SPOND- ERN- ERN- LI- DEPART- SEARCH NON- INDUS- INDUS- 
S.AI.ARY ENTS MENT MENT BRARY MENT INSTS. PROFIT TRY TRY 
NO. 3,821 603 134 219 616 180 452 1,095 527 
% 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
- 
$6,499 and No. 40 1 14 17 2 1 46 17 78 117 92 
~ n d e r  % 10.5 2.3 12.7 9.6 7.5 9.4 17.1 10.7 17.6 
$6,500- No. 238 13 6 14 48 11 3 8 64 45 
6,999 70 6.2 2.2 4.5 6.4 7.8 6.1 8.4 5.8 8.5 
$7,000- No. 301 20 11 23 67 18 4 5 7 3 48 
7,499 % 7.9 3.3 8.2 10.5 10.9 10.0 10.0 6.7 9.1 
*7,:500- No. 316 37 16 16 62 10 38 88 49 
7,999 % 8.3 6.1 11.9 7.3 10.1 5.6 8.4 8.0 9.3 
$8,000- No. 358 11 20 6 3 19 4 5 102 51 
45 8.2 8,499 % 9.4 7.  9.1 10.2 10.6 10.0 9.3 9.7 
$8,500- No. 278 27 12 20 36 15 33 102 35 
8,999 % 7.3 4.5 9.0 9.1 5.8 8.3 7.3 9.3 6.6 
$9,000- NO. 309 51 13 2 2 46 14 3 2 8 5 45 
9,499 % 8.1 8.5 9.7 10.0 7.5 7.8 7.1 7.8 8.5 
$9,500- NO. 267 60 7 19 36 12 23 76 35 
9,999 70 7.0 10.0 5.2 8.7 5.8 6.7 5.1 6.9 6.6 
-- 
$10,000- No. 442 113 15 28 55 19 33 133 47 
10,999 % 11.4 18.6 11.2 12.8 8.9 10.5 7.3 12.2 8.9 
$11,000- No. 266 47 8 14 4 1 17 24 8 5 31 
11,999 70 7.0 7.8 6.0 6.4 6.7 9.4 5.3 7.8 5.9 
$12.000- No. 355 102 9 10 60 14 31 101 30 
13,999 % 9.3 16.9 6.7 4.6 9.7 7.8 6.9 9.2 5.7 
$14,000 No. 290 74 9 12 5 6 14 3 2 69 19 
and over % 7.6 12.3 6.7 5.5 9.1 7.8 7.1 6.3 3.6 
Mean $ 9,673 9,690 9,387 9,311 9,733 9,690 9,130 9,611 8,840 
Median $ 9,030 10,305 8,750 8,888 8,806 8,750 8,300 9,009 8,289 

Table 6 
Salary Distribution for Non-Manufacturing Industries 
TOTAL 
IN NON- 
MANU- 
FACTUR- 
ANNUAL ING IN- 
SALARY DUSTRY 
- 
No. 527 
% 100.0 
MINING, TRANS- BANK., 
AGRIC., PORT., FINANCE, 
FOR- PUBLIC REAL 
ESTRY, U n ~ s . ,  ESTATE, 
FISH- COMMU- PLAN- 
ERIES NICATIONS NING 
16 102 8 5 
100.0 100.0 100.0 
$6,499 and No. 92 6 18  14 11 18 17 3 G 
under % 17.6 37.2 17.7 16.5 20.8 26.5 17.0 15.0 7.5 
$6,500- No. 45 1 6 17 4 5 9 - 3 
6 999 % 8.5 6.3 5.9 19.9 7.5 7.4 9.0 - 3.8 
$7,000- NO. 48 1 9 9 10 4 5 1 6 
7,499 % 9.1 6.3 8.8 10.6 18.9 5.9 5.0 5 .O 7.5 
$7,500- NO. 49 - 9 8 4 10 7 2 9 
7.999 % 9.3 8.8 9.4 7.5 14.7 7.0 10.0 11.3 - 
- 
$8,000- NO. 51 - 7 7 7 7 - 10 
8,499 % 9.7 - 6.9 15.3 l  13.2 10.3 7.0 - 12.2 
$8,500- No. 35 1 8 7 1 4 5 2 7 
8 999 % 6.6 6.3 7.8 8.2 1.9 5.9 5 .0 10.0 8.8 
$9,000- NO. 45 - 7 6 8 3 11 3 7 
9.499 % 8.5 - 6.9 7.1 15.1 4.4 11.0 15.0 8.8 
$9,500- NO. 35 - 10 4 3 3 8 - 7 
9,999 % 6.6 9.8 4.7 5.7 4.4 8.0 - - 8.8 
$10,000- NO. 47 4 8 4 4 9 8 2 8 
10,999 % 8.9 25.0 7.8 4.7 7.5 13.2 8.0 10.0 10.0 
- 
C11,OOO- No. 31 1 8 1 1 2 9 2 6 
11,999 'lo 5.9 6.3 7.8 1.2 1.9 2.9 9.0 15.0 7.5 
$12,000- No. 30 1 7 1 - 3 9 - 7 6 
13,999 % 5.7 6.3 6.9 1.2 - 4.4 9.0 10.0 7.5 
$14,000 No. 19 1 5 1 - - 5 2 5 
and over % 3.6 6.3 4.9 1.2 - - 5 .0 10.0 6.3 
hlean $ 8,840 8,997 9,133 7,951 7,961 8,207 9,299 10,155 9,574 
Median $ 8,289 7,250 8,625 7,656 7,688 7,850 8,750 9,333 8,929 
It is interesting to note that, among the 
librarians working in industry, those em- 
ployed by the manufacturing industries are 
better paid than those working for the non- 
manufacturing businesses. In  fact, those em- 
ployed by non-manufacturing industries are 
less well paid than those employed by non- 
profit organizations. 
Salaries in  Manufacturing Industries 
There appear to be fairly wide differences 
in the mean salaries for the various manu- 
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facturing industries. The highest mean sal- 
ary ($10,742) was found for those employed 
by the office, computing, and accounting ma- 
chines industry, followed by the aircraft/aer- 
ospace industry ($10,462) and the drug in- 
dustry ($10,448). The lowest paid special 
librarians employed by the manufacturing in- 
dustries are those working for manufacturers 
of non-electric machinery ($8,250),  instru- 
ments and related products ($8,764), and 
textiles, lumber, wood, paper, etc. ($8,869) 
(see table 5 ) . 
Salaries i n  Non-Manufacturing Industries 
As indicated previously salaries of special 
librarians working for - non-manufacturing 
industries are generally lower than the sal- 
aries of special librarians in other fields. 
There are exceptions, however. Although 
relatively few librarians work in the area of 
legal services, the mean salary is very high 
($10,195). The lowest paid non-manufac- 
turing activities are in the insurance field 
Table 7a 
Salary Distribution for Selected Types of 
Employer and Metropolitan Areas 
Respondents W h o  Work for 
the Federal Government 
METROPOLITAN 
ToTAL AREAS IN WHICH 
IN FED- RESPONDENTS ARE 
ERAL EMPLOYED GOV- 
ANNUAL ERN- WASH., OT- 
SALARY MENT D. C. TAWA 
($7,961) and the field of banking and real 
estate ($7,95 1) (see table 6 ) .  
Salaries Among Selected Types of 
Employers Within Selected 
Metropolitan Areas 
Tables 7a, 7b, 7c, and 7d represent an 
analysis of salaries for specific types of em- 
ployers within selected metropolitan areas. 
In each instance the employers and areas 
selected were those which contained a suffi- 
cient number of cases to warrant a separate 
analysis. 
Table 7b 
Salary Distribution for Selected Types of 
Employer and Metropolitan Areas 
Respondents W h o  Work for Non-Profit 
Organizations 
TOTAL 
ANNUAL NON- NEW WASH., 
SALARY PROFIT YORK D. C. 
No. 603 231 2 2 
70 100.0 100.0 100.0 
$6,499 and NO. 14 2 - 
under % 2.3 .9 - 
$6,500- No. 13 1 1 
6,999 % 2.2 .4 4.6 
No. 2 0 1 
% 3.3 .4 
No. 37 15 
% 6.1 6.5 
No. 45 7 
% 7.5 3.0 
No. 2 7 6 
% 4.5 2.6 
$9,000- No. 5 1 16 2 
9,499 % 8.5 6.9 9.1 
$9,500- No. 60 19 2 
9,999 % 10.0 8.2 9.1 
No. 452 131 3 8 
% 100.0 100.0 100.0 
$6,499 and No. 78 18 1 
under % 17.1 13.7 2.6 
$6,500- NO. 3 8 10 3 
6,999 % 8.4 7.6 7.9 
$7,000- NO. 45 11 3 
7,499 % 10.0 8.4 7.9 
$7,500- NO. 3 8 13 3 
7,999 % 8.4 9.9 7.9 
$8,000- No. 45 14 7 
8,499 % 10.0 10.7 18.4 
$8,500- No. 3 3 10 6 
8,999 % 7.3 7.6 15.8 
$9,000- NO.  3 2 10 - 
9,499 % 7.1 7.6 - 
$9,500- NO. 23 6 1 
9,999 % 5.1 4.6 2.6 
$10,000- No. 3 3 11 4 
10,999 % 7.3 8.4 10.5 
$12,000- 
13,999 
$14,000 
and over 
Mean 
Median 
230 
No. 47 
96 7.8 
No. 102 
% 16.9 
No. 74 
% 12.3 
$ 9,690 
$ 10,305 
$11,000- No. 
11,997 % 
$12,000- No. 
13,999 70 
$14,000 No. 
and over % 
Mean $ 
Median % 
Librarians Worhing in Federal Government: 
Special librarians working in the federal gov- 
ernment are shown separately for those em- 
ployed in Washington, D. C., and those 
employed in Ottawa. Although respondents 
employed by the federal government in the 
U.S. and Canada both enjoy relatively high 
salaries, it is not surprising to find that there 
is a wide discrepancy between the annual 
salaries of special librarians who work for 
the federal government in the United States 
and Canada. The differential reflects the 
lower salaries of Canadian librarians gener- 
ally (previously noted in the discussion of 
table 2) .  Those who work for the federal 
government in Washington, D. C., earn a 
mean annual salary of $12,2 54 compared 
with their colleagues in Ottawa who earn 
$9,750. 
Librarians Working in Non-Profit Organizu- 
tions: Table 7b provides further evidence 
that Washington salaries are among the 
highest. Special librarians working for non- 
profit organizations in Washington, D. C., 
have a mean annual salary of $10,078, while 
special librarians working for non-profit or- 
ganizations in New York receive $8,161. 
Table 7c 
Salary Distribution for Selected Types of Employer and Metropolitan Areas 
Respondents W h o  Work i n  Academic Institutions 
TOTAL 
IN ACA- METROPOLITAN AREAS IN WHICH RESPONDENTS ARE EMPLOYED 
DEMIC 
ANNUAL INSTI- NEW PHILA- Los SAN 
SALARY TUTIONS BOSTON YORK DELPHIA CHICAGO ANGELES FRANCISCO 
No. 796 40 98 40 3 1 38 44 
% 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
$6,499 and No. 63 2 7 4 3 1 1 
under To 7.9 5.0 7.1 10.0 9.7 2.6 2.3 
$6,500- No. 59 6 8 5 4 1 - 
6,999 % 7.4 15.0 8.2 12.5 12.9 2.6 - 
$7,000- No. 85 5 8 5 5 5 5 
7,499 % 10.7 12.5 8.2 12.5 16.1 13.2 11.4 
$7,500- NO. 72 7 10 6 - 3 3 
7,999 % 9.1 17.5 10.2 15.0 7.9 6.8 - 
$8,000- No. 82 2 16 5 3 4 2 
8,499 % 10.3 5 .O 16.3 12.5 9.7 10.5 4.5 
$8,500- NO. 5 1 1 9 1 4 2 2 
8,999 % 6.4 2.5 9.2 2.5 12.9 5.3 4.5 
$9,000- No. 60 2 4 2 3 2 4 
9,499 % 7.5 5 .O 4.1 5.0 9.7 5.3 9.1 
$9,500- No. 48 2 10 2 - 2 4 
9,999 % 6.0 5.0 10.2 5.0 - 5.3 9.1 
$10,000- NO. 74 - 4 5 3 6 4 
10,999 % 9.3 - 4.1 12.5 9.7 15.8 9.1 
$11,000- NO. 58 6 8 - 3 4 5 
11,999 % 7.3 15.0 8.2 - 9.7 10.5 11.4 
$12,000- NO. 74 4 7 1 1 5 8 
13,999 % 9.3 10.0 7.1 2.5 3.2 13.2 18.2 
$14,000 No. 70 3 7 4 2 3 6 
and over % 8.8 7.5 7.1 10.0 6.5 7.9 13.6 
Mean $ 9,723 9,504 9,445 9,120 9,140 10,196 11,016 
Median $ 8,862 7,999 8,499 7,999 8,562 9,750 10,125 
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Librarians W h o  Work for Academic Institu- 
tions: The highest paid special librarians 
working in academic institutions are found 
in the Los Angeles and San Francisco area. 
The former have mean salaries of $10,196 
and the latter, $1 1,016. Special librarians 
working for academic institutions in Boston 
earn about the same annual salaries as special 
librarians working for academic institutions 
in New York ($9,504 and $9,445 respec- 
tively). 
Manufacturing and Non-Manufacturing Zn- 
dustry: Table 7d includes an analysis of the 
banking, advertising and marketing, and the 
newspaper and publishing industries in New 
York. Among the three, salaries are highest 
for librarians working for newspapers and 
publishers ($10,447), followed by those 
working in advertising and marketing 
($8,912) and the banking industry ($8,441). 
Table 7d also includes an analysis of salaries 
of librarians working in the motor vehicles 
and equipment industry in Detroit and those 
working for the aircraft/aerospace industry 
in Los Angeles. Mean annual salaries of 
$10,154 are reported by the former, $10,818 
by the latter. 
Table 7d 
Salary Distribution for Selected Types of Employer and Metropolitan Areas 
Respondents W h o  Work in Manufacturing & Non-Manufacturing Industry 
INDUSTRY AND AREA IN WHICH RESPONDENT IS EMPLOYED 
$6,499 and No. 3 3 
under % 6.7 10.0 
$6,500- No. 5 2 4 1 
6,999 % 11.1 6.7 12.1 3.7 
$7,000- No. 6 2 1 - 7 1 
7,499 % 13.3 6.7 3.0 7.4 2 0 
$8,000- No. 9 4 6 1 4 
8,499 % 20.0 13.3 18.2 3.7 8.0 
$8,500- No. 4 2 5 1 5 
8,999 5% 8.9 6.7 15.2 3.7 10.0 
$9,000- No. 5 2 2 3 5 
9,499 C/o 11.1 6.7 6.1 11 1 10.0 
$9,500- No. 3 1 2 2 -I 
9,999 % 6.7 3.3 6.1 7.4 8 0 
$10,000- No. 3 7 2 6 1 I 
10.999 Yo 6.7 23.3 6.1 22.2 2 2  0 
- -- 
$12,000- No. - 2 3 2 5 
13,999 Yo 6.7 9.1 7.4 10 0 - 
$14,000 No. 1 - 5 3 8 
and over % 2.2 - 15.2 11.1 16.0 
Mean $ 8,441 8,912 10,447 10,154 10,818 
Median $ 8,194 8,499 8,949 10,125 9,874 
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Table 8 
Salary Distribution by Size of Staff i n  Library 
$6,439 and No. 401 229 64 5 0 20 33 
under yo 10.5 23.6 9.9 6.3 4.0 3.8 
rh.500- No. 238 112 38 46 18 2 4 
6.999 % 6.2 11.5 5.9 5.8 3.6 2.8 
No. 
% 
No. 
% 
No. 
C/o 
$9.000- No. 309 78 5 7 74 33 64 
9.499 % 8.1 8.0 8.8 9.3 6.6 7.3 
$9.500- No. 267 5 6 5 1 69 35 55 
9.999 5% 7.0 5.8 7.9 8.7 7.0 
- 
6.3 
$10.000- No. 442 6 5 7 2 108 7 2 120 
10.999 % 11.4 6.7 11.1 13.5 14.4 13.8 
$12.000- No. 355 2 2 4 3 87 7 2 125 
13,999 % 9.3 2.3 6.6 10.9 14.1 14.4 
$14.000 No. 290 11 15 46 60 152 
and 01-er % 7.6 1.1 2.3 5.8 12.0 17.4 
Salaries by Size of Library Staff 
As the size of the st& of the library in- SIZE 
creases so does the mean annual salary level OF STAFF 
of the librarians employed there. The differ- 1-2  
ence is most pronounced between libraries 3-4 
with a staff of one or two persons and li- 5-10 
braries with a staff of three or four persons. 11-20 
The table below summarizes the relationship. 21 or more 
Table 9 
Salary Distribution by Supervisory 
Responsibilities 
DOES 
TOTAL NOT 
RE- SUPER- SUPER- 
ANNUAL SPOND- VISES VISE 
SALARY ENTS STAFF STAFF 
No. 3,821 3,064 732 
% 100.0 100.0 100.0 
$6,499 and No. 401 228 170 
under % 10.5 7.4 23.2 
$6,500- No. 238 165 71 
6,999 % 6.2 5.4 9.7 
$7,000- No. 301 219 81 
7,499 % 7.9 7.1 11.1 
$7,500- NO. 316 235 79 
7.999 % 8.3 7.7 10.8 
$8,000- No. 358 282 7 5 
8,499 % 9.4 9.2 10.2 
$8,500- No. 278 231 44 
8,999 % 7.3 7.5 6.0 
$9,000- NO. 309 250 55 
9,499 % 8.1 8.2 7.5 
$9,500- NO. 267 232 34 
9,999 % 7.0 7.6 4.6 
$10,000- No. 442 388 5 2 
10,999 Yo 11.4 12.6 7.1 
$1 1,000- No. 266 250 16 
11,999 % 7.0 8.2 2.2 
$12,000- No. 355 324 29 
13,999 % 9.3 10.6 4.0 
$14,000 No. 290 260 26 
and over % 7.6 8.5 3.6 
Mean $ 9,673 9,977 8,386 
Salaries by Supervisory Responsibilities 
There is a difference of almost $1,600 a 
year in the mean annual salaries between 
those with supervisory responsibilities and 
those who do not supervise any other staff 
members. Those who supervise other staff 
members are paid almost $10,000 compared 
to a mean annual salary of $8,386 among 
those who do not supervise staff members 
(see table 9) .  
Table 10 
Salary Distribution by Number of Professionals Supervised 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PROFESSIONALS SUPERVISED 
RESPONDENTS - 
ANNUAL SUPERVISING 21 
SALARY PROFESSIONALS ONE Two 3-5 6-10 11-20 OR MORE 
No. 1,760 595 322 477 179 112 75 
% 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
$6,499 and No. 43 34 4 5 - - - 
under % 2.4 5.7 1.2 1.0 - - - 
$6,500- No. 50 3 2 11 6 1 - - 
6,999 % 2.8 5.4 3.4 1.3 .6 - - 
$7,000- No. 67 44 11 9 3 - - 
7,499 % 3.8 7.4 3.4 1.9 1.7 - - 
$7,500- No. 9 1 5 3 19  13 4 2 - 
7,999 % 5.2 8.9 5.9 2.7 2.2 1.8 - 
$8,000- No. 108 5 1 26 2 3 4 3 1 
8,499 % 6.1 8.6 8.1 4.8 2.2 2.7 1.3 
$8,500- No. 123 64 27 2 7 5 - - 
8,999 % 7.0 10.8 8.4 5.7 2.8 - - 
$9.000- No. 140 67 32 3 2 7 2 - 
9,499 % 8.0 11.3 9.9 6.7 3.9 1.8 - 
$9,500- No. 146 61 30 4 1 14 - - 
9,999 % 8.3 10.3 9.3 8.6 7.8 - - 
$10,000- No. 267 79 70 85 2 1 7 5 
10,999 % 15.2 13.1 21.8 17.8 11.7 6.3 6.7 
$11,000- 
11,999 
.$12,000- 
13,999 
$14,000 
and over 
Mean 
Median 
No. 187 
% 10.6 
No. 289 
% 16.4 
No. 249 
% 14.2 
$ 11,067 
$ 10,418 
Salaries of Special Librarians pensation. Those who supervise only one 
Who Supervise Professionals professional earn a mean annual salary of 
As might be expected, those special li- $9,431; those who supervise two p r ~ f e ~ ~ i ~ n -  
brarians who supervise professional person- earn $10,232. At the other end, among 
nel are well paid. They have a mean annual those who supervise twenty-one or more pro- 
salary of $11,067; the more professionals fessional staff members, the mean annual 
supervised, the higher the mean annual corn- salary is $15,990 (see table 10). 
Table 11 
Salary Distribution by Primary Work  Responsibility 
No. 3,821 1,321 301 634 91 5 
% 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 - 
$6,499 a n d  No. 401 59 2 7 3 0 2 14 
under % 10.5 4.5 9.0 4.7 23.3 
$6,509- No. 238 35 15 21 118 
6,999 % 6.2 2.6 5 .O 3.3 12.9 
$7,000- No. 301 75 25 33 93 
7,499 % 7.9 5.7 8.3 5.2 10.2 
$7,500- No. 316 67 20 60 94 
7.999 % 8.3 5.1 6.6 9.5 10.3 
$8,000. No. 358 97 34 59 90 
8,499 % 9.4 7.3 11.3 9.3 9.8 
$8,500- No. 278 90 18 53 73 
8,999 % 7.3 6.8 6.0 8.4 8 .O 
$9,500- No. 2 67 9 7 19 57 5 I 
9,999 % 7.0 7.3 6.3 9.0 5.6 
$10,000- No 442 173 32 104 5 9 
10,999 % 11.4 13.1 10.6 16.3 6 4 
$11,000- No. 266 145 2 2 52 25 
11,999 r/o 7.0 11 0 7.3 8 2 2.7 
$12,000- No. 355 185 3 8 79 19 
13,999 % 9.3 14.0 12.6 12.5 2.1 
$14.000 No. 290 196 3 0 2 9 6 
and over % 7.6 14.9 10 0 4.6 
Median $ 9,030 10,223 9,274 9,535 7.h73 
Salary by Primary Work Responsibility 
Heads of libraries earn substantially more 
($10,947) than do assistant heads or depart- 
ment heads. There is little difference, how- 
ever, between the mean annual salaries of 
assistant heads of libraries ($10,068) and 
department heads ( $ 9 9  1) .  
Among those librarians who function in 
professional specialties the highest paid are 
those who are systems specialists ($12,066), 
information specialists ($10,03 I ) ,  and edi- 
tors or writers ($10,614). The poorest paid 
specialties are documents or reports assistant 
($7,878), render service or reference assist- 
ant ($8,026), and acquisitions or cataloging 
assistant ($8,074). 
Those special librarians who work in one- 
or two-man libraries with general responsi- 
bilities are among the lowest paid ($8,021) 
(see tables 1 l a  and 1 l b )  . 
Table 11, cont. 
Salary Distribution by Primary Work Responsibility 
A c -  
QUlSI- DOCU-  IN- 
TOTAL AB- TIONS, MENTS, FORMA- SYS- 
RE-  STRACTOR, READER CATA- R E -  TION TEMS 
ANNUAL SPOND- IN- BIBLIOG- EDITOR, SERV- LOGING PORTS SPE- SPE- 
SALARY ENTS DEXER RAPHER WRITER ICE ASST. ASST. CIALIST CIALIST OTHER 
- 
No. 3,821 34 7 5 14 138 134 2 0 85 2 2 89 
% 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
36,499 and No. 401 3 4 3 19 18 4 7 1 8 
under % 10.5 8.8 5.3 21.4 13.8 13.4 20.0 8.2 4.5 9.0 
$6,500- No. 238 2 4 - 16 14 1 - - 7 
6.999 5% 6.2 5.9 5.3 - 11.6 10.4 5.0 - - 7.9 
$7,000- No. 301 1 8 - 2 3 23 3 6 - 9 
7.499 C/o  7.9 2.9 10.7 - 16.8 17.3 15.0 7.1 - 10.1 
$7,500- No. 316 6 7 - 18 2 0 3 8 - 8 
7,999 5% 8.3 17.6 9.3 - 13.0 14.9 15.0 9.4 - 
- 
9.0 
$8,000- No. 358 7 9 2 2 2 15 5 5 7 6 
8.499 % 9.4 20.8 12.0 14.3 15.9 11.2 25.0 5.9 9.1 6.7 
$8,500- No. 278 3 6 1 6 9 - 9 - 8 
8.999 % 7.3 8.8 8.0 7.1 4.3 6.7 - 10.6 - 
-- 
9.0 
$9,000- No. 309 3 6 - 11 11 2 8 7 11 
9,499 %, 8.1 8.8 8.0 - 8.0 8.2 10.0 9.4 9.1 12.4 
*9.500- No. 267 3 7 1 7 9 1 5 1 7 
9.999 %. 7.0 8.8 9.3 7.1 5.1 6.7 5 .0 5.9 4.5 7.9 
$10.000- No. 442 4 12 2 1 -i 1 2  - 14 4 8 
10,999 C/o 11.4 11.8 16.1 14.3 10.1 9.0 - 16.4 18.2 9.0 
No. 
'% 
$14,000 
and o\er 
Mean 
Median 
No. 
74 
No. 
% 
Table 12 
Salary Distribution by Highest Academic Degree Acquired 
No. 3,821 126 2,022 1,201 307 
% 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
$6,499 and No. 
under % 
$6,500- NO. 
6.999 % 
$7,000- No. 
7,499 % 
$7,500- NO. 
7,999 % 
$8,000- No. 358 6 203 111 25 
8,499 % 9.4 4.8 10.0 9.2 8.1 
$8,500- No. 278 6 143 100 2 1 
8,999 % 7.3 4.8 7.1 8.3 6.8 
$9,000- No. 309 7 I69 102 21 
9,499 % 8.1 5.6 8.4 8.5 6.8 
$9,500- No. 267 4 164 77 16 
9,999 % 7.0 3.2 8.1 6.4 5.2 
$10,000- NO. 442 11 270 131 18 
10,999 % 11.4 8.7 13.2 10.9 5.9 
- 
$1 1,000- NO. 266 14 155 80 10 
11.999 % 7.0 11.1 7.7 6.7 3.3 
$12,000- NO. 355 16 227 100 8 
13,999 % 9.3 12.7 11.2 8.3 2.6 
$14,000 No. 290 51 171 55 7 
and over % 7.6 40.3 8.5 4.6 2.3 
Mean $ 9,673 13,192 10,061 9,251 8,121 
Median $ 9,030 12,500 9,429 8,723 7,596 
Salaries by Highest Academic Degree 
It is very apparent from an inspection of 
the data that advanced degrees increase the 
earning power of special librarians. With 
each increase in the level of education in 
terms of degrees acquired, there is a corre- 
sponding increase in the mean annual salary. 
This increase is most apparent for those who 
achieve PH.D.S-their mean annual salary is 
$13,192 which is a 31 per cent increase over 
the mean annual salary received by their col- 
leagues with master's degrees. The table be- 
low summarizes the mean annual salary by 
degree acquired and the percentage of salary 
increase between degree levels (see table 1 2 ) .  
PER CENT 
MEAN OF SALARY 
EDUCATIONAL ANNUAL INCREASE FROM 
LEVEL SALARY PREVIOUS LEVEL 
Some college $ 8,121 
Bachelor's 9,251 1 3  
Master's 10,061 9 
Doctorate 13,192 3 1 
Table 13 
Mean Salaries by Subject Field and Degrees Acquired 
1>2:i neering 45 
aw 4 5 
hysics and mathematics 46 
hernistry 216 
ibrary/information science 2,599 
weign languages 86 
hilosophy and religion 20 
arth sciences 33 
nglish and journalism 184 
usiness, commerce, economics 95 
ducation 164 
'?logical and health sciences 104 
jychology, sociology, social 
work 60 
beral arts 259 
ne and applied arts 6 1 
Total Respondents No. 3,821 
Xean $ 
Median $ 
Salaries by Subject Field and Degrees 
In the previous discussion it was pointed 
out that there is a clear-cut difference in the 
salary levels of people with various degrees 
-the higher the degree, the higher the an- 
nual salary. This relationship holds true re- 
gardless of the subject field in which the 
degree was obtained with only one exception 
-those with doctorates who specialized in 
law earn less than those with master's de- 
grees in law. In every other specialty those 
with PH.D.S earn more than those with a 
No. MEAN$ No. MEAN $ 
master's and those with a master's earn more 
than those with a bachelor's or some college. 
There is a very considerable difference in the 
earning power of the librarians in the vari- 
- 
ous specialties. Those with engineering back- 
grounds, legal backgrounds, or specialties in 
physics are among the highest paid librar- 
ians. Those with social science backgrounds, 
philosophy backgrounds, and degrees in 
library science tend to fall in the middle 
ranges of the salary distribution. Those with 
liberal arts and fine arts backgrounds are 
among the lowest paid special libiarians. 
Table 14 
Salary Distribution of Respondents with Degrees i n  Library/Information Science 
DEGREES IN LIBRARY/~NFORMATION SCIENCE 
No. 2,599 25 1,798 663 11 3 
70 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
.. 
- 
S6,i99 and No. 1-4 - 8 3 6 1 30 
under 5% 6 7 - 4.6 9.2 26.5 
S6.500- No. 141 - 80 4 7 I -i 
6.999 ri / r  5.-'1 - 4.4 7.1 1 2 . ~  
S8.0oo- No.  259 - 194 56 9 
SA99 :'c 10.0 - 10.8 8.4 8.0 
$9.500- No. 200 146 47 7 
9.999 74 7.7 - 8.1  7.1 6.2 
.- 
S10.000- No. 138 4 236 92 6 
10.799 70 12.9 16.0 13.2 13.9 5.3 
No. 
% 
Sl2.000- 
1 T.999 
514.000 
and 01 er 
Salaries for Special Librarians with 
Degrees in Library/Information Science 
is $14,140 compared to those with master's 
degrees, for whom the mean annual salary 
is $10,011. The worth of a PH.D. is perhaps 
made more visible by examining the final 
salary category of $14,000 or over. Among 
those with PH.D.S more than half earn over 
$14,000 a year compared to 7.8 per cent for 
those with master's degrees and 6.5 per cent 
for those with bachelor's degrees (see table 
14) .  
Table 14 shows the detailed salary distri- 
bution for special librarians who specialized 
in library/information science. It is apparent 
from these data that PH.D.S are paid consid- 
erably more than those with lesser or no 
degrees in library science. The mean annual 
salary for those with PH.D.S in library science 
Table 15 
Salary Distribution by Total Years of Professional Library Experience 
ANNUAL TOTAL LESS 
SALARY RESPONDENTS THAN 1 2-4 5-1 0 11-19 
pp - 
No. 3,821 110 449 907 1,203 
56 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
$6,499 and No. ,401 37 89 109 94 
under C/o 20.5 33.8 19.8 12.0 7 8 
$6,500- No. 258 2 0 55 6 3 45 
6,999 70 6.2 18.2 12.2 6.9 3.7 
~- 
$7,000- Ko. 301 12 7 5 9 1 '7 
7,499 'lo 7.9 10.9 16.7 10.0 6.4 
$7,500- No. 316 16 5 3 106 74 
7.999 C/o 8.3 14.5 11.8 11.7 6.2 
$8.500- No. 278 - 7 32 7 2 
- "  
9 8 
8,999 % 1.3 1 .8 7.1 7.9 8.1 
$9.000- No. 309 1 2 6 68 11 9 
9,499 5% 8.1 .9 5.8 7.5 9 9 
$9.500- No. 267 2 2 0 66 76 
9,999 70 7.0 1.8 4.5 7.3 6 . j  
010,oao- NO. 442 4 2 2 92 155 168 
10,999 % 11.4 3.6 10.1 12.9 15.0 
-- - .- 
4.9 
~- 
$11,000- No. 2 66 3 9 43 102 106 
11,999 C/o 7.0 2.7 2.0 4.7 8.5 9.5 
$12.000- No. 355 1 7 5 S 145 144 
13.990 % 9.3 .9 1.6 6.4 12.1 12.9 
$14,000 No. 290 4 i 2 4 I 06 150 
and owr  Yo 7.6 3.6 .7 2.6 8 8 13 5 
Median $ 9,030 6,950 7,552 8,367 9,426 10.068 
Salaries by Years of Professional perience or less earn on the average $7,701 
Experience annually; those with two to four years ex- 
perience earn only slightly more, $7,905. 
The experienced librarians earn consider- However, for special librarians with five to 
ably more than their inexperienced counter- ten years experience, the annual salary jumps 
parts. There is an understandable and steady to $3,895. The annual salaries of those with 
increase in the mean annual salaries as ex- more than twenty years experience is almost 
perience increases. Those with a year's ex- $2,000 greater, $10,769 (see table 1 5 ) .  
Table 16 
Salary Distribution by Years in  Present Position 
No. 3,821 645 1,150 98 5 713 316 
% 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
$6,499 and No. 401 99 122 88 67 2 2 
under % 10.5 15.3 10.6 8.9 9.4 7.0 
$6,500- No. 238 47 94 37 37 23 
6,999 % 6.2 7.3 8.2 3.8 5.2 7.3 
$7,000- No. 301 70 115 65 38 13 
7,499 % 7.9 10.9 10.0 6.6 5.3 4.1 
$7,500- No. 316 71  98 77 42 28 
7,999 % 8.3 11.0 8.5 7.8 5.9 8.9 
$8,000- NO. 358 59 137 8 5 59 17 
8,499 % 9.4 9.1 12.0 8.6 8.3 5.4 
$8,500- No. 278 42 85 80 51 20 
8.999 % 7.3 6.5 7.4 8.1 7.2 6.3 
$9,000- No. 309 50 90 78 67 2 1 
9,499 % 8.1 7.8 7.8 7.9 9.4 6.6 
$9,500- No. 267 38 81 64 53 3 1 
9,999 7% 7.0 5.9 7.0 6.5 7.4 9.8 
-- 
$10.000- No. 442 66 104 133 98 39 
10,999 % 11.4 10.2 9.0 13.6 13.7 12.3 
$11,000- NO. 266 31 64 76 6 1 3 1 
11,999 % 7.0 4.8 5.6 7.7 8.6 9.8 
--  
$12,000- No. 355 4 5 84 125 62 39 
13,999 % 9.3 7.0 7.3 12.7 8.7 12 4 
$14,000 No. 290 27 76 77 78 32 
and over % 7.6 4.2 6.6 7.8 10.9 10.1 
Mean $ 9,673 8,966 9,331 10,003 10,150 10,277 
Median $ 9,030 8,301 8,553 9,388 9,466 9,726 
Years in Present and Previous Position data in both tables are consistent with that 
just discussed concerning table 15. Both 
Tables 16 and 17 provide a detailed salary tables indicate a steady increase in salary level 
distribution for special librarians by the with increasing experience and these in- 
number of years in their present position and creases are apparent in terms of both present 
by the years in their previous position. The and previously held positions. 
Table 17 
Salary Distribution by Years in Previous Position 
YEARS IN PREVIOUS POSITION 
No. 3.821 574 453 601 460 353 1,299 
% 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
$6,499 and No. 401 115 49 5 8 37 26 102 
under % 10.5 19.9 10.8 9.7 8.0 7.4 7.9 
$6,500- NO. 238 59 28 30 27 17 71  
6,999 7'0 6.2 10.3 6.2 5 .O 5.9 4.8 5.5 
$7,000- NO. 301 6 1 5 2 50 31 18 82 
7,499 % 7.9 10.6 11.5 8.3 6.7 5.1 6.3 
$7,500- NO. 316 62 47 55 3 5 28 80 
7,999 % 8.3 10.8 10.4 9.2 7.6 7.9 6.2 
$8,000- No. 358 62 5 3 72 42 29 92 
8.499 % 9.4 10.8 11.7 11.8 9.1 8.2 7.1 
$8,500- No. 278 3 8 37 54 33 29 84 
8,999 % 7.3 6.6 8.2 9.0 7.2 8.2 6.5 
$9,000- NO. 309 3 2 39 41 41 27 1 2 1  
9,499 % 8.1 5.6 8.6 6.8 8.9 7.6 9.3 
$9,500- NO. 2 67 28 36 36 29 34 96  
9,999 % 7.0 4.9 7.9 6.0 6.3 9.G 7.4 
$10.000- No. 442 40 44 68 4 5 171 
69 14.8 10,999 70 11.4 7.0 9.7 11.5 12.9 13.0 
$11,000- NO. 266 29 21 40 27 29 113 
11.999 % 7.0 5.1 4.6 6.7 5.9 8.2 8.7 
$12,000- NO. 355 29 2 5 5 1 5 1 44 153 
13,999 % 9.3 5.1 5.5 8.5 11.1 12.5 11.8 
$14,000 No. 290 19 2 2 4 5 39 134 
and over % 7.6 3.3 4.9 7.5 8.5 7.6 27 10.3 
Mean $ 9,673 8,554 9,096 9,622 9,945 10,052 10,242 
Median $ 9,030 7,919 8,476 8,829 9,305 9,537 9,591 
Table 18 
Salary Distribution by Whether or Not  
Respondent Moved to Take Present 
Position 
TOTAL RE- 
ANNUAL SPOND- DID NOT 
SALARY ENTS MOVED MOVE 
Table 19 
Salary Distribution by Whether or Not 
Respondent Is Able to Move for a 
Better Position 
TOTAL RE- 
ANNUAL SPOND- ABLE UNABLE 
SALARY ENTS TO MOVF TO MOVE 
No. 3,821 1.272 2,495 
% 100.0 100.0 100.0 
$6,499 and No. 401 84 315 
under 70 10.5 (5.6 12.6 
$6,500- No. 2.38 5 7 174 
6,999 % 6.2 4.5 7.0 
$7,000- No. 301 7 5 219 
7,499 % 7.9 5.9 8.8 
$7,500- No. 316 94 217 
7,999 P/c 8.3 7.4 8.7 
$9,000- No. 309 84 219 
9,499 70 8.1 6.6 8.8 
$9,500- No. 267 92 172 
9,999 % 7.0 7.2 6.9 
No. 3,821 1.925 
% 100.0 100.0 
$6,499 and 
under 
$6,500- 
6,999 
$7,000- 
7,499 
$7,500- 
7,999 
No. 
Yo 
No. 
% 
No. 
56 
No. 
% 
$8.500- No. 278 140 131 
8,999 % 7.3 7.3 7.2 
$10,000- No. 442 176 263 
10,999 C/r 11.4 13.8 10.5 
$1 0.000- No. 4 ~ i 2  148 181 
10,999 % 11.4 12.7 10.0 
$12.000- 
13.999 
$14,000 
and over 
Mean 
Median 
No. 
% 
No. 
% 
$ 
$ 
Salary and Mobility 
Table 18 and table 19 indicate quite clearly 
that those who moved to take their present 
position and those who are able to move to 
$12,000- No. 355 231 116 
13,999 (k 9 .3  12.2 6.4 
$14,000 No. 290 19-L 89 
and o\ er r/c 7.6 10.1 4.9 
hiean $ 9.6'5 10.167 9,144 
Median $ 9.Oi0 9,4S3 8,567 
take a better position earn considerably more 
than those who either did not more or would 
not be able to move to take a better position. 
In both instances the difference is greater 
than $1,000. 
Moved : $10,449 Didn't Move: $9,294- 
Able to Move: $10,167 Unable to Move: $9,144 
Difference: 12% 
Difference : 1 1 % 
Table 20 
Salary Distribution by Age Groups 
No. 3,821 
% 100.0 
$6,499 and No. 40 1 
under % 10.5 
$6,500- No. 238 
6,999 % 6.2 
- - 
$7,000- No. 301 
7,499 % 7.9 
$7,500- No. 316 
7,999 % 8.3 
$8,000- No. 358 30 99 113 96 18 
8,499 % 9.4 9.8 12.6 9.3 8.2 5.8 
$8,500- NO. 278 18 68 91 7 2 2 6 
8,999 % 7.3 5.9 8.6 7.5 6.2 8.3 
$9,000- NO. 309 12 74 102 9 5 2 3 
9,499 % 8.1 3.9 9.3 8.4 8.1 7.3 
$9,500- No. 267 12 59 84 90 2 2 
9,999 % 7.0 3.9 7.4 6.9 7.7 7.0 
$10.000- No. 442 10 88 166 140 37 
10,999 % 11.4 3.3 11.1 13.7 11.8 11.9 
No. 
% 
No. 
% 
No. 
% 
$ 
$ 
$14,000 
and over 
Mean 
Median 
Salary by Age Groups 
Up to the age of fifty-nine there is a 
steady increase in the mean annual salary. 
The mean annual salary level of those be- 
tween twenty and twenty-nine is $7,526 
while those between thirty and thirty-nine 
earn more than $1,500 more-$9,200. The 
difference between those in their thirties and 
those in their forties is only half as great as 
the difference between those in their thirties 
and twenties. The age group between forty 
and forty-nine earns $10,083. There is a 
falling off in earning power of those beyond 
sixty, probably because they lack the special- 
ized training of the newer recruits in the field. 
Those beyond sixty earn a mean annual sal- 
ary of $9,757 (see table 20). 
Mobility Profile of Special Librarians 
Although this survey was primarily con- 
cerned with an analysis of the salaries of 
special librarians, two questions on the ques- 
tionnaire dealt with the extent to which li- 
brarians had moved to different geographic 
locations to change jobs or would be able to 
move for a better position. In the previous 
discussion of the relationship between sal- 
aries and mobility, it was pointed out that 
those who had moved or indicated an ability 
to move for a better position were better 
paid. Tables 21a and 21b represent an anal- 
ysis of the characteristics of those who actu- 
ally moved to take their present position 
(21a) and those who are able to move for a 
better position (2 lb )  . 
1. A larger proportion of men than women 
have actually moved to take their present 
position (45.5 per cent vs. 29.2 per cent). 
2. Men are also more able to move than 
women for a better position (69.7 per cent 
vs. 43.8 per cent). 
3. In terms of marital status, it is not sur- 
prising to find that among married men 
there is a higher propensity to move than 
among married women. 
Table 21a 
Mobility Profile 
Respondents W h o  Moved to  Take Present 
Position* 
% % % 
Total who moved 33.3 45.4 29.2 
- - 
Married 34.6 
Single, widowed, 
divorced 32.6 
20-29 years old 39.7 
30-39 years old 33.8 
40-49 years old 33.8 
50-59 years old 33.9 
60 years old and over 28.6 
* Percentages indicated on the table are not addi- 
tive, but represent the proportion of the group in 
question who moved to take their present position, 
e.g. 45.4 per cent of all the men moved to take 
their present position, 47.2 per cent of all the 
married men moved to take their present position, 
45.8 per cent of all men between the ages of 
twenty and twenty-nine moved to take their pres- 
ent position. 
a. Of the married men, 47.2 per cent 
moved to take their present position com- 
pared to the 24.5 per cent of the married 
women who moved to take their present 
position. 
b. The difference is even greater between 
married men and women who are able to 
move for a better position-68.6 per cent of 
the married men as compared to 14.5 per 
cent of the married women are able to move 
for a better position. 
c. There is little difference between mar- 
ried men and single men in terms of ability 
to move for a better position. Single women, 
on the other hand, are much more able to 
move than married women. Of the single 
women, 58.7 per cent indicate an ability to 
move for a better position as compared to the 
14.5 per cent of the married women who 
would be able to move. 
4. Younger people tend to be more able to 
move than those who are older, but there is a 
substantial degree of willingness to move 
among all age groups. Even among those 
over sixty years of age, one-third indicate 
that they would be able to move for a better 
position. 
Table 21b 
Mobility Profile 
Respondents W h o  Are Able to Move for 
a Better Position* 
TOTAL 
RESPOND- 
ENTS MEN WOMEN 
% 70 % 
Total able to move 50.4 69.7 43.8 
- - 
Married 38.6 68.6 14.5 
Single, widowed, 
divorced 59.8 68 8 58.7 
20-29 years old 55.1 70.9 52.2 
30-39 years old 59.4 80.4 49.2 
40-49 years old 51.4 70.0 43.0 
50-59 years old 47.2 57.8 44.2 
60 years old and over 30.9 37.3 28.7 
* Percentages indicated on the table are not addi- 
tive, but represent the proportion of the group in 
question who are able to move for a better posi- 
tion, e.g. 43.8 per cent of all the women would 
be able to move for a better position, 14.5 per 
cent of all the married women would be able to 
move for a better position, 52.2 per cent of all 
the women between the ages of twenty and twenty- 
nine would be able to move for a better position. 
Profile of Special Librarians 
Tables 22 through 29 constitute a profile 
of the respondents. Some of the highlights 
of these tables are discussed below. 
Table 22 
Geographic Areas in Which Special 
Librarians Are Employed 
New England 
Boston 
Hartford 
Middle Atlantic 
Buffalo 
Newark 
New York 
Philadelphia 
Pittsburgh 
Rochester 
East North Central 
Chicago 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Dayton 
Detroit 
Indianapolis 
Milwaukee 
West North Central 
Kansas City 
Minneapolis, St. Paul 
St. Louis 
South Atlantic 
Atlanta 
Baltimore 
Washington, D. C. 
East South Central 
West South Central 
Dallas 
Ft. Worth 
Houston 
New Orleans 
Mountain 
Denver 
Pacific 
Los Angeles, Long Beach 
Portland 
San Diego 
San Francisco, Oakland 
Seattle, Everett 
Canada 
Montreal 
Ottawa 
Toronto 
Vancouver 
No answer 
Base: Total Respondents 
Geographic Areas in Which Special 
Librarians Are Employed (Table 22) 
The largest concentration of special li- 
brarians is found in the Middle Atlantic 
region (29.9 per cent), followed by the East 
North Central region (16.1 per cent) and 
the Pacific region (13.2 per cent). 
The metropolitan areas with the largest 
concentration of special librarians are New 
York (15.9 per cent) and Washington, 
D. C. (8.6 per cent). 
Types of Institutions and Businesses in  
Which Special Librarians Are Employed 
(Table 23) 
Slightly less than one-third of all special 
librarians are employed in manufacturing in- 
dustries. The three industries employing the 
largest number of special librarians are the 
chemicals and allied products industry 
(18.4 per cent), the aircraft and aerospace 
industry (13.1 per cent) and the newspaper 
and publishing industries (9.0 per cent). 
About 20 per cent of the special librarians 
work for academic institutions and about 16 
per cent are employed by the federal gov- 
ernment. 
Non-manufacturing businesses and indus- 
tries employ 13.8 per cent of all special li- 
brarians. Among these the largest number 
work in the fields of transportation, public 
utilities, and communications (19.4 per 
cent), and commercial laboratories, business 
and consulting services, engineering, and 
architectural services (19.0 per cent). 
Characteristics of Libraries in Which 
Special Librarians Are Employed 
(Table 24) 
More than half of the special librarians 
are employed in institutions with two or 
more libraries. Among those who work for 
institutions with two or more libraries, 41.4 
per cent are employed in the central library 
and 35.2 per cent are employed in inde- 
pendent libraries. 
Supervisory Responsibilities of Special 
Librarians (Table 25) 
About 80 per cent of the special librarians 
surveyed indicate that they have supervisory a one- or two-man library with general re- 
responsibilities. sponsibilities. 
Primary Work Responsibilities of Professional Specialty and Highest 
Special Librarians (Table 26) Academic Degree Held by Special 
Librarians (Table 27 )  Almost 60 per cent of the special librar- 
ians indicate that their primary work respon- than (53.O per cent) the 
sibility is administrative. some 16 per cent special librarians have master's degrees. Only 
indicate their primary work responsibility is 3.3 per cent have 
in the area of the professional specialties. Over two-thirds of the special librarians 
~b~~~ one-fourth indicate that they work in indicate library/information science as their 
professional or subject specialty. 
Table 23 Professional Job Experience of Special 
Types of Institutions and Businesses in Librarians (Table 28 )  
Which Special Librarians Are Almost one-third of the special libarians 
Employed have between eleven and nineteen years of 
NUM- PER professional library experience. Slightly fewer 
EMPLOYER BER CENT (29.1 per cent) have twenty or more years 
Federal government (U.S. or of professional library experience. 
Canada) 
Other go\-ernment (state, provincial, 
603 15.' About 30 per cent of the special librarians 
local, international) 134 3,5 have been in their present position from two 
Public library 219 5.7 to five years. More than half have been in 
Academic institution-subject dept. 616 16.1 their present position for five or more years. 
Academic institution-research 
institute 
Other non-profit institute, 
orcanization. association 
lsO 4.7 Age, Sex, and Marital Status of Special 
452 .8 Librarians (Table 29) 
Manufacturing industry 1,095 28.7 About one-third of the special librarians 
Non-manufacturing business or are between forty to forty-nine years of age. 
industry 527 13.8 About 39 per cent are over fifty years old. 
Base: Total Respondents* 3,821 100.0 Almost three-fourths of the special librar- 
ians are female. 
Types of Manufacturing Activities in 
Which Special Librarians Are 
Employed 
- - 
NUM- 
EMPLOYER BER 
Textiles, lumber, wood, paper, etc. 42 
Newspapers and publishing 99 
Chemicals and allied products 202 
Drugs 8 1 
Petroleum refining 79 
Rubber, plastics, glass, ceramics, etc. 50 
Metals and metal products 69 
Office. computing and accounting 
machines 48 
Other machiner);, except electrical 16 
Electrical equipment and supplies 77 
Motor vehicles and equipment 42 
Aircraft and parts, aerospace 144 
Instruments and related products 34 
Nuclear e n e r n  19 
Other manufacturing 107 
Base: Respondents Employed in 
Manufacturing Industry* 1,095 100.0 
Slightly less than half of the special li- 
brarians are married. 
Types of Non-Manufacturing Activities in  
Which Special Librarians Are Employed 
Mining, agriculture, forestry, 
fisheries 
Transportation. public utilities and 
communications 
Banking and finance, real estate 
and planning 
Insurance 
Advertising and marketing 
Commercial laboratories, business 
and consulting services, 
engineering and architectural 
services 
Legal services 
Other 
Base: Respondents Employed in 
Non-Manufacturing Industry* 527 100.0 
* Some respondents gave more than one answer. 
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Table 24 Table 25, cont. 
Characteristics of Libraries in Which Number of Other Staff Members 
Special Librarians Are Employed Respondent Supervises 
Number and Status of Libraries NUM- PER 
Within the Organization BER CENT 
Organizations with one library 
Organizations with two or more 
Type of library: 
Central 
Branch 
Independent 
No answer 
Total 
No answer 
Base: Total Respondents 
Size of Staff 
One or two 
Three or four 
Five to ten 
ELeven to Went) 
Twenty-one or more 
No answer 
Base: Total Respondents 
Table 25 
RE- 
PLIES 
1,536 
927 
3 70 
782 
151 
2,230 
55 
3,821 
NUM- 
BER 
97 1 
647 
796 
500 
871 
3 7 
5.821 
Supervisory Responsibilities of Special 
Librarians 
NUM- PER 
BER CENT 
Supervises staff members 3.064 80.2 
Supervises professional staff 
members 1,760 46.2 
Supervises other staff members 2,836 73.9 
Does not supervise staff members 732 19.1 
No answer 25 .7 
Base: Total Respondents 3,821 100.0 
Number of Professional Staff Members 
Respondent Supervises 
NUM- PER 
BER CENT 
One 595 33.7 
Two 322 18.3 
Three to five 477 27.1 
Six to ten 179 10.2 
Eleven to twenty 112 6.4 
Twenty-one or more 75 4.3 
Base: Respondents Who Supervise 
Professional Staff Members 1,760 100.0 
One 786 27.6 
Two 552 19.4 
Three to five 806 28.8 
Six to ten 372 13.0 
Eleven to twenty 185 6.5 
Twenty-one or more 135 4.7 
Base: Respondents Who Supervise 
Other Staff Members 2,836 100.0 
Table 26 
Primary Work Responsibilities of 
Special Librarians 
NUM PER 
BER CENT 
Administrative 2.256 59.0 
Head of library 1.321 34.5 
Assistant head of library 301 7.9 
Department or unit supervisor 634 16.6 
Professional Specialty 613 16.1 
Abstractor or indexer 34 .9 
Bibliographer-Literature 
searcher 75 2.0 
Editor or writer 14 .4 
Reader service or reference 
assistant 138 3.6 
Translator 2 .1 
Acquisitions or cataloging 
assistant 134 3.5 
Documents or reports assistant 20 .5 
Information specialist 85 2.2 
Systems specialist 22 .6 
Other job title 89 2.3 
One or Two Man Library- 
general responsibilities 915 23.9 
N o  answer 37 1.0 
Base: Total Respondents 3,821 100.0 
Table 27 
Professional Specialty and Highest 
Academic Degree Held by 
Special Librarians 
Highest Degree Held 
Doctorate 
Master's 
Bachelor's 
Some College 
No answer 
Base: Total Respondents 3,821 100.0 
Doctorate 
Master's 
Bachelor's 
Some College 
Total 
Doctorate 
Master's 
Bachelor's 
Some College 
Total 
m 
! 
I- 
Table 27, cont. 
Degrees Held by Special Librarians in the Various Professional Specialties 
LAW 
# % 
17 37.8 
10 22.2 
18 40.0 
- - 
45 100.0 
PHILOS- 
OPHY & 
RELIGION 
# % 
1 5.0 
1 2  60.0 
7 35.0 
- - 
20 100.0 
Table 27, cont. Table 28, cont. 
Professional Specialties of Special 
Librarians 
Library/information science 
Liberal arts 
Chemistry 
English and journalism 
History and political science 
Education 
Biological and health sciences 
Business, commerce, or economics 
Foreign languages 
Fine and applied arts (art, 
architecture, music, speech) 
Psychology, sociology, and social 
work 
Physics and mathematics 
Law 
Engineering 
Earth sciences 
Philosophy and religion 
Other 
Base: Total Respondents* 3,821 100.0 
* Individuals are reported more than once if: 
1 )  A degree was held in library/information 
science as well as an advanced degree in a 
subject specialty. 
2)  A particular degree was held in more than 
one subject specialty. 
Table 28 
Professional Job Experience of Special 
Librarians 
Years of Professional Library Experience 
One or less 
Two to four 
Five to ten 
Eleven to nineteen 
Twenty or more 
No answer 
NUM- 
BER 
110 
449 
907 
1,203 
1,113 
39 
Base: Total Respondents 3,821 100.0 
Number of Years in Present Position 
One or less 
Two to four 
Five to ten 
Eleven to nineteen 
Twenty or more 
No answer 
NUM- 
BER 
645 
1,150 
985 
713 
316 
12 
Number of Years in Previous Position 
One year 
Two years 
Three years 
Four years 
Five or more years 
Never had previous libraty position 
No answer 
Base: Total Respondents 
NUM- 
BER 
453 
601 
460 
353 
1,299 
574 
81  
3,821 
Table 29 
Age, Sex, and Marital Status of 
Special Librarians 
Age 
NUM- PER 
BER CENT 
20-29 307 8.1 
30-39 792 20.7 
40-49 1,216 31.8 
50-59 1,170 30.6 
60 or over 313 8.2 
No answer 23 .6 
Base: Total Respondents 3,821 100.0 
Sex 
NUM- PER 
BER CENT 
Male 989 25.9 
Female 2,752 72.0 
No answer 80 2.1 
Base: Total Respondents 3,821 100.0 
Marital Status 
NUM- 
BER 
Single 1,637 
Married 1,671 
Divorced 290 
Widowed 174 
No answer 49 
Base: Total Respondents 3,821 
Base: Total Respondents 3,821 100.0 
Appendix (Questionnaire) 
1. Please indicate the geographical area in 
which you are employed by checking 
either the metropolitan area or the geo- 
graphical census region, if the particular 
area is not listed. D o  not check more than 
one. 
N E W  ENGLAND 
(Me., N .  H., Vt., Mass., R. I., Conn.) 0 
Boston 
Hartford 
0 
0 
MIDDLE ATLANTIC 
( N . Y . , N .  J.,Pa.) 
17 
Buff a10 
Newark 
0 
New York 
0 
Philadelphia 
0 
Pittsburgh 
0 
Rochester 
0 
0 
EAST NORTH CENTRAL 
(Ohio, Ind., Ill., Mich., Wisc.) 
0 
Chicago 
Cincinnati 
17 
Cleveland 
0 
Dayton 
0 
Detroit 
0 
Indianapolis 
0 
Milwaukee 
0 
0 
WEST NORTH CENTRAL 
(Minn., Ia., Mo., N. D., S. D., Nebr., 
Kan.) 
Kansas City 
Minneapolis, St. Paul 
St. Louis 
SOUTH ATLANTIC 
(Del., Md., D.  C., Va., W. Va., N.  C., 
S. C., Ga., Fla.) 
Atlanta 
Baltimore 
Washington, D .  C .  
EAST SOUTH CENTRAL 
(Ky., Tenn., Ala., Miss.) 
0 
WEST SOUTH CENTRAL 
(Ark., La., Okla., Tex.) 
0 
Dallas 
Ft. Worth 
Houston 
0 
New Orleans 
0 
0 
MOUNTAIN 
(Mont., Idaho, Wyo., Colo., N. M., 
0 
Ariz., Utah, Nev.) 
Denver 0 
PACIFIC 
(Wash., Ore., Calif., Alas., Haw.) 0 ,  
Los Angeles, Long Beach 
Portland 
0 
San Diego 
CI 
San Francisco, Oakland 
0 
Seattle, Everett 
0 
0 
CANADA 
(All provinces and territories) 
17 
Montreal 
Ottawa 
13 
Toronto 
0 
Vancouver 
0 
CI 
2. What  type of institution or business is 
served by the library in which you are em- 
ployed? (Check a-h) 
a. Federal government (U. S. or 
Canada) 0 
b. Other government (state, proven- * 
cial, local, international) 0 
c. Public library 0 
d. Academic institution-subject dept. 
e. Academic institution-research 
institute 0 
f. Other non-profit institute, organiza- 
tion, association 
g. Manufacturing industry 0 
MANUFACTURING ACTIVITIES 
Indicdte the primdry product, service ov 
activity of yotlr firm or division. 
Textiles, lumber, wood, paper, etc. 
Newspapers and publishing 
Chemicals and allied products 
Drugs 
Petroleum refining 
0 
0 
Rubber, plastics, glass, ceramics, etc. 
Metals and metal products 
Office, computing and accounting 
0 
machines 0 
Other machinery, except electrical j7 
Electrical equipment and supplies 
Motor vehicles and equipment 
Aircraft and parts, aerospace 
0 
0 
Instruments and related products 
Nuclear energy 
Other manufacturing 
0 
0 
h. Non-manufacturing business or 
industry 0 
NON-MANUFACTURING 
ACTIVITIES 
Indicate the primary prodtlct, ~e rv i ce  or 
activity of yotlr firm or division. 
Mining, agriculture, forestry, and 
fisheries 0 
Transportation, public utilities 
and communications 0 
Banking and finance, real estate 
and planning 0 
Insurance n 
Advertising and marketing 0 
Commercial laboratories, business 
and consulting services, engineer- 
ing and architectural services 
Legal services 0 
Other 0 
Please check the category corresponding to 
your total annual salary before deductions 
as of Jan. 1, 1967. 
$ 6,499 and under 
6,500- 6,999 
7,000- 7,499 
7,500- 7,999 
8,000- 8,499 
8,500- 8,999 
9,000- 9,499 
9,500- 9,999 
10,000-10,999 
11,000-1 1,999 
12,000-12,999 
13,000-13,999 
14,000- 15,999 
16,000-17,999 
18,000-19,999 
20,000 and Over 
4. How many libraries are there in your entire organization or firm? 
One Two or more [7 Is your library: 
the central library 
a branch library 
0 
0 
an independent library 
5. What  is the total size of the professional and non-professional staff employed in your library? 
One or two five to ten 0 More than twenty 
three or four eleven to twenty 
6. Do  you supervise other members of the library staff? Yes N o  
IF YES, check the number of professionals (librarians, translators, etc.) and the number of 
clerical or technical staff members you supervise. 
Professionals 
None 
One 
0 
Two 
0 
3-5 
0 
6-10 
0 
11-20 
0 
21 or more 
17 
0 
Clerical or Technical 
None 
One 
0 
Two 
0 
3-5 
0 
6-10 
0 
11-20 
21 or more 
0 
0 
7. What  type of work do you do? Check only the one box (a, b, or c) that indicates your 
primary responsibility. 
a. Administrative 
Head of library Assistant head Department or unit supervisor 
b. Professional Specialty 
Abstractor or indexer 0 Acquisitions or cataloging assistant 
Bibliographer-Literature searcher Documents or reports assistant 
Editor or writer 0 Information specialist 
Reader service or reference asst. Systems specialist 
0 
Translator 0 Other job title 0 0 
c.  One- or Two-Man Library-general responsibilities 
8. Indicate only the highest degree you hold and the subject or professional specialty in which 
it was obtained-If you hold a master's or 5 th year bachelor's degree in library/information 
science and an advanced degree in a subject or professional specialty, check both. 
Doctorate Master's Bachelor's Some College 
Biological and health sciences 
Business, commerce or economics 
0 0 0 0 
Chemistry 
0 0 0 
Earth sciences 
0 0 0 0 
Education 
0 0 0 0 
Engineering 
0 0 0 0 
English and journalism 0 0 0 0 
Fine and applied arts (art, arch., music, 0 0 0 0 
speech) 
Foreign languages 
0 0 0 0 
History and political science 
0 0 0 0 
Law 
0 0 0 0 
Library/Information science 
0 0 0 
Physics and mathematics 
0 0 0 0 
Philosophy and religion 
0 0 17 0 
Psychology, sociology and social work 
0 0 0 0 
Liberal Arts 
0 0 0 0 
Other 
0 0 0 0 
I? 0 0 a 
9. How many years of professional library experience have you had? 
1 or less 
2-4 0 
10. How long have you been in your present position? 
1 year or less 5-10 years 
2-4 years 0 11-19 years 
20 or more 
20 or more years 
11. How many years were you in your previous position? 
1 year [7 3 years 5 or more years 
2 years 4 years Never had previous library position 
12. Did you move to a different geographical location to take your present position? ( D o  not 
consider shifts within the same metropolitan area as a change of geographical location.) 
Yes 17 N o  0 
13. Would you, a t  present, be able to move to a different geographical location for a better 
position? 
Yes N o  0 
14. Indicate age group, sex, and marital status. 
Age Group Sex 
20-29 0 Male 
30-39 C] Female 
40-49 
50-59 
0 
0 
60 or over 
Marital Status 
Single 
Married 
Divorced 
Widowed [7 
5 8th SLA Convention Program 
- 
New York Convenlion and Visitors Bureau 
May 28-June 1, 1967 
Commodore Hotel, New York, New York 
Theme: Patting Knowledge t o  Work 
Saturday, May 27, 1967 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING: 9:00 A.M.-5 :00 P.M. 
Registration: 2:OO-5 :00 P.M.; 7:00-9:00 P.M. 
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY DIVISION 
Executive Board Meeting: 3 :00 P.M. 
Advisory Committee Meeting: 8 :00 P.M. 
Sunday, May 28,1967 
MORNING 
Registration: 9:00 A.M.-8:00 P.M. 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING: 9:00 A.M.-noon 
Third Forum on  Education for Special Librarianship: 8 :45 A.M. 
Introduction: Erik Bromberg, Chairman, SLA Education Committee, Librarian, US.  
Department of the Interior 
Panel Discussion: T h e  Library Technician 
Moderator: Dr. Harold Lancour, Dean, Graduate Library School, University of Pitts- 
burgh 
Samuel Sass, Librarian, William Stanley Library, Western Electric Company, Power 
Distribution Division 
Mrs. Elena Horton, Executive Secretary, Free Public Library Service, State of Vermont 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DIVISION : Executive Board Meeting, 10 :00 A.M.-noon 
LUNCHEON 
Forum on Education : 12 :30 P.M. 
Gordon E. Randall, Director, Thomas J. Watson Research Center Library, IBM Cor- 
poration, An Employer Looks at Employer S tmdards  
AFTERNOON 
Incoming Chapter Officers and Bulletin Editors Meeting: 1 :30-4:30 P.M. 
Incoming Division Officers and Bulletin Editors Meeting: 1 :30-4:30 P.M. 
Forum on  Education: 1 :45 P.M. 
Panel: Fomzdation for  Education i n  Librarianship and Information Science 
Moderator: Dr. Theodore Hines, School of Library Service, Columbia University 
Robert Taylor, Center for the Information Sciences, Lehigh University 
Alan Rees, Assistant Director, Center for Documentation Research, School of Library 
Science, Western Reserve University 
Richard Davis, Library School, Drexel Institute of Technology 
Dr. Vladimir Slamecka, Director, School of Information Science, Georgia Institute of 
Technology 
First Conventioneers Reception 3 :00-4:00 P.M. 
CONVENTION RECEPTION AND OPENING OF EXHIBITS : 5 :00-7 :30 P.M. 
EVENING 
DIVISION OPEN HOUSES 
Advertising and Marketing, Aerospace, Biological Sciences, Chemistry, Insurance, Mu- 
seum, Newspaper, Nuclear Science, Petroleum, Picture, Publishing, Science-Technol- 
ogy, Transportation 
Monday, May 29,1967 
MORNING 
First General Session: 9 :00-11:OO A.M. 
Presiding: Dr. F. E. McKenna, President, Special Libraries Association; Supervisor, 
Information Center, Central Research Laboratories, Air Reduction Company, Inc. 
Invocation : Rabbi Nahum Cohen, United Synagogue of America 
Welcome from the Mayor of New York, the Honorable John V. Lindsay 
Welcome from the New York Chapter of Special Libraries Association: President 
S. Kirk Cabeen, Engineering Societies Library 
Introduction of Convention Committee: Convention Chairman James Humphry 111, 
Chief Librarian, The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
Summary of Exhibits: Exhibits Committee Chairman Dorothy L. McGowan, Head Li- 
brarian, Compton Advertising, Inc. 
KEYNOTE ADDRESS: Thomas P. F. Hoving, Director, The Metropolitan Museum of 
Art, and formerly Administrator of Recreational and Cultural Affairs of the City of 
New York 
EXHIBITS OPEN HOUSE : 11 :00 A.M.-1 :00 P.M. 
LUNCHEON 
Presentation of Association Awards: 1 :00-3 :30 P.M. 
Presiding: Dr. F. E. McKenna, President 
Invocation: The Rev. John H. Harrington, Church of St. Theresa, Briarcliff Manor, 
New York 
AFTERNOON 
Reprography Committee, Microselectivity-A Short Course on Microfilm Fundamentals: 
3 :3O-5 :OO P.M. 
Carl E. Nelson, Consultant, IBM Corporation, Chairman, USA SI PH5.3 Committee, 
Past-President, National Microfilm Association 
Dr. David R. Wolf, Manager, Services, National Microfilm Association, formerly 
Manager, Systems Development, 3M Microfilm Products Division 
AEROSPACE DIVISION: Business Meeting, 3 :30-5 :00 P.M. 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DIVISION : Business Meeting, 4 :00-5 :00 P.M. 
BUSINESS AND FINANCE DIVISION :Business Meeting, 3 :30-5 :00 P.M. 
CHEMISTRY DIVISION : Business Meeting, 3 :30 P.M. 
Reception, Chemists Club: 5 :00-7:30 P.M. 
INSURANCE DIVISION :Business Meeting, 3 : 30-5 :00 P.M. 
Cocktails, Life Office Management Association, Host (Division members only), 5 :00- 
6:30 P.M. 
METALS/MATERIALS DIVISION: 3 :50-6:00 P.M. 
Business meeting, followed by reception, American Iron and Steel Institute, Host, Lin- 
coln Building, 60 East 42nd St., North Room, 27th floor 
MILITARY LIBRARIANS DIVISION : Army Technical Library Improvement Studies (ATLIS) , 
3 130-5 ZOO P.M. 
Presiding: Logan Cowgill, Librarian, Office, Chief of Engineers 
MUSEUM AND PICTURE DIVISIONS: Joint Reception, The Metropolitan Museum of Art 
(Division members only), 4:30-6:30 P.M. 
NEWSPAPER DIVISION : Business Meeting, 3 :30-5 :30 P.M. 
NUCLEAR SCIENCE DIVISION : Business Meeting, 3 :30-5 :00 P.M. 
PETROLEUM DIVISION: Acquisition of Foreign Materials, 3:30-5 :00 P.M. 
Bernard B. Baschkin, President, InterDok Corporation: Conference and Symposium 
Papers 
Morris Schoengold, Esso Research and Engineering Company: Patents, Technical Re- 
ports, Company Data 
Cocktails, Sinclair Oil Corporation, Host (Division members only), 5 :30-7:00 P.M. 
PICTURE DIVISION, see Museum above 
PUBLISHING DIVISION: Visit to Library, McGraw-Hill, Inc., 3:30-5 :00 P.M. 
Visit to H. P. Kraus, Rare Book Dealer: 5 :30-6:30 P.M. 
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY DMSION 
PAPER AND TEXTILE SECTION: Business Meeting, 3:30-4:45 P.M. 
PUBLIC UTILITIES SECTION: Business Meeting, 3:30-5 :30 P.M. 
SOCIAL SCIENCE DIVISION 
PLANNING, BUILDING AND HOUSING SECTION: Business Meeting (in Section suite), 
5 :OO P.M. 
SOCIAL WELFARE SECTION: Business Meeting, 3:30 P.M. 
TRANSPORTATION DIVISION : Business Meeting, 3 :45-5 :00 P.M. 
Consultation Service Committee and Professional Standards Committee: Open meeting to 
discuss the use of SLA professional standards, 4:OO-5 :30 P.M. 
Presiding: Mrs. Gloria Evans, Chairman, Consultation Service Committee; Librarian, 
Production and Engineering Division, Parke, Davis & Co. 
Special Libraries Committee: Meeting open to all SLA members to discuss content and 
scope of journal, 4 :30 P.M. 
Presiding: Chairman Howard Bentley; Time-Life, Inc. 
D I N N E R  
Past Association Presidents: 6:OO-8:00 P.M. 
INSURANCE DIVISION: Dinner, 6:30-8:00 P.M. 
NEWSPAPER DIVISION: Informal Dinner, 7 :00 P.M. 
American Press Institute, Discussion 
EVENING 
PICTURE DIVISION: Visit to Picture Collection and Stokes Collection, New York Public 
Library, 7 :30-9:30 P.M. 
Advisory Council Meeting: 8 : 15-10:00 P.M. 
DMSION OPEN HOUSES: 10:OO P.M. 
Advertising and Marketing (welcoming new members), Documentation, Metals/Mate- 
rials, Museum, Picture 
Tuesday, May 30,1967 
Memorial Day 
BREAKFAST 
Chapter Employment Chairmen : 8 :00-9 : 15 A.M. 
Recruitment Committee : Recruitment and Manpower, 7 : 15-9 :00 A.M. 
Presiding: Mrs. Mary Lee Tsuffis, Chairman; Supervisor, Library Services, Xerox 
Corporation 
Mrs. B. J. Connors, Director of Library Recruitment, Pioneer Library System 
Donald Hunt, Library Career Consultant, Pennsylvania and New Jersey 
Translations Activities Committee: Carrent Statns of the  S L A  Translations Program, 
8:OO-9~15 A.M. 
Presiding: Roger M. Martin, Chairman; Chief Librarian, Shell Development Co. 
DOCUMENTATION DIVISION: Business Meeting, 8:00 A.M. 
METALS/MATERIALS DIVISION : Outgoing Executive Committee Meeting, 8 :30-9 :30 A.M. 
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY DIVISION 
PAPER AND TEXTILE SECTION: Acquisition o f  Journals for the Special Library, 7:30- 
9:00 A.M. 
Max S. Holmes, International University Booksellers 
MORNING 
Second General Session (co-sponsored by SLA and ADI) : Automation i n  Your  Library 
Future, 9:3O-ll:3O A.M. 
Presiding: Elizabeth Ferguson, Convention Program Chairman; Librarian, Institute of 
Life Insurance 
Opening Speaker: Dr. Charles R. De Carlo, Director of Automation Research, IBM 
Corporation 
For the Non-specialist: Joseph Becker, Director, Information Services, EDUCOM (In- 
teruniversity Communications Council) 
For the Specialist, State of the Art: Charles P. Bourne, Director, Programming Services, 
Inc. 
Summary: Dr. Harold Wooster, Director, Information Sciences, Department of the 
Air Force 
LUNCHEON 
ADVERTISING AND MARKETING DIVISION : Cocktails-Dutch treat, 12:30-1:00 P.M. 
Luncheon and Speaker, 1 :00-2:30 P.M. 
GEOGRAPHY AND MAP DIVISION: Luncheon, 12 :15-1:30 P.M. 
Business Meeting: 1 :30-2 :30 P.M. 
INSURANCE DIVISION : Luncheon, 12 :00-2 :00 P.M. 
Acis Jenkinson, 3rd, Assistant Secretary, Insurance Company of North America: Edu- 
cational Programs i n  the insurance Company 
METALS/MATERIALS DIVISION : Luncheon, 12 :00-2 :00 P.M. 
MLITARY LIBRARIANS DIVISION : Luncheon, 1 2  :00-2 :00 P.M. 
Dr. Peter Sammartino, President, Fairleigh Dickinson University: Higher Education 
and the Library 
MUSEUM DIVISION : Luncheon and Business Meeting, Fifth Avenue Hotel, 12 :00-2 :30 P.M. 
Henry Hope Reed, Jr., Curator of Central Park and author: Neglected Public Art  
NEWSPAPER DIVISION : Luncheon Meeting, 12 :30-2 :00 P.M. 
Floyd Barger, Managing Editor, New York Daily N e w  
PHARMACEUTICAL DIVISION : Luncheon and Business Meeting, 12 :00-2 :00 P.M. 
PICTURE DIVISION: Business Meeting and Luncheon, 12 :00-2 :30 P.M. 
Photo Collections-As They Shozlld Be. Moderator: Romana Javitz, Picture Collection, 
New York Public Library 
Panelists: Peter C. Bunnell, Curatorial Associate, Department of Photography, Mu- 
seum of Modern Art; Robert M. Doty, Associate Curator, Whitney Museum of 
American Art 
PUBLISHING DIVISION : Luncheon and Business Meeting, R. R. Bowker Company, 12 :00- 
3:00 P.M. 
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY DIVISION : Luncheon and Business Meeting, 12 :00-2 :00 P.M. 
Dr. Jerrold Orne, Chairman, Sectional Committee 2-39 on Library Work and Docu- 
mentation, USA Standards Institute: The  Pbce of Standards i n  the N e w  Technology 
of lnformation Science 
SOCIAL SCIENCE DIVISION : Business Meeting and Luncheon, 12 $0 NOON. 
AFTERNOON 
ADVERTISING AND MARKETING DIVISION : Business Meeting, 3 :00-4: 30 P.M. 
AEROSPACE, DOCUMENTATION, UCLEAR SCIENCE, and SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY DIVI- 
SIONS: Joint Meeting, Focus o n  Microfilm, 2 :00-4 :00 P.M. 
Moderator: Hubbard Ballou, Head, Photographic Services, Columbia University 
Alex L. Baptie, President, National Microfilm Association, and President, Microcard 
Corporation : Microfilm Perspectives 
John Hensel, Marketing Manager, Microfilm Products, International Division, 3M 
Company: Microfilm Equipmen-New Directions 
Carl E. Nelson, Consultant, IBM Corporation, Chairman, USA SI PH5.3 Committee, 
Past President, National Microfilm Association: Microfilm Acceptance 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DIVISION: Panel on World Population, 2 :30-4:30 P.M. 
T h e  Socio-cultt~ral, Socio-economic, and Bio-medical Aspects 
Milos Macura, Director, Population Division, United Nations: T h e  W o r l d  Population 
by the  End of the  Century 
Stephen Polgar, PH.D., Director of Research, Planned Parenthood-World Population: 
Socio-cultz/ral Aspects of Birth Control 
Roger Revelle, PH.D., Professor of Population Policy and Director, Harvard University 
Center for Population Studies 
Mrs. Blanche Horowih, Librarian, Planned Parenthood-World Population: Informa- 
t ion Sources 
BUSINESS AND FINANCE DIVISION: Second Annual Division Roundtable, 2:00-4:00 P.M. 
W i t h i n  O u r  Circ/eS--II (Group leaders to be appointed) 
CHEMISTRY DIVISION see Metals/Materials below 
DOCUMENTATION DIVISION see Aerospace above 
GEOGRAPHY AND MAP DIVISION: Copyright Law Revision-Its Implications for Map  .' 
Librariam, Joseph W .  Rogers, Chief, Copyright Cataloging Division, Library of Con- 
gress: 3 :00-4:00 P.M. 
Map Library Problems, A Bull Session: 4:OO-5 :00 P.M. 
METALS/MATERIALS and CHEMISTRY DIVISIONS: Joint Meeting, 2 :30-5 :00 P.M. 
Patents Symposium. Presiding: Kenneth D. Carroll, M/M Chairman; Director, Clear- 
inghouse on Educational Differences, Harvard University 
Moderator: George E. McCarthy, Chemistry Division Program Chairman; Librarian, 
Geigy Chemical Corporation 
Harold Pfeffer, General Secretary, Committee for International Cooperation in In- 
formation Retrieval Among Examining Patent Offices, U.S. Patent Office: Informa- 
t ion Retrieval A m o ~ g  Examining Patent Of ices  
Dr. Gerard 0. Platau, Head, Assignment and Abstracting, Chemical Abstracts Serv- 
ices : Doc.umentation o f  the  Chenzicd Patent Literature 
John W .  Weigl, Manager, Imaging Materials Branch, Applied Research Laboratory, 
Xerox: Sonzething Old  and Something N e w ,  or H o w  t o  Deal wi th  the  Priov Ar t  
Elsie Ray, Research Librarian, The Anaconda Company, and Kendal Funk, Patent Li- 
brarian, International Nickel Company: Report on a S.vrvey of Use und Handling 
of Pate7zt.r in Metals and Chemical Libvavies 
MILITARY LIBRARIANS DIVISION: Business Meeting, 2:30-4:00 P.M. 
Federal Library Committee: 4:30-5:30 P.M. 
MUSEUM DIVISION: Guided Walking Tour of Greenwich Village, 2 :30-4:30 P.M. 
MUSEUM DIVISION see Picture below 
NEWSPAPER DIVISION: Illz~stratiz~e Materials: Their  Acquisition and Control, Mrs. Ruth 
P. Braun, Chief Librarian, The Detroit N e w s :  2 :30-4:30 P.M. 
Cocktails, American Newspaper Publishers Association, Host (Division members only), 
4:30 P.M. 
NUCLEAR SCIENCE DIVISION see Aerospace above 
PICTURE and MUSEUM DIVISIONS: Joint Reception, Harcourt Brace & World, Inc. (Divi- 
sion members only), 4:30-6:30 P.M. 
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY DIVISION see Aerospace above 
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY DIVISION: Explanation of nem PANDEX service, 4:30-5 :00 P.M. 
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY DIVISION 
PUBLIC UTILITIES SECTION: Operations Shortcuts, a round table, 2:OO-4:00 P.M. 
SOCIAL SCIENCE DIVISION: Division-wide program of the Planning, Building and Hous- 
ing Section: 2:30-4:00 P.M. 
Presentation of the Urban Regional Documentation System by the Center for Urban 
Regionalism, by James T. Coke, Director, and John Rickert 
Films: Open Space Comnzzmities, a New Environment for America, a prize-winning 
film produced by National Association of Home Builders; N o  Time for Ugliness, 
produced by American Institute of Architects 
TRANSPORTATION DIVISION : Workshop, 2 :00-4 :00 P.M. 
Library Personnel Administration 
Federal Library Committee: 4:30-5:30 P.M. (following meeting of Military Librarians) 
Presiding: Paul Howard, Executive Secretary; Report on the work of the Committee 
Government Information Services Committee: 4 :00-5 :30 P.M. 
Communication of Scientific and Technical K?zowledge to Indu.rtry-Implementation 
of the State Technical Serwil-es Act 
Paul J. Grogan, Director, U.S. Office of State Technical Services: Program at the Na- 
tional Level 
Joe Tyson, Director, State Technical Services Act, Texas: Program at the State Level 
Robert W .  Levesque, Director, Technical Resources Center, Syracuse University: Pro- 
gram at the Interface with Industry 
Incoming Division Officers and Bulletin Editors Meeting: 5 :00-6:00 P.M. 
EVENING 
An Evening at  Lincoln Center* 
Tour of Library and Museum of the Performing Arts at Lincoln Center: 6:30 P.M. 
* There is only a limited number of restaurants in the Lincoln Center area which can provide facilities 
for group dinners. The Convention Committee suggests that SLA members get a bite of early supper 
before going on the tour. Light refreshments will be available at Philharmonic Hall. 
Tickets that have been reserved for the Promenade Concert may be picked up in the registration 
area of the Commodore Hotel prior to the Evening at Lincoln Center. 
Philharmonic Hall: 8:30 P.M. 
Ports-of-Call Promenade Concert, The New York Philharmonic Orchestra 
by Andre Kostelanetz 
Shuttle buses at 6:00 P.M. and after concert. 
DOCUMENTATION DIVISION : Informal exchange of ideas, 9 :00-11:OO P.M. 
conducted 
Wednesday, May 31,1967 
MORNING 
Because of possible conflict with the Annual Meeting, it has been decided with regret 
to cancel the Arnold Constable shopping event and fashion show previously announced 
for Wednesday morning at 8:OO. 
Annual Meeting: 9 :00-11:OO A.M. 
LUNCHEON 
ADVERTISING AND MARKETING DIVISION see Newspaper below 
AEROSPACE DIVISION: Luncheon Meeting, 12 :00-2:00 P.M. 
John L. Glennon, Director, Technical Information Service, American Institute of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics : Aerospace Informatio?z-Collectian and Dissemination 
BUSINESS AND FINANCE DIVISION: Luncheon at Bankers Club (for 100 members of 
Business and Finance) : 12 :30 P.M. 
Host: Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette, Inc. 
Presiding: Robert Brooks, Librarian 
Dan W. Lufkin, Chairman, Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette, Inc. : Management V i e w  of 
the Research Library Function 
ENGINEERING DIVISION : Luncheon and Business Meeting, 1 2  :00-3 :00 P.M. 
Dr. Robert A. Dunlop, Manager, Corporate Management/Terminals and Displays, 
IBM Corp.: Computers, Terminals, and Information Systems 
INSURANCE DIVISION : Luncheon, 12 :00-2 :00 P.M. 
Harrington Putnarn, Vice-president, American Foreign Insurance Association: Foreign 
Markets, the Possibilities and Problenzs for the American Insurance Company 
MUSEUM DIVISION: Luncheon, Top of the Met restaurant, Metropolitan Opera House, 
Lincoln Center Plaza, 1 2  :00-1:45 P.M. 
NEWSPAPER and ADVERTISING AND MARKETING DIVISIONS: Luncheon, 1 2  :30-2 :00 P.M. 
Newspapermen, Librarians, and History, E. Clifton Daniel, Managing Editor, New 
York Times 
NUCLEAR SCIENCE DIVISION : Luncheon Meeting, 12 :00 noon 
T h e  AEC and Plans for a Government-wide Information System: Edward J .  Brunen- 
kant, Director, Division of Technical Information, AEC 
PETROLEUM DIVISION: Luncheon and Business Meeting, 11 :15 A.M.-1 :30 P.M. 
Edward Symonds, Petroleum Economist, First National City Bank: T h e  Family Car- 
Its Fuel and Its Future 
PICTURE DIVISION : Luncheon and Tour, Cond6 Nast Publications, Inc., 1 2  :00-2 :30 P.M. 
The Illustrator and the Photographer. Panelists: Paul H. Bonnet, Jr., Editor, Book Divi- 
sion, Con& Nast Publications, Inc.; Leonard Jossel, Art Director, Holiday, Treas- 
urer, Museum of Illustration Art; Alexander Liberman, Editorial Director, Condk 
Nast Publications, Inc. 
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY DIVISION 
PUBLIC UTILITIES SECTION : Luncheon Meeting, 12 :00-1:30 P.M. 
Host: American Gas Association (Section members only) 
TRANSPORTATION DIVISION : Luncheon, 12 :00-2 :00 P.M. 
Hayden Johnson, Deputy Director, Planning and Development, Port of New York 
Authority: Transportation Literatwe 
AFTERNOON 
ADVERTISING AND MARKETING DIVISION: Panel Discussion, 2:30-5 :00 P.M. 
AEROSPACE DIVISION : Project LEX Panel Discussion, 2 :00-4:00 P.M. 
Chairman: J. Heston Heald, Director, Project LEX 
EJC Participation: Frank Y .  Speight, Director, Information Program, Engineers Joint 
Council 
The  Panel Session Method: Eugene Wall, President, Lex-Inc. 
ADPS Snpport and Data Bank: William Harnmond, Senior Consultant, ARIES Cor- 
poration 
From the Participant's Viewpoint: Robert S. Runyon, Librarian, American Institute for 
Research 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DMSION: Visit to the Medical Center of New York, 4:OO-5 :30 P.M. 
Host: Erich Meyeroff, Director 
CHEMISTRY DMSION: Presentation of contributed papers, 2:00-4:00 P.M. 
DOCUM ENTATION DIVISION : Presentation of contributed papers, 2 :30-5 :00 P.M. 
Selective Dissemination of Informatio7z by R. K. Ausman, M.D., T. D. Graham, J. R. 
O'Brian, and J.  E. Barrett; Defining a Core Collection in  a Technical Library by 
Richard H. Stanwood; Operating an Information Retrieval Satellite by Karen G. 
Takle; Cards vs. Book-form Printout in a Mechanized Library System by Dr. F. R. 
Smith and S. 0. Jones; Putting Knowledge to Work-Stimulating Library Usage by 
Donna Lemon and Edward P. Miller; The  Bibliographical Control of Aerospace 
Industry Conference Literature Issued in  the Form of  Society Preprints by Elizabeth 
H .  Weeks; Abstracting and Indexing-An Experimental Course by Isaac D. Welt, 
PH.D.; Computer-assisted Instruction for Library Processes by Mrs. Elizabeth T. 
Jernigan; A Comp~terized Subscription Handling and Periodicals Routing System 
i n  an Aerospace Company Library by H. W. Jones; The  Role of Searching Services i n  
an Acquisition Program by Antoinette L. Lueck, Jane M. Tierney, and Ann T. Dodson 
GEOGRAPHY AND MAP DIVISION: Panel, Ancillary Materials in  Map Collections 1 :00- 
2:30 P.M. 
Moderator: Robert C. White, Map and Geography Librarian, University of Illinois 
Mary Galneder, Map Librarian, University of Wisconsin 
John A. Wolter, Geography Department, Wisconsin State University 
Visit to Explorers Club: 3:30-5 :30 P.M. 
Evaluating Maps: 0. M. Miller, Acting Director, American Geographical Society 
INSURANCE, METALS/MATERIALS, PETROLEUM, SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY, and TRANS- 
PORTATION DIVISIONS: Joint Meeting, 2:OO-4:00 P.M. 
T h e  Cost of Putting Knowledge to  Work :  Bndgeting and Financial Problems 
Moderator: Marian Lechner, Librarian, Connecticut General Life Insurance Company 
Management's View of the Library Budget: Charles Nelson, President, Nelson Associates 
Some Cornparative Technical Library Statistics: Masse Bloomfield, Head, Technical Li- 
brary, Hughes Aircraft Company 
The  Validity of Comparative Technical Library Statistics: Margaret N. Sloane, Man- 
ager, Technical Information Center, TRW Systems 
Advancing on Validity: Jerome W. Anderson, Head, Technical Library, Systems De- 
velopment Corporation 
METALS/MATERIALS DIVISION see Insurance above 
MUSEUM DIVISION: Lincoln Center, Library and Museum of the Performing Arts, Dance 
Collection, 2 :00-4:00 P.M. 
Genevieve Oswald, Curator of the Dance Collection: History of the Dance Collection; 
Its Use and Handling of Ephemeral Material 
Tour of the Collection 
NEWSPAPER DIVISION : Panel Discussion, Libmry Competitors and Cooperators, 2 :30- 
4:30 P.M. 
Moderator: Mrs. Josephine Johnson, Librarian, Cozrier-lozrnal and Lonisville Times 
Joseph Covino, Librarian, Great Neck, N.  Y., Library 
John J. Doohan, Librarian, Kansas City Star-Times 
Agnes Henebry, Librarian, Herald-Review, Decatur, Illinois 
Mrs. Sally Poundstone, Director, Mamaroneck, N. Y., Public Library 
PETROLEUM DIVISION see Insurance above 
PHARMACEUTICAL DIVISION : Panel Discussion, Information Managemelzt, 2 :00 P.M. 
Professor Maurice Tauber, School of Library Service, Columbia University 
Dr. J. H. Clark, Director, Technical Information Service, Lederle Laboratories 
Dr. Joseph F. Caponio, Scientific Communications Officer, National Institute of Neuro- 
logical Diseases and Blindness, National Institutes of Health 
PICTURE DIVISION: Visits to picture collections, 2 :30-5 :00 P.M. 
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY DIVISION see Insurance above 
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY DIVISION: Advisory Committee Meeting, 4:OO-5 :00 P.M. 
SOCIAL SCIENCE DIVISION: Program at the United Nations, 2:OO-4:00 P.M. 
Tour of the U N  and the Dag Hamrnerskjold Library 
Speakers: Mr. Gabriel-Marie d'Arboussier, Executive Director, Under-Secretary, United 
Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR) ; Mr. Joseph Groesbeck, 
Deputy Director, Dag Harnmerskjold Library 
TRANSPORTATION DIVISION See Insurance above 
Conventionwide Reception : 4 :30-6:30 P.M. 
McGraw-Hill, Inc., 330 West 42nd Street 
DINNER 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DIVISION: History of Medicine Dinner, 6:OO-9:30 P.M. 
New York Academy of Medicine, Presidents' Gallery ($6.80 ; cocktails 7 5 6 )  
Hostess : Gertrude Annan, Librarian 
History o f  the Ofice of Chief Medical Exanzinev azd Oficial Investigations of Medi- 
colegal Deaths in N e w  York City: Milton Helpern, M.D., Chief Medical Examiner, 
City of New York 
EVENING 
Scholarship Benefit: 7 :00-11:OO P.M. 
Boat Trip Around Manhattan, sponsored by the Metals/Materials Division 
Thursday, June 1,1967 
MORNING 
Reprography Committee: Visit to Eastrnan Kodak Microfilm Center, 9:30 A.M. 
ADVERTISING AND MARKETING and PICTURE DIVISIONS: Visit to Columbia Broadcasting 
System Studios, 10:OO A.~.-4:30 P.M. 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DIVISION : 10 :00 A.M.-NOON 
Visit to the Medical Research Library of Brooklyn (Joint Library of the State Univer- 
sity of New York, Downstate Medical Center, and the Academy of Medicine of 
Brooklyn) 
Hosts: Mrs. Helen Kovacs, Librarian, Downstate Medical Center; Wesley Draper, 
Librarian, Academy of Medicine of Brooklyn 
Tour of Library including computerized services 
CHEMISTRY DIVISION: All-day Session, 9 :00 A.M.-> :00 P.M. 
DOCUMENTATION DIVISION : Workshop, 9 :00 A.M.-2 :30 P.M. 
Basic Data Processing: Thomas F. Lindsley, IBM Technical Information Retrieval 
Center 
Systems Analysis Applications: Herbert Holzbauer, Division Chairman, Assistant Di- 
rector, Department of the Interior Libraries 
Advanced Workshop : 9~00-11:00 A.M. 
ENGINEERING DIVISION : All-day Visit, Holmdel Laboratory, Bell Telephone Laboratories, 
New Jersey (Group limited to 100 people) 
GEOGRAPHY AND MAP DIVISION 
Geogvaphical Research i n  Africa: Professor William A. Hance, Chairman, Department 
of Geography, Columbia University, 9:Oo-10:00 A.M. 
Visits: 10:30 A.M.-5 :30 P.M. 
Howard E. Welsh, Summit, N. J., with informal talk: Maps, Atlases, Glober-The 
Pleasure of Their Company for a Private Collector 
Hammond, Inc., Maplewood, N. J. 
INSURANCE DIVISION: Tour, New York insurance libraries, 9:00 A.M.-4:00 P.M. 
METALS/MATERIALS DIVISION : Incoming Executive Committee Meeting, 9 :00- 10 : 30 
A.M. 
MUSEUM DIVISION: Tours, the Museums at Audubon Terrace, 9:oO-12 :00 A.M. 
Museum of the American Indian, Heye Foundation; American Geographical Society; 
Hispanic Society; Academy of Arts and Letters and the National Institute of Arts 
and Letters ; American Numismatic Society 
NEWSPAPER DIVISION : Panel Discussion, 9:30 A.M.-NOON 
Development, Revision, and Evaluation of Snbjert Titles for Future Standardization i n  
the  Nezuspuper Library 
PETROLEUM DIVISION see Science-Technology below 
PICTURE DIVISION see Advertising and Marketing above 
PUBLISHING DIVISION : All-day Visits 
McGraw-Hill, Inc., Warehouse, Shipping, Computer and Services-Hightstown, N.  J. 
Princeton University Press ; Van Nostrand Company; Princeton University Library and 
new art library-Princeton, N. J. 
Luncheon: Princeton Inn 
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY and PETROLEUM DIVISIONS 
Tour of Esso facilities, Linden, N. J. and refinery, Bayway, N .  J.: 9:45 A.M.-5:15 P.M. 
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY DIVISION 
PUBLIC UTILITIES SECTION: Tour of Consolidated Edison Indian Point and Energy 
Control Centers (Section members only), 9:30 A.M.-5 :00 P.M. 
SOCIAL SCIENCE DIVISION: Division program sponsored by the Social Welfare Section, 
lO:OO-11:30 A.M. 
Lddy on the  Rocks, a Family Service Association "Play for Living" with Broadway cast 
Discussion leader: Mrs. Frances Robertson, Program Assistant, National Council on 
Alcoholism 
LUNCHEON 
ADVERTISING AND MARKETING and PICTURE DIVISIONS: Informal luncheon at nearby 
restaurant, 12 :00-1:00 P.M. 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DIVISION: Luncheon, Downstate New York Medical Center 
($2.25), 12:OO-1 ZOO P.M. 
MUSEUM DIVISION : Luncheon Meeting (Division members only), 12 :30-1:30 P.M. 
SOCIAL SCIENCE DIVISION : Luncheon, 12 :00-2 :00 P.M. 
Speaker: Walter E. Washington, Chairman, New York City Housing Authority 
AFTERNOON 
ADVERTISING AND MARKETING and PICTURE DIVISIONS: Visit to CBS Television Net- 
work facilities 
AEROSPACE, ENGINEERING, METALS/MATERIALS, NUCLEAR SUENCE, PETROLEUM, and 
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY DIVISIONS: Jointly Sponsored Visit, 1 :00-5 :00 P.M. 
Engineering Index and Engineering Societies Library 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DIVISION: Meeting, Downstate New York Medical Center, 1:OO- 
3:00 P.M. 
Regional Planning Panel 
Mrs. Jacqueline Felter, Director, Union Catalog of Medical Periodicals, Medical Center 
Library of New York 
Paul G. Merrigan, Librarian, Nassau Academy of Medicine 
Kenneth E. Moody, Librarian, Brooklyn-Cumberland Medical Center 
Mrs. Brynhild U. O M ,  Librarian, Meadowbrook Hospital 
Executive Board Meeting: 4:OO-5:00 P.M. 
DOCUMENTATION DIVISION: 2 :OO-5 ZOO P.M. 
Report on SLA/ALA Survey "Status of Library Automation" 
Irving M. Klempner, Manager, Information Services, United Nuclear, Inc. 
Eugene B. Jackson, Director, Information Retrieval and Library Services, IBM Cor- 
poration 
ENGINEERING DIVISION see Aerospace above 
METALS/MATERIALS DIVISION see Aerospace above 
MILITARY LIBRARIANS DIVISION: Panel, Staffing Our Libraries, 2:OO-4:00 P.M. 
Moderator: I. G. Carlson, Associate Librarian, U.S. Naval Electronics Laboratory 
Dr. Mary Lee Bundy, Associate Professor, School of Library and Information Services, 
University of Maryland: Major Manpower Problenz~ in  Libraries and Information 
Seroirer in the United States 
Rev. James J. Kortendick, Head, Department of Library Science, Catholic University of 
America: Ernploywent Interests of Library School Graduates, Whether in  Govern- 
ment, Special, Academic, or Pzrblic Libraries 
Mrs. Elaine Woodruff, Librarian, U.S. Civil Service Commission: Recraiting Librarians 
for the Federal Service 
MUSEUM DIVISION : Meeting and Panel Discussion, 1 :30-3 :00 P.M. 
T h e  Role o f  the Library in  Museums 
Moderator: Professor Rose Z. Sellers, Division Chairman, Director of Special Services, 
Brooklyn College Library 
T h e  Director's Point of View:  Dr. Frederick Dockstader, Director, Museum of the 
American Indian, Heye Foundation 
T h e  Cnrator's Point of V i ew:  A. Hyatt Mayor, Curator Emeritus, The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, and President, The Hispanic Society of America 
T h e  Uter's Point of View:  Mrs. Kathleen McClinton, author 
T h e  Librarian's Point of View:  Mrs. Margaret B. Zorach, Librarian, Art Reference 
Library, The Brooklyn Museum; George H. Goodwin, Jr., Librarian, American 
Museum of Natural History 
Reception, Museum of Modern Art (Division members only), 4:30-6:30 P.M. 
NEWSPAPER DIVISION : Tour, New York Times, 3 :00 P.M. 
Cocktails, New York Times, Host (Division members only), 5 :00 P.M. 
NUCLEAR SCIENCE DIVISION see Aerospace above 
PETROLEUM DIVISION see Aerospace above 
RCTURE DIVISION : Museum Visit, 2:OO-3 :30 P.M. 
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY DIVISION: Visit to American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro- 
nautics, 1 :00-5 :00 P.M. 
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY DIVISION see also Aerospace above 
SOCIAL SCIENCE DIVISION: Program and Cocktail Party, Time Inc. (Division members 
only), 4:30 P.M. 
TRANSPORTATION DIVISION: Visit to New York City's harbor operations, 1 :00-5 :00 P.M. 
EVENING 
DOCUMENTATION DIVISION : Informal exchange of ideas, 9 :00- 11 :00 P.M. 
Friday, June 2,1967 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING: 9:00 A.M.-5 100 P.M. 
Visit to H. W. Wilson Company 
The H. W. Wilson Company, 950 University Ave., Bronx, N. Y., is pleased to invite 
as many members of SLA as can be accommodated to view its plant and operations. 
Members may sign up for the trip at the Wilson booth in the exhibit area any time 
during the convention until Wednesday afternoon, May 31. 
ADVERTISING AND MARKETING DIVISION 
1967-68 Executive Committee Meeting: 10:OO A.M. (Closed Meeting) 
DOCUMENTATION DIVISION: Meeting at IBM Systems Research Institute, 9:OO-11:30 A.M. 
Panel discussion on real time on-line processing 
Luncheon, UN Delegates Dining Room, 11 :45 A.M.-1 : 5 P.M. 
Tour of United Nations and the Dag Harnmerskjold Library, 1:30-4:00 P.M. 
NUCLEAR SCIENCE DIVISION: Tour of Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, Long 
Island, N. Y., 9:00 A.M.-5 TOO P.M. 
PICTURE DIVISION: 8 :00 A.M. 
Air Canada flight to Montreal 
Visit to Beaverbrook Museum exhibit at Expo 67 
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY DIVISION 
PAPER-TEXTILE SECTION: 9 :00 A . M . 4  :30 P.M. 
Symposium on technical information management in the paper, textile, and allied in- 
dustries 
Morning Sneakers: Dr. Robert Merkel, Institute of Textile Technology; H. Brent 
Archer, Graphic Arts Research Department, Rochester Institute of Technology: and 
a contributed paper from Sydney Loynes, Wiggins Teape Research & Development 
Ltd., Beaconsfield, England 
Luncheon Speaker: Dr. Karl F. Simpson, coordinator of Educational Services, Paper 
Industry Management Association 
Afternoon Speaker: E. H. Brenner, American Petroleum Institute 
The 1967 SLA Annual Meeting 
s REQUIRED BY Article VI, Section 3, of the Bylaws, notice is hereby given that the A Annual Meeting of Special Libraries Association will be held Wednesday morning, 
9:00 A.M., May 31, 1967, at the Commodore Hotel, New York, New York, during the 
Association's 58th annual Convention. The agenda will include two proposed changes 
in the Bylaws relating to membership and nomination procedures. Explanation and 
reasons for the proposed changes are given below. 
Proposed Bylaws Changes 
The Bylaws Committee was charged by the President and the Board of Directors to 
seeks ways of improving the timing of the Association's nomination/election machinery. 
It was felt that a too-long time lapse exists between the nomination of officers and the 
subsequent election, and there is too little time between the election and the Annual 
Meeting. 
The Bylaws Committee's suggested tightened schedule entailed reducing from three 
months to one month the period of time after which a member would be dropped from 
membership for non-payment of dues (i.e., January 31 instead of March 31). I t  is this 
aspect of the proposed change that will have the greatest effect upon the membership at 
large. During its deliberations on this point at the January 1967 Houston meeting the 
Board concluded that the earlier date would not likely work a real hardship on the mem- 
bers, and that the change would provide added interest income to the Association by the 
earlier receipt of dues. The Board accordingly approved the proposed Bylaws changes and 
asked that they be presented to the membership for vote and discussion at the 1967 
annual business meeting. 
If the changes are approved by the majority of members present and voting, the 
proposal will be submitted to the entire voting membership by mail early in the summer. 
Results should be known early in August. It was the consensus of the Board that, in 
the event of an affirmative vote, the first dues notice would be mailed November 1, as in 
the past. The second notice would be mailed January 1 instead of March 1 as at present. 
BYLAWS COMMITTEE 
J. Louise Markel, Madeleine Wilkins, Margaret L. Pflueger, Chairman 
Proposed Bylaws 
Article X, Section 2. Nominations for mem- 
bership on the Board of Directors shall be 
presented as follows: The Nominating Com- 
mittee shall present each year two candidates 
for President-Elect of the Association, Chair- 
man-Elect of the Advisory Council and two 
Directors, and every three years two candi- 
dates for Treasurer. The names of nominees 
and their written acceptances shall be pre- 
sented to the Board of Directors not later 
than October 15 and subsequently printed 
in the official journal. Further nominations, 
accompanied by written acceptance of the 
nominee, may be entered by petition of 25 
voting members and shall be filed with the 
administrator of Association Headquarters at 
least f o w  months prior to the annual meet- 
ing. 
Article XII, Section 3. Membership shall 
cease when dues are one month in arrears. 
Reinstatement is possible only within the 
following elevetz months and upon payment 
of dues for the entire year. After one year, 
reapplication for membership is required. 
Present Bylaws 
Article X, Section 2. Nominations for mem- 
bership on the Board of Directors shall be 
presented as follows: The Nominating Com- 
mittee shall present each year two candidates 
for President-Elect of the Association, Chair- 
man-Elect of the Advisory Council and two 
Directors, and every three years two candi- 
dates for Treasurer. The names of nominees 
and their written acceptances shall be pre- 
sented to the Board of Directors not later 
than hrovember 15 and subsequently printed 
in the official journal. Further nominations, 
accompanied by written acceptance of the 
nominee, may be entered by petition of 25 
roting members and shall be filed with the 
administrator of Association Headquarters at 
least three months prior to the annual meet- 
ing. 
Article XII, Section 3. Membership shall 
cease when dues are three months in arrears. 
Reinstatement is possible only within the 
following tzine months and upon payment 
of dues for the entire year. After one year, 
reapplication for membership is required. 
Have YOR Heard. . . 
Unesco Grant for New Clearinghouse 
The Bibliographic Systems Center, School of 
Library Science, Western Reserve University, 
will receive a Unesco grant for the establish- 
ment of a clearinghouse for Scientific and 
Technical Classification Schedules, Key-word 
and Descriptor lists, and Thesauri in the 
English language. Provision of this type of 
material, which users may borrow for a four- 
week loan period, will assist individuals and 
organizations in their scientific and technical 
information retrieval problems. This grant 
will enable the Center to enlarge substan- 
tially its basic collection in the scientific and 
technical fields and to continue free service 
to users. 
"Come O n  Down" for NMA/IMC 
Conventions 
The National Microfilm Association will 
hold its 16th Annual Convention, April 
26-28, at the Americana Hotel, Miami 
Beach. During the same time NMA will 
also host the second meeting of the Inter- 
national Mircrographic Congress. A new 
approach in conducting technical seminars 
and workshop sessions, plus the display of 
revolutionary new developments in equip- 
ment and systems in the exhibition areas, 
will be of special interest to microfilm 
users. Major objective of the convention and 
its associated papers is the dissemination of 
fundamental microfilm system information, 
featuring logical progression of microfilm 
system requirements. These will include the 
analysis, indexing, recording, processing, 
storing, searching, and transmitting of infor- 
mation. The complete Convention registra- 
tion fee of $45 includes admission to all 
sessions and exhibits, keynote functions, 
copies of the Proceedings, and NMA mem- 
bership. 
FID/IFIP Conference 1967 
The Federation Internationale de la Docu- 
mentation and the International Federation 
for Information Processing are organizing a 
joint conference to be held in Rome, Italy, 
June 14-17, 1767. Main objective of the 
joint conference is to bring together in- 
formation specialists and experts in the de- 
velopment and operation of mechanized 
equipment suitable for storage and retrieval 
of data thereby stimulating interchange be- 
tween those two groups. The conference will 
emphasize practical and economically feasible 
aspects of systems based on experience gained 
in operation in order to permit extrapolation 
of such experience for the creation of future 
systems. The conference will be held in the 
Palazzo dei Congressi in Roma-EUR; there 
will be seven sessions, and all papers will be 
given in English with simultaneous transla- 
tion into French, Italian, German and, 
possibly, Russian. Pre-registration fee is $30, 
after April 15 registration fee is $35. For all 
further information contact The Conference 
Committee, c/o Rassegna Internazionale 
Elettronica, N. et T. Via Crescenzio, 7 ,  
Rome, Italy. 
COMING EVENTS 
THE TWELFTH SEMINAR ON THE ACQUISI- 
TION OF LATIN AMERICAN LIBRARY MATE- 
RIALS will be held June 22-24, at the Univer- 
sity of California in Los Angeles. Principal 
topic for discussion will be the development 
of Latin American collections, considered 
from the points of view of libraries of vary- 
ing sizes for study and research purposes. 
There will also be reports and discussions 
on progress made in the past year on matters 
concerning booktrade and acquisitions, bib- 
liography, exchange of publications, official 
publications, and photoduplication of Latin 
American materials. Institutional membership 
in the Seminar is $15 which includes pre- 
print working papers. For more detailed in- 
formation contact Mr. Wm. R. Woods, Latin 
American Bibliographer, University Research 
Library, UCLA, Los Angeles 90024. 
IMPACT OF PUBLIC LAW 480 ON OVERSEAS 
ACQUI~ITIONS BY AMERICAN LIBRARIES will 
be the theme of a one-day meeting to be 
held May 12, 1767 at the University of Wis- 
consin Library School. The meeting is 
planned on the basis of the conviction that, 
except for librarians directly participating, 
the PL 480 Program is not so well under- 
stood as is desirable and that its by-products, 
such as improved channels of overseas pro- 
curement for all libraries are not widely 
recognized. There is no fee involved in at- 
tendance. Further information is available 
from Wm. L. Williamson, University of 
Wisconsin Library School, Madison 53706. 
LIBRARIES AND THE FUTURE is the title of a 
symposium to be presented at Dalhousie 
University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, May 27-28, 
1967, by the Atlantic Provinces Library As- 
sociation in association with Dalhousie Uni- 
versity Library. Keynote speaker is active 
SLA member Robert M. Hayes of UCLA. 
The registration fee of $10 includes two of- 
ficial meals, and pre-registration is required. 
Further information is available from Miss 
Nancy Stuart, Dalhousie University Library, 
Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
THE PUBLIC LIBRARY IN THE URBAN SET- 
TING is the topic for the 32nd Annual Con- 
ference of the Graduate Library School, Uni- 
versity of Chicago, to be held July 31-August 
2, 1967, in the Center for Continuing Edu- 
cation on the University campus. Ten papers 
will be presented by speakers who have been 
selected from the fields of government, edu- 
cation, sociology, and public librarianship. 
The conference will be open to the public, 
registration fee is $20. Application blanks 
for registration and lodging are available 
from the Graduate Library School, Univer- 
sity of Chicago, Chicago 60637. 
THE SIXTH ANNUAL INSTITUTE FOR AR- 
CHIVAL STUDIES AND RELATED FIELDS is 
scheduled July 23-August 18, 1967, at the 
University of Denver, offered by the Uni- 
versity's Department of History and Gradu- 
ate School of Librarianship in cooperation 
with the State of Colorado, Colorado State 
Archives. A brochure with detailed informa- 
tion is available from Prof. D. C. Renze, 
Director, Institute of Archival Studies, Uni- 
versity of Denver, Denver, Colorado 80203. 
THE TENTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF 
THE ASSOCIATION OF RECORDS EXECUTIVES 
AND ADMINISTRATORS will be held May 
24-26, 1967, at the New York Hilton, New 
York. The conference will offer four sepa- 
rate intensive workshops and seminars, each 
consisting of related sessions on automation 
and paperwork, industry-government paper- 
work relationships, new concepts in public- 
oriented paperwork systems, and principles 
and practices for efficient and economical 
paperwork. Information on registration may 
be obtained from Norman L. Gullifer, P.O. 
Box 4259, Grand Central Station, New York 
10017. 
THE FOURTH ANNUAL NATIONAL COL- 
LOQUIUM ON INFORMATION RETRIEVAL is 
scheduled for May 3-4, 1967 at the Adelphia 
Hotel, 13th and Chestnut Streets, Philadel- 
phia. Theme of the colloquium and topic of 
the nine papers to be presented by experts in 
the field is "Information Retrieval-The 
User Viewpoint." The registration fee of 
$20 includes luncheon on both days. Contact 
Henry B. Sparks, The Moore School of Elec- 
trical Engineering, University of Pennsyl- 
vania, Philadelphia 19104 for further infor- 
mation. 
MEMBERS IN THE NEWS 
JAMES C. ANDREWS, Library Director, Li- 
brary Services Department, Argonne Na- 
tional Laboratory, has accepted to serve as a 
member on the new Advisory Council on 
Library Development to the Illinois State 
Library. 
ALICE M. BILLINGSLEY, formerly Science 
Translation Program Officer, National Library 
of Medicine, has joined the Information 
Management Department of Vitro Labora- 
tories, Silver Spring, Maryland as Adminis- 
trative Assistant. 
JOHN COOK, Director of Air University's 
Institute of Technology Library, Wright- 
Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, has been ap- 
pointed Staff Officer in charge of the entire 
Air Force Library program with duty station 
at Randolph Air Force Base, Texas. 
THOMAS JOHNSTON, formerly Librarian of 
Pfaudler Corporation, is now with the Sci- 
ence Libraries Office, University of Roches- 
ter, New York. 
WALTER A. KEE was appointed Senior Tech- 
nology Utilization Officer, Division of Tech- 
nical Information, U.S. Atomic Energy Com- 
mission. Mr. Kee previously held the position 
of Chief, Library Services at USAEC. 
DAVID KUHNER, former Head of Readers' 
Services and Reference at Jackson Library 
of Business, Stanford University, was ap- 
pointed Chief Science Librarian at the John 
Crerar Library in Chicago. 
JEANNE B. NORTH, formerly Documents 
Librarian at Stanford University, has joined 
Advanced Information Systems Division, 
Programming Services, Inc., Palo Alto as 
Senior Library Systems Analyst. 
AGNES L. REAGAN, Associate Professor, Di-  
vision of Librarianship, Emory University, 
has been appointed Executive Secretary of 
ALA's Library Education Division. 
CHARLES W. SARGENT has joined the staff 
of the Library of Medical Sciences of the 
University of New Mexico School of Medi- 
cine as Deputy Librarian and Assistant Pro- 
fessor of Medical Bibliography. Before com- 
ing to the University of New Mexico he was 
the Documents Librarian and Senior Re- 
search Associate at Lovelace Foundation for 
Medical Education and Research. 
-SLA Sustaining Members- 
These are in addition to the Sustaining 
Members listed in N e w s  and N o t e s  in 
the March 1967 Special Libraries. 
AVON PRODUCTS. INCORPORATED 
BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS 
INCORPORATED 
COLLEGE OF PETROLEUM AND 
MINERALS, Dhahran, Saudi Arabia 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
D o w  CHEMICAL IBRARY 
GALE RESEARCH COMPANY 
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION, 
Research Laboratories 
MELLON NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST 
COMPANY 
NATIONAL IBRARY OF MEDICINE 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE LIBRARY 
PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY, 
New Martinsville, West Virginia 
PREDICASTS, INCORPORATED 
PURDUE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA, 
Marion, Indiana 
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF 
CALIFORNIA LIBRARY 
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA LIBRARY 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON LIBRARIES 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA LIBRARY 
WM. JOHN UP JOHN ASSOCIATES 
JOHN WILEY AND SONS, INCORPORATED 
LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
IS EDC ECONOMICALLY FEASIBLE FOR 
ACQUISITION? 
In her excellent study of the difference in 
bibliographic information recorded by acquisi- 
tions librarians and that needed by catalogers, 
Mrs. Batts (Special Libraries, October 1966) 
concluded that the differences were such that 
acquisitions data could not be used by cata- 
logers. This is a valid conclusion that is very 
well supported by the evidence. 
However, the subsequent conclusion "that 
not .enough acceptable data are available at 
the time of acquisition to make encoding 
economically feasible w i t h  t h e  presetzt state of 
electronic data processing technology" (italics 
mine) can be challenged. I must assume that 
the people involved in the Columbia Univer- 
sity study are not familiar with the use of 
computer-linked terminals and how they are 
employed in libraries. 
A computer-linked terminal such as the Ad- 
ministrative Terminal System (ATS) or Data- 
text can edit text by removing, changing, and 
inserting single characters and words, by re- 
formatting material, and rearranging it. This 
makes it possible for a cataloger to use incom- 
plete and even partially incorrect inputs and 
change them to acceptable cataloging informa- 
tion. In the usual manual system, and to a cer- 
tain extent in punch card (unit record) sys- 
tems, the whole text has to be reprocessed. In 
an on-line computer system, t h e  original in- 
correct text can be easily changed. 
The present on-line input terminal systems, 
such as ATS as used by IBM libraries in 
Poughkeepsie and in San Jose, are employed 
primarily because it is possible to edit and re- 
format text. Editorial changes can be made up 
to the very last minute before releasing the 
record, the bulletin, the report, the catalog 
card. Changes, inserts, revisions are handled 
with such ease that the most popular applica- 
tions for these systems involve the publishing 
of reports, brochures, proposals, computer 
programs, as well as library products such as 
announcement bulletins, purchase orders, cata- 
log cards, spine labels, book cards, etc. 
Therefore, just because acquisition data is 
somewhat different from cataloging data, is 
all the more reason why this information 
should be in machine readable form. Then, 
with an on-line system, the original acquisi- 
tion data can be readily adapted to produce 
a new product-the catalog information. 
I. A. WARHEIT 
Program Administrator-Information Retrieval 
Data Processing Division, IBM, San Jose, Cal. 
Ofthe Press. , , 
BOOK REVIEW 
MONYPENNY, Phillip. T h e  Library Functions 
of the Stdtes: Commentary  o n  the  Survey of 
Librdry Functions of t h e  States. Editorial As- 
sistance by Guy Garrison. Chicago, Ill.: Amer- 
ican Library Association, 1966. 178 p. L.C. 
66-29238. $6.00. 
In 1957, the American Association of State 
Libraries appointed its first Survey and Stand- 
ards Committee. It was the plan of the late 
Dr. Robert Leigh, Emeritus Director of the 
School of Library Service, Columbia Univer- 
sity, to survey the many patterns of service 
and organization among the state library agen- 
cies in the 50 States in order to aid in the de- 
velopment of standards for the library func- 
tions at the state level. After Dr. Leigh's 
untimely death in January 1961, Dr. Phillip 
Monypenny, Professor of Political Science, 
University of Illinois, was appointed Director 
of the Survey. 
With the aid of his research staff and Dr. 
Edward A. Wight, School of Librarianship, 
University of California, Berkeley, Dr. Leon 
Carnovsky, Graduate Library School, Univer- 
sity of Chicago, and Dr. Mary Edna Anders, 
Librarian of the Industrial Development 
Branch, Georgia Institute of Technology, suffi- 
cient facts were gathered by interviews and 
surveys to compile a final draft of T h e  S tand-  
ards for Library Functions a t  the  State Leuel. 
These standards were published in 1963 with 
the editorial aid of Dr. Lowell A. Martin. The 
volume represents the interpretations and con- 
clusions of the survey of state-level library 
services; tabular material is not included. 
While the book discusses general state li- 
braries and library extension agencies, it will 
be of great interest to special libraries since 
it also covers such specialized library and in- 
formation services as state law libraries, legis- 
lative reference services, state historical socie- 
ties and archives, school library programs and 
services to the blind. 
The first three chapters of the book deal 
with "Library Services and State Govern- 
ment," the "Administrative and Political Set- 
ting of State Agencies Performing Library 
Functions" and "Political Factors Affecting 
Library Programs." Most of the data used 
were derived from interviews and display 
Dr. Monypenny's depth of knowledge of po- 
litical science. 
One idea which emerges from the survey is 
that "more important than the service the 
state libraries directly provide is their role as 
a center around which a program of library 
development can grow." With this thought in 
mind, the book next discusses the "Character- 
istics of Comprehensive State Libraries," spe- 
cifically the state libraries of California and 
New York and the smaller state libraries of 
Maine, New Hampshire, and Oklahoma. This 
is followed by two chapters on "State Library 
Development Activities" and "The Impact of 
the Library Services Act." 
The nest three chapters are more valuable 
to the special librarian. The first two cover 
what are called specialized libraries or libraries 
designed to meet the needs of specialized cli- 
entele. 
Since law libraries were able to provide a 
good body of data for the survey, some figures 
and comments are reported in the book which 
will provide the basis for a comparison of the 
role of law libraries in relation to other state 
libraries. The great variety of organizational 
arrangements which has evolved for historical 
agencies and archival agencies, however, made 
conclusions on other than the nature of their 
collections difficult. 
A disappointing factor of the survey was 
the small number of departmental libraries 
which reported, although a different study, 
"Special Libraries Serving State Govern- 
ments," undertaken by the US.  Office of Edu- 
cation, did turn up information on a sizeable 
number of such libraries. The conclusions 
reached in this chapter are significant, how- 
ever. One provocative conclusion of the chap- 
ter is that "Generally, the presence of a library 
reflects the degree of professionalization in the 
field in which the agency operates." With this 
we agree. Less conclusive, yet worthy of con- 
sideration, is the discussion of legislative ref- 
erence libraries. 
The book concludes with chapters on "Fi- 
nance and Personnel-Some Aspects of Cen- 
tralized Management" and "Some Problems 
and Priorities." Five priorities of state respon- 
sibilities for library service cited in the book 
are to: 
I. Improve information services available to 
officials and agencies of state government; 
2. Provide enriched reference and research 
services to the entire state by linking present 
strong state collections through inter-library 
loan and reference systems; 
3. Provide the entire population of the state 
with access to a competent library staff ca- 
pable of providing the kind of assistance to 
readers that only a trained librarian can give; 
4. Build up school libraries with staff as well 
- 
as material from the first grade through the 
twelfth and equip the growing number of jun- 
ior colleges and community colleges with li- 
braries appropriate to their educational pro- 
gram; 
5. Begin to plan for the adequate organiza- 
tion or services in the metropolitan areas of 
the states. 
In his final plea for more professional li- 
brarians, Dr. Monypenny observes, "The gen- 
. eral ignorance, among librarians, of sciences 
and of any social science other than history 
does no credit to a profession whose work is 
affected by modern technology and every ele- 
ment of social change, and who work in a 
complex social institution set in communities 
of various degrees of complexity." 
. v 
The book, rightfully, should be read in con- 
junction with the aforementioned 1963 Stand- 
cirds for Library Functions at the Stdte Level 
since the original objective of the survey was 
the derivation of these standards. This, of 
course, brings up the question of whether the 
standards reflect the conclusions or the con- 
clusions now reflect the standards. The book 
' 
can stand as a handbook of State library de- 
velopment patterns and strategies. 
ROBERT J. HAVLIK 
Research Library Specialist 
Library Services Branch 
U.S. Office of Education 
Washington, D. C. 
MLA New Membership Directory 
The biennial Directory of the Medical Library 
Associdtion, revised in 1966, lists complete ad- 
dresses for more than 2,000 individuals and 
institutions. Individuals are arranged alpha- 
betically, institutions geographically. The Di- 
. rectory costs $15 and is available from the 
central office of the Association, 919 N. Michi- 
gan Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60611. 
System Development Corporation's BOLD 
System 
A new brochure, recently published by SDC, 
describes the BOLD (Bibliographic On-Line 
Display) system for automated document 
storage and retrieval. The BOLD features in- 
clude a browse capability, patterned after fea- 
tures found in conventional libraries, a search 
capability using coordinate index terms that 
the machine helps the user to specify, and in- 
stant display of document numbers, titles, au- 
thors, and abstracts. The brochure is available 
from Public Information Office, Systems De- 
velopment Corporation, 2500 Colorado Ave., 
Santa Monica, California 90406. 
Perspectives on World Chemistry 
Is the title of a richly illustrated brochure pub- 
lished and made available free of charge by 
Chemical Abstracts Service, University Post 
Office, Columbus, Ohio 43210. To use the 
publisher's words "it provides a glimpse of the 
breadth of work" CAS conducts in the field 
of chemistry. 
Public Libraries Salary Statistics 
The 1966 edition of the Enoch Pratt Free 
Library's annual "Salary Statistics for Large 
Public Libraries" is now available. The com- 
pilation includes detailed statistical informa- 
tion from 45 U.S. public library systems serv- 
ing populations over 300,000. Among the 
statistics are salary schedules as of January, 
1966, for eighteen professional and nonprofes- 
sional categories, operational expenditures 
(population and circulation figures given) for 
1965, and salary schedules for ten key library 
positions. The chart may be obtained for $1.15 
from Publications, Enoch Pratt Free Library, 
400 Cathedral Street, Baltimore, Maryland 
21201. 
Guide to Record Retention Requirements, 
1967 
A new edition of the Guide, revised as of 
January 1, 1967, is now available at 404 per 
copy from Superintendent of Documents, 
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 
20402. It  contains over 900 digests advising the 
user what records must be kept, for what 
length of time, and who should keep them. 
Each digest gives a reference to the full text 
of the basic law or regulation providing for 
such retention. The index of the Guide con- 
tains over 2,000 items listing categories of per- 
sons, companies, and products affected by 
Federal record-retention requirements. 
Catalog of Microfilmed Periodicals 
A new 154-page reference guide Catalog of 
Periodicals on Microfilm listing a wide va- 
riety of subjects and titles of periodicals from 
the 17th century to the present and available 
on 35mm positive microfilm is offered, free of 
charge, by University Microfilm Library Serv- 
ices, Xerox Corporation, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
In addition to current and early American pe- 
riodicals, and English literary periodicals of 
the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries, the listed 
collection also includes Russian and Chinese 
periodicals, Arabian, Irish, Japanese leading 
newspapers as well as domestic and foreign 
government documents. The  catalog explains 
how microfilm can be obtained, gives pur- 
chase prices, and cites the advantages of stor- 
ing information in this form. 
Five-Year Cumulation of New Serial Titles 
R. R. Bowker Company in association with 
Arno Publishing Inc. has recently published 
N e w  Serial Titles 1961-65. This cumulation 
covers serials issued since December 31, 1960, 
as well as those published before that date, 
but with additional library locations reported 
since 1961. Entries are arranged alphabetically 
by title, with bibliographic data on the issuing 
body, place and date of publication, Dewey 
classification number, and  library holdings. 
Volume I (A-J)  and Volume I1 (K-Z) of 
N e w  Serial Tit1e.r 1961-65 are clothbound and 
together contain 2,950 pages. Volume 111 
Changes i n  Serials is paperbound comprising 
126 pages. The  three-volume set is available 
at  $38.35 plus postage in the U.S. and Canada 
(elsewhere: $42.20 plus postage) from R. R. 
Bowker Company, 1180 Ave. of the Americas, 
New York 10036. 
Canadian Library Telecommunications 
Network Directory 
Recently published, this is the first complete- 
to-date directory of Telex-using Canadian li- 
braries listing their names, address, Telex 
number, and answerback. T h e  publication is 
available from Technical Services Office, To-  
ronto Public Library, Toronto 2 B, Ontario a t  
$2.50 per single copy ($1.75 ten or more).  
ASTM Standards for Petroleum Products 
Part 17 and Part 18 of the 1967 Book of 
A S T M  Standards, recently published by the 
American Society for Testing and Materials, 
contain the 163 ASTM standards for petro- 
leum products. 23 per cent of the listed stand- 
ards are either new, revised or changed in 
status since the 1966 edition. Available from 
ASTM Headquarters, 1916 Race Street, Phila- 
delphia 19103, the prepaid price for Part 17 
is $20; for Part 18 $16; with a 30% discount 
to ASTM members on both parts. 
Insurance Periodicals Index 
This cumulation of the index, published 
monthly in In.rzrranre, is edited by Agnes 
Brite, published by and available from SLA 
Insurance Division, P.O. Box 406, Back Bay 
Annex, Boston 02117. The  price is $8.00 per 
copy. - 
Recent References 
Encyclopedias 
SMITH, Joseph E., ed. Small Arms of the IVorld, 
8th ed. Harrisburg, Pa.: Stackpole Books, 1966. 
735 p. illus. $17.95. 
A completely new, revised and enlarged edition - 
of the W. H .  B. Smith classic manual of military 
small arms. Identifies and describes in text and 
in more than 1,800 illustrations the weapons and 
weapons development in 42 countries. Divided 
into two major sections, the historical evolution 
of firearms is covered in part one; part two offers 
a country-by-country detailed treatment of weap- 
ons currentlv in use. Includes tabulated data on 
small arms ammunition and index. 
SUTTON, R. J., comp. The Stamp Collector's En- 
cjlopaedia, 6th rev. ed. by K. W. Anthony. New 
York: Philosophical Library, 1966. 370 p. illus. * 
$10. 
Over 3,000 alphabetically arranged entries 
covering interpretations of phraseology in general 
use, meanings of the over-prints and abbreviated . 
and alphabetical notes, glossary, gazetteer of all 
recorded stamp-issuing countries and authorities, 
coinages, populations, and translations of foreign 
words and phrases appearing on stamps. Appen- * 
dixes contain perforation guide, glossary of foreign 
terms, stamps of Great Britain "used abroad," 
and stamp recognition and currency guides. 
Indexes and Indexing 
PINGS, Vern M. A Plan for Indexing the Periodi- 
cal Literature of Nursing. New York: American 
Nurses' Foundation, Inc., 1966. xiii, 202 p. 
tables. $6.50. (L.C. 66-29223) 
Report of a study of the need for bibliographic 
control of the scholarly record of nursing outlin- 
ing a plan to develop a national index through 
the use of the Medical Literature Analysis and 
Retrieval System of the National Library of 
Medicine. Includes and discusses questions con- 
cerning feasibility, cost, sponsorship, and support 
of an index, as well as those related to scope, 
subject headings to be used, and type and fre- 
quency of publication of the proposed biblio- 
graphy. 
Recent Publications in the Social and Behavioral 
Sciences: The  ABS Guide 1966 Supplement. 
Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sage Publications, Inc., 
1966. 220 p. (L.C. 65-17168) 
The first of a planned annual series of ABS 
Guide Supplements. Contains an exhaustively 
indexed compilation of the more than 1,000 an- 
notated citations of late 1964 and 1965 pub- 
lications in the behavioral sciences including 
books and magazine articles written in foreign 
languages. Entries are arranged alphabetically by 
author. Separate title and subject indexes are 
appended. 
Proceedings 
BONIS, L. J., et al., eds. ~urzdamental Phenomena 
in the Materials Sciences, Vol .  3: Surface Phenom- 
ena. New York: Plenum Press, 1966. ix, 230 p. 
illus. charts. $12.50. (L.C. 64-20752) 
Ten papers presented at the third title con- 
ference, held January 25-26, 1965, in Boston, 
together with the panel discussions after the 
first and second sessions. The following four 
interrelated branches of the study of surface 
phenomena were discussed in detail: surface 
thermodynamics, nucleation, diffusion, and fine 
particles technology. Index. 
COLE, Ralph I., ed. Data/lvrformation Auaila- 
bility. (The American University Technology of 
Management Series.) Washington, D.  C.: 
Thompson Book Company, 1966. xv, 183 p. illus. 
$8.50. (L.C. 66-25651) 
Contains thirteen papers divided into four 
groups of subject areas with the follow-up discus- 
sion as an integral part of the paper. The 
section headings are entitled: current develop- 
ments in data source, technique, and future trends; 
the science of management and data/information; 
specialized data/information sources and their 
utility; improving the structuring, content, and 
usefulness of data. Full title and a brief sum- 
marization of each paper is given in the table of 
contents, and a list of contributors with bio- 
graphical notes is included. 
DOCUMENTATION RESEARCH AND TRAINING 
CENTRE. Annual Semiwar 3, Depth Classification 
Subject Heading. 112 Cross Road 11, Malles- 
waram, Bangalore 3, India: 1965. 569 p. mimeo. 
Apply. 
Twenty papers given at the seminar, several by 
S. R. Ranganathan. Also included are the 
speeches, and rest of the proceedings and proce- 
dures. Title, author, subject index. 
ELIAS, Arthur W., ed. Second Conference on 
Technical Injormation Center Administration (St. 
David's, Pa., June 14-17, 1965). Washington, 
D.  C., and London: Spartan Books and MacMil- 
Ian, 1965. 169 p. $6.75. (L.C. 64-66149) (Order 
from Spartan or Drexel Institute of Technology 
Bookstore) 
The second of the Drexel Information Science 
Series sponsored by Drexel's Graduate School 
of Library Science. TICA 1 was concerned with 
the basic skills and semices of technical informa- 
tion centers, and this volume covers report writ- 
ing, internal publications, document storage and 
handling, management, user education, and quality 
control. Index. 
KECK, Caroline K., et al. A Primer on Museum 
Security. Cooperstown, N.  Y.: New York State 
Historical Association, 1966. vii, 85 p. pap. $1.95. 
(Available from the Farmer's Museum Shop, Coo- 
perstown, N.  Y.) 
Five papers presented during the 1964 seminar 
on American Culture held at Cooperstown. Topics 
covered were: physical security, insurance, en- 
vironmental security, light and its effect on 
museum objects, and other security factors and 
some practical advice. Includes detailed table of 
contents and bibliography. 
MCCUSKER, Sister Mary Girolama, O.P., ed. 
Seminar on Automation in the Library. River 
Forest, Ill.: Rosary College, 1966. iv, 77 p. 
pap. $2. 
Contains papers presented at the second in a 
series of annual seminars on library automation 
sponsored by the Rosary College Department of 
Library Science with the cooperation of IBM 
Corporation. Provides valuable information on 
new developments in the field and discusses in 
detail topics such as total systems approach with 
data-processing equipment, computer capabilities, 
benefits of library automation, and cooperative 
library services of the future. A third seminar is 
planned for the spring of 1967. 
PAN AMERICAN UNION. Roundtable on Interna- 
tional Cooperation for Library and Information 
Services in Latin America, Final Reports and 
Docunzents, vols. 1 and 2 (Reuniones Biblio- 
tecologicas no. 10 and 11).  Washington, D. C., 
1966. 169 p.;  268 p. pap. offset. Limited dis- 
tribution. 
Volume 1 contains the conclusions of the 140 
participants concerned with the areas requiring 
international technical or financial assistance. 
Volume 2 describes the programs being carried 
out by some 80 agencies. Papers are in English 
and Spanish. 
SIMONTON, Wesley and MASON, Charlene, eds. 
Information Retrieval with Special Reference to 
the Biomedical Sciences. Minneapolis, Minn.: 
Nolte Center for Continuing Education, Univer- 
sity of Minnesota, 1966. 200 p. pap. tables. 
charts. $6. 
Contains papers presented at the second In- 
stitute on Information Retrieval, November 10-13, 
1965, conducted by the Library School and the 
Nolte Center for Continuing Education at the 
University of Minnesota. 
TAYLOR, Robert S., ed. Information Management 
in Engineering Education. Bethlehem, Pa.: Lehigh 
University, 1966. 76 p. pap. charts. Apply. 
Proceedings and recommendations of the con- 
ference on information sources, systems, and 
media in engineering education which was held 
at Lehigh University May 19-20, 1966, and 
jointly sponsored by the American Society 
for Engineering Education and the University, 
with financial assistance from NSF and CLR. 
Includes a list of conference participants and 
a bibliography. 
UNION OF INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS. 
Bibliography of Proceedings of International 
Meetings Held in 1959 (Publ. no. 196). 1, Rue 
aux Laines, Brussels, Belgium: 1966. 320 p. pap. 
$8. In English and French 
Listed chronologically, meeting notations give 
place, sponsor, language, theme, and other per- 
tinent data when available. Three indexes-Uni- 
rersal Decimal Classification of meeting subject, 
author and organization name, and subject. In- 
formation in last two indexes refers to U D C  of 
first index, which gives dates under which par- 
ticular meeting may be found. 
YOVITS, M .  C. et al., eds. Research Program 
Effectioeness. New York: Gordon and Breach, 
Science Publishers, Inc., 1966. xvii, 542 p. 
tables. charts. $29.50, reference ed.) ;  $10 (pro- 
fessional ed.) . (L.C. 66-20547) 
Proceedings of a conference, held July 27-29, 
1965, and sponsored by the Office of Naval Re- 
search, Washington, D. C., with the central ob- 
jective to identify high-priority opportunities for 
advancing theory and practice of research program 
management through application of scientific 
methods. Main focus of the twenty-four papers 
presented at the conference, and reproduced here, 
was on studies of research but also included 
papers on development and engineering. Separate 
name and subject indexes. 
SIMPSON, George Gaylord. Tempo and Mode in 
Evolution (Columbia Biological Series No. 15 ) . 
New York: Hafner Publishing Co., 1965. xviii, 
237 p. charts. tables. $6. (L.C. 65-28698) 
A facsimile of the original edition published in 
1944. While the topics treated in this study 
do not embrace the whole subject of evolution, 
they are among the basic evolutionary phenomena 
that overlap many different fields of research. The 
book suggests new ways of looking at facts and 
new sorts of facts to look for. Bibliography and 
index. 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
Positions o en and wanted-50 cents per line; 
minimum ckinrge $1.50. Other classi/ieds-90 cents 
a line; $2.70 minimum. Copy must be received by 
tenth of month preceding month of publication. 
POSITIONS OPEN 
ACQUISITIONS LIBRARIAN-TO assist with acquisi- 
tion of all types of library materials using mecha- 
nized procedures. Library Science degree required; 
medical o r  science library experience preferred. 
Salary: $7,600.00; one month vacation; Blue Cross 
Blue Shield. Applications, including curriculum 
vitae, should be addressed to: Miss Betty Withrow, 
Librarian, Bowman Gray School of Medicine Li- 
brary, Winston-Salem, N .  C. 27103. 
ASSISTANT ART LIBRARIAN-Smith College. Art 
Library. Primary responsibilities: subject catalog- 
ing of books, full cataloging of photographs, pam- 
phlet files. Past assistants moved to top positions. 
Qualifications: M.L.S. (may be in process), 
knowledge of History of Art, preferably col- 
lege major, scanning ability in languages. Ex- 
perience not essential. Salary dependent on 
qualifications. Liberal vacation and fringe bene- 
fits. Four colleges of Connecticut Valley (Am- 
herst, University of Massachusetts, Mount Hol- 
yoke, Smith) offer cultural life. Scenic countryside 
with summer and winter sports. 3 hours from New 
York, 2 from Boston by car. Limousine service to 
Hartford-Springfield airport. Send resume to 
Phyllis A. Reinhardt, Librarian, Hillyer Art Li- 
brary, Smith College, Northampton, Mass. 01060. 
ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN-Position available in 
unique national association of 3600 members deal- - 
ing in Bank Public Relations and Marketing. 
Assistant to head librarian needed in rapidly grow- 
ing information center. Opportunity to participate 
in all aspects of library work and to expand 
facilities, aquisitions, and special services. LS de- - 
gree or equivalent in experience. Attractive bene- 
fits and loop location. Write or call Librarian, 
Bank PRMA, 120 West Madison St., Chicago, 
Illinois 60602. 
DOCUMENTS~SERIAL~ LIBRARIAN-Opening June 
1, 1967; salary range $625-5775 ($685-$845 July 
'67).  Fifth year degree from ALA accred~ted 11- 
brary school plus four years professional ex- 
perience including work with documents required. 
Send applications including references to: Oregon 
State Library, Salem, Oregon 97310. 
E x ~ c u T l v ~  DIRECTOR-For newly-organized Roch- 
ester Regional Research Library Council. T o  initi- 
ate planning of cooperative research library serv- 
ices among university, college, special and public 
libraries in the 5-county Rochester, N .  Y., region. 
Will  serve as chief administrative officer to 14- 
person lay Board of Trustees. Will  work with 
regional Advisory Committee of Librarians. Must 
be able to prepare detailed program proposals and 
operating budgets for each. Administrative ex- 
perience in major or specialized library serving re- 
search personnel is required. Salary: $15,000. 
TIAA or equivalent retirement program, plus So- 
cial Security, and medical and surgical insurance 
will be offered. Send application and resume to 
Dr .  John A. Leermakers, Chairman, Selection 
Committee, Rochester Regional Research Library 
Council, 115 South Avenue, Ruchester, N .  Y. 
14604. 
HEAD-Business and Technical Department in the 
Central Library. $7,384-$9,422 depending on ex- 
perience. M.L.S. required. Usual fringe benefits, 
paid standard Blue Cross and Blue Shield, sick 
leave, 4 weeks vacation, retirement plan. Apply: 
Assistant Director, Wilmington Institute Free Li- 
brary and New Castle County Free Library, 10th 
and Market Streets, Wilmington, Delaware 19801. 
INFORMATION SPEC~ALIST/TECHNICAL-I~~~~~- 
ate opening exists in our Technical Library for an 
experienced information specialist. Requires good 
working knowledge of modern techniques in in- 
dexing, cataloging, retrieving and disseminating 
technical and scientific information. Supervisory 
experience in a specialized technical library is 
highly desirable. In addition, the position involves 
library liaison tasks calling for close and tactful 
working relationships with R&D engineers, scien- 
tists and managers at all levels, including govern- 
ment source agencies such as DDC, LAC, AEC 
and NASA. The successful candidate will have the 
opportunity to participate in all phases of informa- 
tion retrieval activity and to join in the continuing 
development of mechanized and computerized 
methods of information processing. Qualified ap- 
plicants, possessing at least a BS degree in a gen- 
eral science, are invited to write to Mr. R. P. 
Schaal, Aerospace Corporation, P.O. Box 249, 
San Bernardino, California 92402. Equal Oppor- 
tunity Employer. 
-- 
SCIENCE L1BR~~1~~-Experienced,  to establish and 
set up a reference and documentation section for 
the newly opened Research Center of Quebec 
Iron and Titanium Corporation, the world's larg- 
est producer of titania slag for the pigment in- 
dustry, and SORELMETAL for foundries and 
steel mills. The Head Office, Smelter and Research 
Center are located at Sorel, on the St. Lawrence 
River, forty miles east of Montreal. Construction 
of a new $1,500,000 building to house the Re- 
search and Development staffs has recently been 
completed. This facility, 22,000 square feet in 
area, includes the chemical, analytical and metal- 
lurgical research laboratories as well as pilot plant 
equipment. The Company offers salaries fully 
commensurate with responsibilities undertaken and 
a generous group insurance plan including Major 
Medical, Life Insurance and Pension Benefits. Ap- 
plications or requests for  additional information 
should be addressed to: Manager, Personnel Re- 
lations, Quebec Iron and Titanium Corporation, 
P.O. Box 40, Sorel, Quebec, Canada. 
TECHNICAL PROCESSING C ~ I ~ ~ - D y n a m i c .  Soundly 
grounded in acquisitions needed. Library with 100,- 
600 volumes and a book budget of nearly $45,000 
seeks successor to retiring chief of technical proc- 
essing. Libraw is a member of the New York 
State Employees Retirement System and also of 
its Health Plan; Social Security; month's vacation 
plus eleven paid holidays allowable on annual 
basis; sick: leave time allowed to accumulate; per- 
sonal leave time allowable without prejudice to 
annual or sick leave; 35-hour week; Library is a 
member of the Nassau Library Service System; Li- 
brary also computerizing its circulation procedures; 
within easy commuting distance of City ; community 
has many apartments if community residence is 
preferred. Requirements: MLS, eligibility for N .  Y. 
State Certification; two year's experience in an 
administrative or  assistant administrative position 
in bechnical processing. Salary range-basic- 
$7,350-$9,600. Send application to: Wilfred Lau- 
rier Morir~, Library Director, Freeport Public Li- 
brary, Freeport, New York 11520. 
FOR SALE 
- - ~p 
BACK ISSUE PERIODICALS-Scientific, Technical, 
Medical and Liberal Arts. Please submit want lists 
and lists of materials for sale or exchange. Prompt 
replies assured. G. H. Arrow Co., 4th & Brown 
Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. 19123. 
CURRENT ABSTRACTS-A modular publication of 
descriptive abstracts purchased according to pe- 
riodicals of interest. An optional feature-Currem 
Alerting-provides extra value by "notifying" 
busy, key personnel what articles/abstracts they 
should read first (based on "profiles," we flag ab- 
stracts of interest). Dataflow Systems, Products 
Department, 11803 Ashley Drive, Rockville, 
Maryland 20853. 
FOREIGN BOOKS and periodicals. Specialty: in- 
ternational congresses. Albert J. Phiebig, Box 
352, White Plains, New York 10602. 
LIBRARIANS: I buy and sell scientific and scholarly 
back-issues. Please submit your want lists and lists 
of duplicate materials you wish to sell or exchange. 
Prompt estimates. Fred. Ludwig, Rte. 4, Box 115, 
Tucson, Arizona 85704. 
RADIATION RE%-COMPLETE (VoI. 1-29) ; J. Gen. 
Microbiol. complete (Vol. 1-45) ; J. Bact. (Vol. 
49-91) ; Bact. Rev. 9-30; Amer. Scientist 30-54. 
Bound, make offers. B. A. Rubin, 50 Belmont 
Ave., Bala, Pa. 19004. 
SWETS & ZElTLlNGER 
Keizersgracht 471 & 487 
Amsterdam-C. Holland 
Publishers and Library Agents 
Current Subscriptions 
Periodicals, Sets, Backfiles, and Separate 
Volumes, and Reprints. 
American Repre~entatiue 
WALTER D. LANTZ 
555 WOODSIDE AVE., BERWYN, PA. 
Suburban Philadelphia Phone: 215-644-4944 
THE H. W. WILSON COMPANY 
h a s  i m m e d i a t e  o p e n i n g s  for indexers  
o n  the f o l l o w i n g  periodical  indexes:  
APPLIED SCIENCE & TECHNOL- 
OGY I N D E X  
BUSINESS PERIODICALS I N D E X  
EDUCATION I N D E X  
Applicants must be capable of performing 
accurately the detailed work required in 
assigning appropriate subject headings to 
articles in current periodicals on the re- 
spective subjects. Some subject background 
is essential; knowledge of cataloging and/ 
or library experience, while desirable, are 
not absolute requirements. 
Salary will depend on qualifications and 
experience and will be reviewed annually. 
Many company benefits such as vacations, 
sick pay, pensions, Blue Cross, Blue Shield, 
Major Medical, etc. Five day, 35-hour week. 
Applications should be addressed to: 
T h e  Personnel Department 
The H. W. Wilson Company 
950 University Avenue 
Bronx, New York 10452 
Complete composition, press 
and pamphlet binding facilities, cou- 
pled with the knowledge and skill 
gained through fifty years of experi- 
ence, can be put to your use-profitably 
THE VERMONT 
PRINTING COMPANY 
Brattleboro, Vermont 
PRINTERS O F  T H E  OFFICIAL JOURNAL 
O F  SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION 
Expert Service on 
MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS 
for 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
* 
Faxon Librarians' Guide 
Available on Request 
0 
For the very best subscription service 
-ask about our Till Forbidden Auto- 
matic Renewal plan. 
F. W.  FAXON CO., INC. 
515-525 Hyde Pork Avenue Boston, Mars. 02131 
Coatinuous Service T o  Libraries Since 1886 
PERMUTED INDEXES 
NOW AVAILABLE 
Permuted Index to National Electronics Conference Volumes 1-20, 1945-1964 .................. 
Permuted Index to International Convention Record I R E  Volumes 1-10, 1953-1962 ............ 
Permuted Index t o  Joint Computer Conferences, Eastern and Western,  1952-1962 ............. 
Permuted Index to Conference on Pagnet i sm and Magnetic Materials Volumes 1-9, 1955-1963 
Permuted Index  t o  Military Electronics Conference Volumes 1-9, 1957.1965 PG M I L  Mid- 
winter Proceedings Volumes 1-5, 1%2-1966 I E E E  Transactions M I L  Volumes 1-9, 1957-1965 
Permuted Index  to National Telemetering Conferences Volume 1-14, 1950-1964 ................ 
Permuted Index  t o  Wescon Technical Papers Volumes 1-10, 1957.1966 .......................... 
Permuted Index t o  Ins t i tu te  of Radio Engineers (IRE, I E E E )  Transactions PGEC 1-EC 
13, PGIT I - IT  10, ( IRE,  I E E E )  Transactions on Electronic Computers and Information 
.............................................................................................. Theory 
Permuted Index t o  National Aeronautical and Navigational Electronics Conference 1952-1964 17.50 
Permuted Index to Electronic Components Conferences 1950.1964 ............................... 12.50 
NOW AVAILABLE-THE 7TH NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON INFORMATION DISPLAY 
Boston, Massachusetts-October, 1966 
Contents include: Display Devices and Techniques, Information Processing as a Function of 
Display Format, The Observer-Human Factors and Performance, Display Systems, Display 
...................................................................... Standards and Measurements 15.00 
WESTERN PERIODICALS CO. 
13000 RAYMER ST. . NORTH HOLLYWOOD CALIFORNIA . 875-0555 
World's most comprobonsive monthly gri& 
to Businoss Informtion Sources 
Sturdy-Attractive-Unique 
LOW COST PERIODICAL 
AND PAMPHLET FILES 
ALL SIZES SAME PRICE 
F. 0. B. St. Louis 
$3.18 per doz. any assortment desired. 
12 doz. or more, $2.88 per doz. 
FREE SAMPLE MAGAFILE sen t  upon re- 
quest.You will receive it by return mail along 
with handy size-chart and additional details. 
No obligation or salesman follow-up. 
mkp$ihad- 
T H E  M A G A F I L E  CO. 
P. 0 .  BOX 3121 ST. LOUIS, M 0 .  63130 
American Canadian . British. books, 
pomphlote, films, maps, poriodieala etc. 
A hundred elms h k r  chon dlctionory stylo idmm 
SAMPLE COPY S1.W 
HEW SUBSCRIBER'S PRICE $10.00 YEAR 
Hundreds of Libraries-big a n d  small-now print 
3 x 5 ~rofeaaional catalon cards a n d  nostcards (anv 
quaniities) with new pr&ion gearedstencil ria& 
especially desi e d f o r ~ i b r a r y  requirements-Huy di- 
rect o n  Five gar Guarantee. FREE-  Write TO- 
DAY for description, pictures, a n d  low direct price. 
CARDMASTER, 1920 Sunnyside, Dept. 44, C h i i o  40 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION PUBLICATIONS 
*Aviation subject headings and classifica- 
tion guide, 1966 ................ $6.30 
business and industrial libraries in the 
United States, 1820-1940, 1961. . . .  7.00 
* A  checklist for the organization, opera- 
tlon and evaluation of a company 
library, 2nd ed., 1966 . . . . . . .  3.00 
Currelation index document series 8i PB 
reports, 1953 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10.00 
Creation & development of an insur- 
ance library, rev. ed., 1949 . . . . . . . .  2.00 
Dictionary of report series codes, 1962 12.75 
Directory of business and financial serv- 
ices, 1963 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6.50 
Directory of special libraries, 1933 . . . .  5.00 
*German chemical abbreviations, 1966 . 6.50 
Guide to metallurgical information 
(SLA Bibliography no. 3 ) ,  2nd ed., 
1961 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  7.00 
Guide to Russian reference and language 
aids (SLA Bibliography no. 4 ) .  1962 4.25 
Handbook of scientific and technical 
awards in the United States and Can- 
ada, 1900-1952, 1956 . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.00 
*The library: an introduction for library 
assistants, 1967 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.00 
Literature of executive management 
(SLA Bibliography no. 5 ) ,  I963 . . .  4.25 
Map collections in the U S .  and Can 
ada; a directory, 1914 . . . . . .  3.00 
National insurance organizations in the 
United States and Canada, 1957 . . 3 ro 
Picture sources, 2nd ed., I964 . . . . . . . .  6.75 
*SI.A directory of members. as of June 
28,  1966, 1966 . . . . . . . . . .  .members 3.00 
nonmembers 12.50 
Source list of selected labor statistics, 
rev. ed., 1953 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.00 
. . . .  Sources of commodity prices, 1960 5.00 
. . .  Sources of insurance statistics, 1965 8.25 
*Special libraries: a guide for manage- 
ment, 1966 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.00 
Special libraries: how to plan and equip 
them (SLA Monograph no. 2 ) ,  1963 5.55 
Subject headings for financial libraries, 
1954 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5.00 
Subject headings in advertising, market- 
ing and communications media, 1964 5.95 
Translators and translations: services 
and sources in science and technology, 
2nd ed., 196.5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  14.50 
U.S. sources of petroleum and natural 
gas statistics, 1961 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6.00 
Latest publications 
SCIENTIFIC MEETINGS-Subscription, $10.00; Single copies, $4.00 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES-Subscription, $12.50; Foreign, $14.00; Single copies, $2.00 
TECHNICAL BOOK REVIEW INDEX-Subscription, $10.00 ; Foreign, $1 1.00 ; Single copies. $1 50 
A student is about to dial the phone in  
his dorm room. He's going to use i t  to 
study French by calling the Learning Lab. 
At the same time other students will be 
dialing lessons in Biology, Government, 
Speech . . . any subject the university has 
scheduled for that period. Through the tel- 
ephone, universities can extend their Learn- 
ing Lab facilities economically to every 
dormitory room, so students can take full 
advantage of a university's opportunities. 
This use of the telephone as a learning 
tool, in addition to its everyday function, 
is just a beginning. Soon, a student will 
be able to connect with a computer, put a 
problem to it, and receive information back 
in the most convenient form . . . voice or 
teletypewriter . . . even as a video image. 
This is one more way we are working to 
improve communications to meet the fu- 
ture needs of students, faculty and admin- 
istration. Many of these communications 
systems-Tele-Lecture service (two-way am- 
plified phone calls), Data-Phone* service, 
and remote blackboard projection-are 
available now. Find out what you can do to 
benefit from them by talking with your Bell 
Telephone Communications Consultant. 
Dial 3621 for French Ill 
*Service mark of the Bell System 
Iro-Dart: Books Supplies FURNITURE Charging Systems Book Processing Colorprints 
Are You aVictim of Shelf -Denial? 
o meet our own storage needs, 
videly sold as the most economical 
nswer to library workroom problems - 
Bur flexible single and double-face 
helving is now used everywhere that 
txtra shelves are needed. 
Built of hard wood flakes combined 
vith specially formulated adhesives 
mder intense pressure, Bro-Dart 
!fficiency shelvLg is exceptionally For further information, Dept. SL-4 lurable; rivals steel. The handsome 
urface requires no paint, no upkeep. 
4dd or subtract shelves as you need them; 
111 components are easily assembled 
)y hand. No need for nails, screws 
,r tools of any kind. 
Bro-Dart's complete workroom line 
ncludes work tables and processing P.O. Box 923, Williamsport, Pa. 17704 Williamsport . Newark Los Angeles. Brantford,Ontario quipment - all equally versatile. 
Ne guarantee shelf-satisfaction. THE COMPLETE LIBRARY SOURCE 
THESE SEVEN GALE TITLES ARE INCLUDED IN 
LIBRARY JOURNAL'S FIFTY BUSINESS BOOKS OF 1966 " 
Four of the Gale books come from the Man- 
agement Information Guide series, a group 
of bibliographies keyed to questions of busi- 
nessmen, government officials, researchers. 
students, and librarians who need to know 
-in depth-what sources of factual infor- 
mation are available in specific subject 
areas. The series now includes ten titles. all 
compiled by knowledgeable special librari- 
ans and all included in previous "best book" 
lists. Below are the recent titles selected 
for the 1966 Li list. 
STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS 
INFORMATION SOURCES 
Edited by  Erasmus J. Struglia, Consumers Union o f  
the United States. 
A guide through the confusion o f  technical stand- 
ards f o r  manufactured and processed materials of 
a l l  kinds. The book covers general and government 
sources o f  standards information: directories o f  
organizations, agencies, and individuals interested 
i n  standardization; bibliographies: guides t o  peri-  
od ica l  indexes which include mater ial  on stand- 
ards; and international aspects o f  standardization, 
including organizations, publications, etc. Au -  
thor - t i t le  index. 187 Pages. $8.75. 
PUBLIC UTILITIES INFORMATION 
SOURCES 
Edited by  Florine E. Hunt ,  l ibrar ian, Public Scrv- 
ice Electric and Gas Company, Newark, New 
Jersey. 
A bibl iography that  provides for  quick and easy 
access t o  information about a l l  maior aspects o f  
the electr ic,  gas, telephone, and water industries. 
I ts nine sections cover, general works; publ ic 
u t i l i t y  economics; publ ic u t i l i t y  accounting; rates 
and ra te  making; regulat ion o f  pub l ic  util it ies; 
electr ic industry; pub l ic  ownership and electr ic 
power: gas industry: and telephone and water 
industries. Author,  t i t le.  and subiect indexes. 200 
Pages. $8.75. 
TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION 
SOURCES 
Edited b y  the la te  Kenneth N. Metca l f ,  l ibrar ian 
and archivist, Henry  Ford Museum and Greenf ield 
Village, Dearborn, Michigan. 
A n  annotated b ib l iography covering the l i terature 
o f  air, pipel ine, ra i l ,  water, and road transport. 
I n  add i t ion  t o  conventional automobiles, trains. 
ships, and airplanes, it covers such other things 
as taxicabs, helicopters, yachts, monorail systems, 
motorcycles, and automotive safety. Library, gov- 
ernment, and statistical information sources are 
ci ted, as are periodicals, indexes, abstracts, and 
services: pr ivate and university research programs: 
l i terature and bibl iography: professional and t rade 
associations; t ransportat ion industry l i terature: or-  
ganization source books: and university trans- 
por ta t ion  activities. Author-tit le-source index. 307 
Pages. $8.75. 
BUSINESS TRENDS AND 
FORECASTING INFORMATION SOURCES 
Edited b y  James 9. Woy ,  head o f  the Mercant i le 
Library, The Free Library o f  Philadelphia. 
This bibl iography emphasizes recent mater ial  and 
is d iv ided in to  six sections: Background. The Busi- 
ness Cycle; Theory and Technique o f  Forecasting: 
Commentary and Cri t ic ism; Actua l  Forecasts and 
Surveys: Impor tant  Data Sources; and Bibl io- 
graphic Sources. Unique glossary is keyed t o  fed- 
eral  statistical series and related concepts. Au-  
thor-tit le-keyword index. 152 Pages. $8.75. 
The three other Gale titles are: 
STATISTICS SOURCES, Second Edition 
Edited b y  Paul Wasserman. Eleanor A l len ,  and 
Char lo t te  Georgi .  
This volume covers over 8,000 subjects drawn f rom 
industrial, business, social, educational, f inancial. 
and other activities i n  the US. and abroad, w i th  
12,000 source citations t o  periodicals, annuals and 
directories, books and pamphlets, spe- 
c ia l  reports and studies, as wel l  as associations 
and societies, government agencies, and foreign 
sources. 400 Pages. $20.00. 
EXECUTIVE'S GUIDE TO 
INFORMATION SOURCES 
A monumental 2,468-page, three-volume, basic 
reference l ib rary  f o r  business executives, research- 
ers, educators, and librarians . . . the first com- 
plete key t o  where t o  f ind  information published 
i n  periodicals, directories, and yearbooks and is- 
sued b y  organizations, bureaus, and other sources 
on 2,300 subjects. Each entry includes several 
important sources o f  information. Topics range 
f rom Abattoirs t o  Zurich. As a whole, it faci l i tates 
sound problcm-solving decisions, gives a clear 
perspective on the books and periodicals needed 
for  a well-rounded reference l ibrary and, most 
important ly,  provides an instant guide t o  sources 
for  facts and figures when they are needed most. 
$50.00. 
NATIONAL DIRECTORY OF 
NEWSLETTERS AND REPORTING 
SERVICES 
A subject-indexed guide t o  1,500 news and infor- 
mat ion periodicals (not  including house organs or 
similar i tems) issued by U. 5. commercial pub- 
lishers, research organizations, associations, profes- 
sional societies, educational institutions, govern- 
ment agencies and others, with selected fore ign 
English-language newsletters included. Grouped 
i n to  twelve categories, each entry includes name 
and address o f  the newsletter or service: name o f  
edi tor;  frequency o f  issue; year founded: subscrip- 
t ion  rates; subjects covered: and a descr ipt ion o f  
scope and content. Subiect, t i t le ,  and publisher 
indexes. 252 Pages. $20.00. 
ASK US T O  SEND A N Y  O R  ALL  O F  THESE BOOKS FOR YOUR EXAMINATION-  
W I T H O U T  O B L I G A T I O N  
GALE RESEARCH COMPANY 
1400 Book Tower. Detroit. Michigan 48226 
